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ABSTRACT

Huntington's disease (HD), the most common inherited neurodegenerative disorder, is
caused by mutations in the huntingtin (HTT) gene, which encodes a poly-glutamine
(polyQ) repeat protein. Despite widespread expression of the HTT gene, HD presents
with massive neuronal cell loss and transcriptional dysregulation primarily in the striatum
and deep layers of the cortex. Synaptic dysfunction and motor deficits are also prominent
in HD patients as well as mouse models. In an attempt to identify factors that could both
explain these alterations and mirror these vulnerability patterns, we identified a potential
role for the striatal-enriched polyQ protein Foxp2 in HD. The transcription factor Foxp2
was recently identified as a crucial regulator of striatal synaptogenesis and corticostriatal
inputs during striatal development, and has also been demonstrated to play a critical role
in motor learning.

Here we show that, in mice, overexpression of Foxp2 in the adult striatum of two models
of HD leads to rescue of HD-associated behaviors, while knockdown of Foxp2 in wild-
type adult striatum leads to development of HD-associated behaviors. We note that
Foxp2 encodes the longest polyglutamine repeat protein in the human reference genome,
and we show that it can be sequestered into aggregates with polyglutamine-expanded
mutant HTT protein. Foxp2 overexpression in HD model mice leads to altered expression
of several genes associated with synaptic function, genes which present new targets for
normalization of corticostriatal dysfunction in HD.

Thesis Supervisor: Myriam Heiman
Title: Assistant Professor of Neuroscience
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I. Huntington's Disease

Clinical Features

Huntington's disease (HD) is a fatal disorder characterized by progressive

neurodegeneration. It is the most commonly inherited neurodegenerative disorder,

affecting 5-7 people per 100,000 (Walker, 2007). Patients exhibit a wide range of

symptoms spanning cognitive, motor, and broad physiological domains. The hallmark

symptom of HD is chorea, or jerky involuntary movements that the patient cannot control

and worsen over time (reviewed in Roos, 2010; Walker, 2007). HD was previously

referred to as Huntington's chorea for the striking nature of this disordered movement. In

addition to motor symptoms, many patients exhibit cognitive decline and psychiatric

symptoms as part of their disease progression. Problems with executive functioning and

memory are amongst the chief cognitive deficits in HD (Craufurd & Snowden, 2002).

Similar to those suffering from other degenerative disorders, HD patients may also

exhibit unexplained mood swings, agitation, anxiety, depression and apathy (Paulsen et

al., 2001). Finally, metabolic symptoms including rapid weight loss and sleep

disturbances have also been reported in many HD patients (Arnulf et al., 2008; Aziz et

al., 2007). The age of onset is typically around 40, but juvenile HD (age of onset <20

years) occurs in a small proportion of cases. From diagnosis, duration of illness is usually

around 20 years, though it has been reported to be as short as 15 in some cases.

Pneumonia and cardiovascular disease are the two most common causes of death in HD

followed by suicide, and starvation resulting from motor and metabolic complications is

also common (reviewed in Bates et al., 2014).
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Despite being a monogenic and high prevalence disorder, there is no cure for HD

and current treatments remain limited in scope and only marginally effective. Most

interventions are targeted to treat individual symptoms of HD, not the disease as a whole

or its underlying causes. Much work has been aimed at lessening chorea in patients with

severe motor symptoms, and the only FDA-approved drugs to treat HD are tetrabenazine

and the recently-approved deutetrabenazine, which are both anti-choreic (Armstrong et

al., 2012; Frank, 2014; Huntington Study Group et al., 2016). Tetrabenazine is not

effective in all patients, however, and can sometimes result in unpleasant side effects

(reviewed in Frank, 2014). It is possible that deutetrabenazine will alleviate some of these

issues, but its scope is still limited to chorea. Antidepressants and antipsychotics are often

prescribed to stabilize mood and treat aggression or anxiety (summarized in Roos, 2010).

These treatments can help to address the symptoms that are often devastating to a

patient's family life and are thus commonly prescribed. While there is a range of drugs

available to HD patients to treat symptoms, none delay disease onset, slow

neurodegeneration, or extend lifespan. HD is an area where treatments are lacking and

additional research is desperately needed to improve patient prognosis and quality of life.

The Huntingtin Gene and CAG Repeats

Cause of HD

All cases of HD are caused by an expansion of CAG tri-nucleotide repeats in exon

1 of the Huntingtin gene (The Huntington's Disease Collaborative Research Group,

1993). Unaffected individuals have fewer than 35 CAG repeats in this region, while

individuals with 40 or greater CAG repeats will invariably develop HD. Individuals

containing 36-39 repeats display variable HD phenotypes ranging in severity from
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extremely mild to indistinguishable from HD patients with 40+ repeats (reviewed in

Walker, 2007). Interestingly, average CAG repeat length of unaffected individuals varies

across populations, with Caucasians showing the largest repeat length (median 19, range

10-35) while subsets of African, Chinese and Arab populations all have shorter CAG

repeat stretches (median 17 for all, range 11-29 for African and 16-20 for Chinese

populations), yielding insight into why HD may be more common in people of Caucasian

descent (Kremer et al., 1994). Of affected individuals, CAG repeat lengths are also

longer, on average, in Caucasian populations. This tract of CAG repeats is often referred

to as the "polyQ" region, as CAG codes for the amino acid glutamine (Q). HD follows an

autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance.

The pathogenic CAG expansion in Huntingtin produces a mutated huntingtin

protein (mHTT) that has been shown to form protein aggregates. Notably, huntingtin was

demonstrated to aggregate in vitro and in vivo only when it contains a pathogenic (;>40)

length polyQ stretch and not at a polyQ length below this threshold (Scherzinger et al.,

1997). Moreover, mHTT aggregation occurs in a poly-Q repeat length-dependent manner

in vitro, with increasing lengths of polyQ stretches producing more mHTT aggregation

(Scherzinger et al., 1999). This suggests a clear link between HD and the mHTT

aggregation process.

Normal Huntingtin Function

The precise function of wildtype huntingtin protein (HTT) remains unclear,

though research over the past decades has provided some insight into its cellular roles.

HTT is expressed throughout the body, but its levels are highest in the brain and testes

(Cattaneo et al., 2005). HTT is required for normal development and clearly has critical
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non-neuronal roles, as HTT knockout results in embryonic death at E8.5, before

development of the nervous system (Nasir et al., 1995). Much work has implicated HTT

as anti-apoptotic in neurons, as its overexpression protects against cell death and its

reduction has the opposite effect (summarized in Cattaneo et al., 2005). Along these

lines, overexpression of wildtype HTT results in increased brain-derived neurotrophic

factor (BDNF) production (Zuccato et al., 2001). Interestingly, this effect is specific to

wildtype HTT, as replacement of one or both alleles with mHTT decreases BDNF

production.

In addition to the production of BDNF, the transport of BDNF along axons has

also been studied with regards to wildtype HTT. Wildtype HTT enhances the vesicular

transport of BDNF along microtubules (Gauthier et al., 2004). HTT has been found to

facilitate vesicular transport more broadly by interacting with dynein, impacting the

transport of other proteins (Caviston et al., 2007). Finally, the transcription of BDNF in

the presence of wildtype HTT is regulated through repressor element-I transcription

factor/neuron restrictive silencer factor (REST/NRSF) (Zuccato et al., 2003). Wildtype

HTT likely regulates the expression of other genes through this same mechanism

(reviewed in Cattaneo et al., 2005).

Beyond these functions, wildtype HTT has been implicated in various synaptic

processes. HTT interacts with many proteins at the synapse, including proteins involved

in vesicle release, uptake, and synaptic structure (Smith et al., 2005). HTT itself is highly

expressed in the presynaptic terminal (DiFiglia et al., 1995). Postsynaptically, wildtype

HTT can directly bind post-synaptic density 95 (PSD95), which is responsible for

binding NDMA receptors at the synapse (Sun et al., 2001). Wildtype HTT plays a
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number of important and diverse roles in the cell, and mHTT has a different effect on

each of these roles. The exact links between disruption of wildtype HTT function in a

given domain and precise HD symptoms remain unclear.

mHTT Gain of Function

Much work has been done to understand the toxic, gain-of-function properties of

mHTT expression and tease them apart from any loss-of-function phenomena. Early

work revealed phenotypically normal individuals with balanced translocations in the HTT

gene, suggesting loss of one functional copy of the gene does not cause the pathology

observed in HD patients (Ambrose et al., 1994). mHTT expression can also compensate

for a lack of wildtype HTT in development, rendering mice viable past birth into

adulthood (Leavitt et al., 2001; White et al., 1997). Interestingly, adult deletion of

wildtype HTT selectively in the brain does not result in neurodegeneration, suggesting

differential roles for HTT in development and adulthood, arguing against a pure loss-of-

function model (Wang et al., 2016). Before this study, deletion of WT HTT after early

development was found to be toxic (Dragatsis et al., 2000), however this deletion

occurred either at embryonic day 15 or postnatal day 5. Evidence from true adult deletion

of HTT suggests that, while its developmental effects may continue into early

adolescence, wildtype HTT depletion does not result in neurodegeneration.

There is overwhelming evidence to suggest that toxic gain-of-function resulting

from CAG repeat expansion in mHTT leads to HD pathology. Importantly, CAG repeat

length has been demonstrated to correlate with increased disease pathology, and

individuals with juvenile HD have longer CAG repeat stretches and more severe disease

(Furtado et al., 1996). Much evidence for gain-of-function arguments in HD has come
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from mouse models. A particularly informative study by Van Raamsdonk et al. (2005)

produced YAC 128 mice that lacked wildtype HTT and compared them to normal

YAC 128 mice that expressed baseline wildtype HTT levels. Both of these groups

displayed indistinguishable losses in striatal neuron number and volume, suggesting the

striatal pathology observed in HD is due predominantly to toxic gain-of-function of

mHTT itself. Cleavage products of mHTT have also been causally linked to toxicity

(Wellington et al., 2002).

In addition to the toxicity of mHTT protein, there is some evidence for RNA

toxicity in HD. Changing the CAG repeat stretch to alternating CAG-CAAs, still

producing a polyQ protein, decreases toxicity in another CAG repeat disorder model,

suggesting similar RNA toxicity might contribute to HD (Li et al., 2008). mRNA CAG

repeat stretches of mHTT have been found to form hairpins and nuclear aggregates (de

Mezer et al., 2011). It has also been hypothesized that repeat-associated non-ATG (RAN)

translation may contribute to toxicity in CAG repeat disorders. RAN translation can be

initiated in the RNA hairpins that form in CAG repeat stretches (Zu et al., 2011),

resulting in potentially toxic additional polyQ, polySerine, or polyAlanine proteins

(Pearson, 2011). Finally, aberrant splicing of mHTT produces a highly toxic exon 1

fragment based on activity of the serine/arginine-rich protein SRSF6 (Gipson et al., 2013;

Sathasivam et al., 2013), but the contribution of RNA versus protein to its toxicity is not

yet understood.

Human Genetic Studies of HD

Since the genetic cause of HD was discovered in 1993, studies have attempted to

identify modifiers of the disease. The most robust finding is that age of onset tracks
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inversely with the length of CAG repeat expansion (Djouss6 et al., 2003). Later studies

showed that the length of the CAG repeat in the expanded HTT allele alone, without

significant contribution from CAG repeat length in the normal HTT allele, influences age

of onset (Lee et al., 2012). Interestingly, a study of homozygous HD patients revealed

that age of onset is not altered compared to heterozygous controls, but disease

progression is more severe (Squitieri et al., 2003). Since homozygosity is so rare in HD,

however, the small sample size does beg further future testing. Early studies in a

Venezuelan HD cohort, where incidence is high due to founder effects, posited that age

of onset is 38% heritable, with variation also explained by environmental factors (60% of

remaining variance) and other genetic factors (40%) (Wexler et al., 2004).

Until recently, the other genetic factors that may influence age of onset in HD had

not been thoroughly investigated. With the advent of genome-wide association studies

(GWAS) and careful collection of over one thousand HD samples, researchers were able

to take a new step in human HD studies. The Genetic Modifiers of Huntington's Disease

(GeM-HD) Consortium (2015) studied 1,95 1 HD patients with CAG repeat expansions

ranging from 40-55Q in length to look for modifiers of age of motoric symptom onset.

Combined analyses yielded two significant loci-one on chromosome 15 and one on

chromosome 8-and suggested additional loci at chromosomes 3, 5, and 21. The genes

implicated on chrl5 and chr8 included myotubularin related protein 10 (MTMR10),

Fanconi anemia FANC /FANCD2-associated endonuclease I (FAN 1), RRM2B (a

subunit of ribonucleotide reductase M2 B) and UBR5 (a HECT domain E3 ubiquitin

protein ligase). In addition to these genes, the regions also contained segments that

specify lncRNAs and miRNAs. Pathway analysis of SNPs revealed DNA damage repair,
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along with mitochondrial fission and oxidoreductase activity, as top hits for motoric

symptom onset modifiers. Interestingly, when age of psychiatric symptom onset was

examined with GWAS in the same manner, these regions were only nominally significant

and no true hits were identified. These observations highlight DNA damage repair and

mitochondrial function as important processes in HD progression. Future studies of the

target regions identified in this GWAS may result in clinically relevant interventions

targeted at modifying symptom onset even further, but need to be fully investigated.

Other CAG Repeat and HD-like Disorders

It is important to note that HD is one of nine disorders caused by an expansion of

polyQ repeats in a given gene. The others are the spinocerebellar ataxias (SCAs) 1, 2, 3,

6, 7, and 17, dentatorubralpallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA), and spinal and bulbar

muscular atrophy (SBMA) (summarized in Gatchel & Zoghbi, 2005; and Taroni &

DiDonato, 2004). Interestingly, the pathogenic threshold for most protein-based CAG

repeat disorders is just under 40 glutamine repeats, with only SCA3 and DRPLA

requiring more (62 and 49, respectively; summarized in Zoghbi & Orr, 2000). While

each of these disorders can be traced back to a CAG repeat expansion, they have a wide

range of phenotypic characteristics. Notably, all of the CAG repeat disorders start off

with a period of normal development followed by mid-life disease onset. Each of these

disorders is also degenerative, with patients undergoing various extents of neuronal loss

after disease onset. While patients across these disorders share some symptoms, these

mutations result in differential patterns of cell loss in the brain. The reason for these

discrepancies is quite poorly understood and is a current topic of research in these

disorders.
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In addition to the CAG repeat disorders, there are a handful of other disorders that

are related to HD in their symptomatology, notably HD-like (HDL) I and 2, as well as

neuroferritinopathy. HDLI is caused by small insertion mutations in the prion protein

gene (Laplanche et al., 1999; Lewis et al., 2003). HDL1 is an adult onset

neurodegenerative disease, with patients experiencing motor and psychiatric symptoms

that overlap with those observed in HD (Moore et al., 200 1). It also follows an autosomal

dominant pattern of inheritance and cell loss is localized to cerebellum, cortex and basal

ganglia (Lewis et al., 2003). HDL2 is another adult onset neurodegenerative disease

caused by a CTG/CAG triple repeat expansion in the junctophilin 3 gene (Holmes et al.,

2001). Patients with HDL2 also display striatal pathology and motor symptoms similar to

those observed in HD (Greenstein et al., 2007), however incidence is much higher in

populations of African descent (Margolis et al., 2005). Finally, neuroferritinopathy is

another disorder that closely mimics HD symptoms. It is caused by mutations in the

ferretin light polypeptide gene and results in adult onset chorea, dystonia and dementia

(Keogh et al., 2013). This mutation results in low ferretin levels in serum and depositions

of iron in the basal ganglia, cerebellum and cortex (Maciel et al., 2005). It is almost

entirely confined to populations of northeast England, which is thought to be the result of

founder effects (Keogh et al., 2013).

Models of HD

As the precise mutation that causes HD is known, many models have been

produced to model HD in the laboratory. While mouse models are the most commonly

used model system, HD has also been modeled in cells, flies, worms, zebrafish, rats,

miniature pigs, sheep, and non-human primates (reviewed in Zuccato et al., 2010).
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Nonmammalian HD models offer the advantage of speed, scalability, and simplicity.

Many screens in these systems have yielded mechanistic insights into HD pathology and

have been useful tools in drug discovery (Faber et al., 1999; Krobitsch & Lindquist,

2000; Meriin et al., 2002; Parker et al., 2001; Voisine et al., 2007). At the other end of the

spectrum, larger animal models such as sheep (Jacobsen et al., 2010), pigs (Yang et al.,

2010) and non-human primates (Yang et al., 2008) offer organ capacity and size more

similar to human patients, making them valuable for potential preclinical and

safety/tolerability studies. Despite the advantages of these organisms, mouse models are

the most widely used models in HD. They allow for the use of myriad genetic tools and

well-established testing paradigms that are not available in other large models. They also

provide researchers with the ability to study the question of enhanced vulnerability and to

examine striatal circuits in their native environment, which is not possible in lower

species. This study utilizes HD mouse models to thoroughly interrogate questions of

specific vulnerability in HD.

While mouse models have distinctive advantages when it comes to studying

striatal pathology in HD, they are not without criticism. In order to model HD in mice,

large CAG repeat stretches are necessary to elicit behavioral phenotypes (roughly 80-150,

depending on the model). Repeat expansions this large are rarely ever observed in human

patients aside from the Westphal variant, which typically results in juvenile onset of the

disorder (Bates et al., 2014; Nance & Myers, 2001). Moreover, many HD mouse models

display a striking lack of cell death (Mangiarini et al., 1996), and even those that do

model cell loss do so to a much lesser extent than is seen in human patients (reviewed in

Levine et al., 2004). Depending on the specific model, different HD mice recapitulate
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human pathology to different extents. Despite these drawbacks, however, mouse models

of HD can still provide critical insight into disease progression. Mouse models represent

the most faithful recapitulation of HD that can be targeted with the widest range of

molecular and circuit-based tools. It is also possible to look across models to validate

findings in an initial HD mouse line to confirm relevance. There is much insight to be

gained by leveraging the advantages of HD mouse models while keeping potential

drawbacks in mind.

There are two main types of HD mouse models currently in use-models that

express full-length mHTT, and models that express a truncated exon I portion of mHTT.

While models also differ in the type of mHTT expressed (i.e. human versus mouse,

precise number of glutamine repeats) and their construction strategy (transgenic versus

knock-in), the portion of the HTT gene expressed and repeat size have the most dramatic

impact on disease progression. These models have been helpful for studying the

complexity of basal ganglia circuitry and enhanced vulnerability of certain cell types in

vivo. In order to probe these questions, this study will focus on two models in

particular-the severe R6/2 and the milder BACHD model-to study different aspects of

HD in concert.

The R6/2 model of HD is one of the most commonly used models in the field and

models a severe progression of HD. It expresses ~Ikb of 5' UTR sequence, exon 1 of

HTT with ~130 CAG repeats, and 262 base pairs of the first intron (Mangiarini et al.,

1996). These mice have a drastically reduced lifespan of roughly 12 weeks, with age of

onset as early as three weeks of age. The mice develop tremors that worsen over time and

show an overall decrease in brain volume compared to controls. These mice also show
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deficits in grip strength, open field activity, and other motor behaviors without large scale

cell death (summarized in Zuccato et al., 2010). We have chosen to use the R6/2 line for

our experiments as it very widely used in the field, displays a stereotyped, well-

characterized disease progression, and the accelerated timeline allows us to study HD

without long periods of waiting before symptom onset.

The second model we use in this study is the full-length BACHD model (Gray et

al., 2008). This mouse expresses the entire 170kb human htt locus with 97 mixed

CAG/CAA repeats in exon 1, all contained in a bacterial artificial chromosome, and

models much slower HD progression. BACHD mice have a normal lifespan, but exhibit

an onset of symptoms starting as early as 12 weeks of age. They display deficits across a

range of motor behaviors and also suffer from an overall loss of cortical and striatal

volume (summarized in Zuccato et al., 2010). The BACHD model is useful for long-term

therapeutic studies that assess behavioral measures, as there is a significant window for

presymptomatic intervention and tests can be run over the course of years to thoroughly

probe phenotypic changes.

Pathophysiology of HD

Differential Vulnerability

One of the most striking aspects of HD is the differential vulnerability observed

across neuronal populations over the course of the disease. Striatum and deep-layer

cortex are amongst the earliest and most severely affected regions in HD, with almost

complete loss of striatal volume and medium spiny neuron (MSN) population by late

stage disease (Cudkowicz & Kowall, 1990; Hedreen et al., 1991; Vonsattel et al., 1985).

In juvenile cases, degeneration of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum can also be observed
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(Vonsattel & DiFiglia, 1998). Recently, the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has also been

implicated in HD, with STN neurons undergoing degeneration in mouse models

(Atherton et al., 2016). Other brain regions, including hippocampus and hypothalamus,

are largely unaffected over the course of HD. Selective vulnerability is even observed

within the individual neurons of the striatum, as striatal interneurons are almost entirely

unaffected in HD despite their proximity to the vulnerable MSNs and high levels of

mHTT expression (Kowall et al., 1987).

Even within MSNs, different subgroups show differential susceptibility to mHTT-

induced degeneration. MSNs can be classified into two groups-the dopamine DRDI

receptor-containing MSNs (Dl) that express enkephalin and belong to the direct pathway,

projecting to the globus pallidus interna, and the dopamine DRD2 receptor-containing

MSNs (D2) that express substance P and belong to the indirect pathway, projecting to the

globus pallidus externa. Examination of human HD patients revealed that D2-containing

MSNs tend to be affected earlier and more severely than DI-containing MSNs (Albin et

al., 1992; Reiner et al., 1988), though DI-containing neurons are affected later in disease

(Berardelli et al., 1999). In fact, this early loss of D2-contianing MSNs in the indirect

pathway likely underlies the chorea observed in HD (Crossman et al., 1988). Striatal

neurons can also be classified as belonging to the striosome (projection neurons) or the

matrix (interneurons) (Graybiel, 1990), and neurons in the striosome are also more

vulnerable to mHTT-induced degeneration (Hedreen & Folstein, 1995).

Clinicians have utilized the stereotyped pattern of striatal cell loss to create a

grading system to assess the severity of HD in human patients. First described in 1985 by

Vonsattel et al., the rating system progresses from grade 0 to grade 4 as pathology
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worsens. Grade 0 encompasses individuals where an HD diagnosis is warranted by a

patient's symptoms, but there is no observable neural pathology. Cell loss is first

observed in grade 1 and worsens progressively to grade 3 moving laterally, ventrally and

caudally across the region. Stage 4 patients display almost complete striatal atrophy. Both

brain volume and physical symptoms are correlated with HD grade. This classification is

still used today in most research involving human HD patients as a standardized means of

assessing disease progression.

Cell Autonomous versus Non-Cell Autonomous Effects of mHTT

One of the central questions in the HD field has been whether pathophysiology

arises from cell autonomous or non-cell autonomous mechanisms. Researchers have used

combinations of mouse models and genetic tools to interrogate various contributions to

HD pathology. Much early work supported the idea that cell autonomous mechanisms

were driving mHTT-induced degeneration and toxicity. Overexpression of mHTT using

lentiviral vectors in rat striatum was sufficient to produce mHTT aggregates and

decreases in DARPP-32, along with long-term MSN toxicity (de Almeida et al., 2002;

R6gulier et al., 2003). Moreover, silencing of mHTT in striatum alone produces

therapeutic benefits in HD models (DiFiglia et al., 2007; Drouet et al., 2009). Finally, in

vitro, mHTT expression in primary striatal neurons is much more toxic than expression in

primary cortical neurons (Zala et al., 2005). Taken together, these observations argue that

cell autonomous mechanisms play a critical role in the pathology of HD.

More recently, studies have begun to utilize genetic tools to highlight the

contribution of non-cell autonomous mechanisms to HD. mHTT expression in cortical

projection neurons alone is not sufficient to cause the motor deficits typically observed in
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HD models (Gu et al., 2005). Expression of an exon 1 mHTT fragment in MSNs alone

was sufficient to produce mHTT aggregation, but not motor deficits and other cellular

hallmarks of mHTT-induced degeneration (Gu et al., 2007). The question of whether the

striatum or the cortex first exhibits dysfunction in HD is still debated in the field, as

evidence has been interpreted in both directions. For example, as HD patients typically

exhibit cognitive symptoms before motor onset of the disorder, it is possible that cortical

dysfunction precedes striatal disruption. However, when mHTT expression is restricted to

forebrain selectively excluding neocortex in mice, significant motor impairment and

striatal gene dysregulation are observed (Brown et al., 2008). While HD is a complex

disorder and circuit alterations and feedback likely play a role in driving cellular

dysfunction, the precise timing and location of the initial mHTT-induced insult is not

fully understood. Perhaps the most robust model to describe the onset of cellular

dysfunction in HD is that MSNs undergo intrinsic changes as a result of mHTT

expression that are only observed once the corticostriatal neurons are disrupted, and the

precise dysfunction depends on the specific HD model. Future work will clarify the

contributions of each cell type in HD.

Hypotheses Addressing Differential Vulnerability

As the enhanced vulnerability of certain cell types in HD is so striking,

researchers have long studied potential determinants of these patterns. One such idea

centers on BDNF and its interaction with mHTT. As discussed earlier, it is known that

wildtype HTT promotes BDNF production, which is lost with the polyQ expansion seen

in HD (Zuccato et al., 2001; Zuccato et al., 2003). Studies of human HD patients have

revealed reduced levels of BDNF compared to controls (Ciammola et al., 2007; Ferrer et
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al., 2000). This observation is mirrored in mouse models, as HD mice are observed to

have lower levels of BDNF than littermate controls (Duan et al., 2003; Zuccato et al.,

2001). However, conditional knockout of BDNF in the central nervous system does not

result in MSN death, but instead in a loss of dendritic growth of these cells (Rauskolb et

al., 2010). For this reason, differences in BDNF alone are not sufficient to explain the

differential vulnerability observed in HD. Recent work has suggested that the striatal

response to BDNF, not BDNF levels themselves, may lead to the disruption of

corticostriatal synapses. Activation of the BDNF receptor, tyrosine-related kinase B

(TrkB) in HD models did not result in proper downstream signaling in dopamine receptor

D2-containing indirect pathway MSNs (Plotkin et al., 2014). As these indirect pathway

MNSs are amongst the earliest affected in HD (Zuccato et al., 2010), dysfunctional

BDNF signaling may explain some of the specific vulnerability observed in HD. Again,

however, TrkB knockout does not produce MSN death (Besusso et al., 2013), suggesting

BDNF signaling may only contribute to, not underlie, enhanced vulnerability in HD.

Another popular hypothesis to explain MSN vulnerability in HD is based on axon

length. The MSNs that are so vulnerable in HD project long distances to targets outside

the striatum, while the locally-targeted interneurons are much less vulnerable (Cicchetti

et al., 2000). The long axons of the MSNs present challenges to the cell, such as

sufficient production of critical proteins and their transport to distal axonal regions. It is

possible that mHTT interferes with these processes, and MSNs along with the deep layer

cortical projection neurons are especially vulnerable due to the length of their axons. In

fact, many deficits in axonal transport have been reported in HD (summarized in Han et

al., 2010). However, there are projection neurons with long axons across many brain
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regions that do not undergo enhanced degeneration in HD. For example, corticospinal

tract neurons that are vulnerable in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis remain unaffected in

HD, thus axon length alone is insufficient to explain the differential patterns of

vulnerability observed in HD patients.

Altered mitochondrial function has also been studied with regards to the enhanced

regional vulnerability in HD. There is ample evidence of altered cellular respiration in

human HD patients, which first led to the implication of mitochondria in the disease

(reviewed in Han et al., 2010). Interestingly, mHTT expression in cells and mouse

models of HD results in mitochondrial respiration deficits (Browne et al., 1997; Seong et

al., 2005). Moreover, mitochondrial inhibitor administration results in phenotypes

reminiscent of HD, including many striatal-centric symptoms, and is sometimes used as a

chemical model of HD (reviewed in Browne, 2008). Despite these findings, it remains

unclear why mitochondria in the striatum would differ from mitochondria in other brain

regions. Additionally, mitochondrial alternations are usually reported relatively late in

disease progression, and might only represent secondary effects rather than primary

causes of differential vulnerability (Bredesen et al., 2006; Jellinger, 2006).

Another current hypothesis regarding enhanced striatal vulnerability in HD

involves differences in cellular proteostasis. This hypothesis centers on the idea that in

their baseline, non-diseased state, MSNs show differences in the ubiquitin proteasome

system (UPS), autophagy, and cellular chaperones (summarized in Margulis &

Finkbeiner, 2014). UPS activity was demonstrated to be lower in striatum than other

brain regions, potentially making it more vulnerable to the insult of mHTT (Tsvetkov et

al., 2013). mRNA levels for a number of important chaperone proteins were found to be
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lower in striatum than cortex, which may also contribute to striatal vulnerability in HD

(Tebbenkamp & Borchelt, 2010). Similarly, various proteins involved in autophagy have

also been demonstrated to be expressed at increased levels in cortex compared to striatum

(reviewed in Margulis & Finkbeiner, 2014), and it is known that loss of autophagy leads

to neurodegeneration (Komatsu et al., 2006). While targeting some of these processes and

specific proteins have proved therapeutic in HD models, it remains unclear whether these

differences in proteostasis are causative with regards to MSN vulnerability in HD.

Additionally, these studies do not explain the enhanced vulnerability seen in deep layer

cortex and often do not assess proteostasis in non-vulnerable brain regions. Finally, much

of this work has been done in vitro, and in vivo CNS function of the proteasome across

cell types, both in health and disease, is not fully understood.

Another aspect of vulnerability in HD involves dysregulation of gene expression.

At first, microarray studies were used to identify hundreds of gene expression changes in

both mouse models and human HD patients (Cha, 2007). Moreover, many of these

altered genes are striatal-enriched (Thomas, 2006). It is thought that these genes are

likely essential to normal striatal function, and thus changes in their expression might

result in disease pathology. More broadly, changes in mRNA expression were recently

found to mirror HD vulnerability more broadly and depend on glutamine repeat length in

both human patients and mouse models (Hodges et al., 2006; Langfelder et al., 2016).

Yet it is unclear whether these changes in expression are causing HD pathology or are

merely secondary or compensatory changes. Some studies have identified specific

changes in mRNA expression before the development of symptoms (Bibb et al., 2000),

which fits with the idea that transcriptional changes may underlie at least some mHTT
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toxicity, as nuclear mHTT expression has been established as highly toxic in the cell

(Arrasate et al., 2004; Peters et al., 1999; Saudou et al., 1998). Despite this role for early

transcriptional changes, some of the differences observed in late stage HD are likely

secondary or even compensatory. It is important to understand what these changes are

and their precise timing in the progress of HD to determine their role in differential

vulnerability and identify potential therapeutic interventions.

Transcriptional Dysregulation

Analysis of the various gene expression studies in both HD models and human

patients has yielded great insight into the pathophysiology of HD. Some of the earliest

studies using in situ hybridization in human HD patients found that mRNA for the

striatal-enriched neuropeptides substance P and enkephalin were both reduced even in

pre-symptomatic human patients (Augood et al., 1996). Moreover, the dopamine receptor

D2 (Drd2) was also found to be downregulated early on in HD patients (Augood et al.,

1997). Reduction in Drd2 was also observed in mouse models of HD (Cha et al., 1999;

Cha et al., 1998).

The first microarray study in HD models was performed on the R6/2 line to look

broadly at expression changes (Luthi-Carter et al., 2000). They found that at six and 12

weeks of age, 1.7% and 1.2% of transcripts were altered, respectively. Interestingly, the

majority of changes were decreases in expression level rather than increases, and many of

the increases identified were related to inflammation or other potentially compensatory

effects. Recent work has also highlighted aberrant expression of developmental genes

amongst the upregulated mRNAs in human HD patients, suggesting a loss of specific

MSN identity and potentially an abnormal reversion to a pre-differentiated state
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(Labadorf et al., 2015). Calcium homeostasis, signal transduction, neurotransmitter

signaling, and retinoic acid signaling were amongst the most impacted cellular processes

in these initial HD profiling studies (Luthi-Carter et al., 2000). These studies provide

clues as to potentially important pathways in HD progression, and research has been

aimed at understanding how mHTT affects transcription.

More recent gene expression studies have yielded valuable insight into the role of

transcriptional dysregulation in HD. Langfelder et al. (2016) conclusively demonstrated

that MSN markers are lost very early on in HD progression in a CAG length-dependent

manner. These genes included DARPP-32, Drdla, Drd2, and Gpr6, all highly enriched in

MSNs. In fact, of the top 88 genes identified by the Allen Brain Atlas as specific striatal

markers, 70 of them were found to be in the top group of CAG-dependent dysregulated

genes in their mouse model. Moreover, there was additional enrichment of Drd2 over

Drd 1 marker genes, reflecting the enhanced vulnerability of the Drd2 cell type. These

striatal markers and their changes in HD mice correlate well with previously published

human data sets (Durrenberger et al., 2015; Hodges et al., 2006). These changes were

also internally consistent with other mouse models.

Despite the overwhelming variety of HD models and their phenotypic differences,

this concordance in gene expression changes has been widely reported. A large-scale

profiling study by Kuhn et al. (2007) demonstrated close correlations between top

dysregulated genes in multiple HD models with the changes observed in human HD

patients. Taking into account more recent and large-scale studies, the common

dysregulated pathways across mouse models include calcium signaling and regulation,

synaptic structure and plasticity, and retinoic acid signaling. Again, these pathways have
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been implicated in multiple human HD analyses (Hodges et al., 2006; Labadorf et al.,

2015). The more recent Labadorf et al. study (2015) provided a more comprehensive look

at differential expression of mRNAs in human HD studies than previous work and

provides some clues as to potential upstream regulators of these expression changes.

They highlight specific transcription factor binding as a commonly altered pathway in

human HD patients, and use transcription factor analysis to highlight a number of

proteins, including SPI, TBP, MAZ and FOXO4, as potential upstream regulators of

differentially-expressed genes in HD. Future work is needed to understand if and how

these factors contribute to pathology.

Finally, epigenetic regulation has been implicated in HD pathophysiology.

Various changes in DNA methylation have been reported in HD mouse models and

human patients, but these changes are sometimes model- or gene-specific (summarized in

Glajch & Sadri-Vakili, 2015). A recent human study revealed that more broadly, the

changes in methylation observed in human HD patients is suggestive of an acceleration

of aging (Horvath et al., 2016). Recent work from multiple labs has also implicated

polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), which is responsible for trimethylation of

H3K27, in HD (Dong et al., 2015; von Schimmelmann et al., 2016). Altering methylation

in HD models has had some therapeutic effects (Ferrante et al., 2004; Stack et al., 2007),

though these have not translated to human patients. Alterations in histone deacetylase

(HDAC) activity have also been reported in HD (summarized in Valor & Guiretti, 2014),

and HDAC inhibitors have had therapeutic effects in various mouse models (Ferrante et

al., 2003; Hockly et al., 2003; Steffan et al., 2001). Despite the epigenetic alterations
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observed in HD, the extent of their contribution to transcriptional dysregulation is still

unclear.

mHTTAggregation

A striking cellular hallmark of HD is protein aggregation. Early work in HD

mouse models identified HTT aggregates in symptomatic lines, including the R6/2 and

BACHD lines using immunochemistry and electron microscopy (Davies et al., 1997;

Gray et al., 2008; Hodgson et al., 1999). Interestingly, these aggregates were found in a

number of human brain regions including at low frequency in the striatum. When human

post-mortem tissue was examined for the presence of these nuclear inclusions, studies

revealed HTT aggregates in the striatal neurons of these patients as well (DiFiglia et al.,

1997). HTT aggregation is dependent on and correlates with the number of CAG repeats,

and these aggregates can undergo self-assembly with increasingly fast kinetics as protein

concentration increases (Scherzinger et al., 1999). This aggregation is hypothesized to

work through a "polar zipper" mechanism in which hydrogen bonds stabilize the

interaction between polyQ-containing proteins (Perutz et al., 1994). This interaction is

thought not possible with wildtype HTT, as there are not enough glutamine molecules to

form hairpins to serve as the basis for aggregation. Moreover, the presence of other, non-

pathogenic proteins with polyQ repeat stretches has been shown to accelerate the

aggregation of mHTT (Slepko et al., 2006). Similarly, the yeast prion [PSI+], which is

made up of glutamine-rich protein aggregates, enhances aggregation of another expanded

CAG disease protein, Machado-Joseph Disease protein or ataxin 3 (Osherovich &

Weissman, 200 1).

Despite the presence of these nuclear inclusions in both human patients and
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mouse models of HD, it is unclear if they directly influence cellular toxicity in vivo.

Researchers have examined this question and failed to find a correlation between the

presence of large nuclear HTT aggregates and cell death (Saudou et al., 1998). In fact,

some research has even demonstrated that cells with these aggregates exhibit improved

survival compared to those without inclusions (Arrasate et al., 2004). There is still debate

in the field over the toxic species in HD, though many researchers now believe that

smaller protein oligomers might confer toxicity as opposed to large aggregates. Though

HTT size seems to relate to toxicity, HTT localization is also a good predictor of cellular

toxicity, with nuclear HTT reported as most deleterious (Peters et al., 1999; Saudou et al.,

1998). Large aggregate localization does not mirror HD pathology, and large aggregates

are even found in the surviving neurons of late stage human HD patients where massive

amounts of cell loss have already occurred (Truant et al., 2008). Finally, large aggregates

of mHTT are also observed in striatal interneurons, which do not display enhanced

vulnernability in HD (Kuemmerle et al., 1999).

It is possible that mHTT aggregates contribute to toxicity through interference in

other cellular processes. One such hypothesis is that mHTT aggregates cannot be easily

cleared by the proteasome. Evidence for this includes the fact that mHTT aggregates also

include aggregated chaperone proteins, ubiquitin, and proteasomal subunits (summarized

in Margulis & Finkbeiner, 2014). Protein aggregation is able to block the UPS (Bence et

al., 2001) and it was hypothesized that mHTT aggregation might broadly impair UPS

function. Indeed, the proteasome cannot degrade polyQ stretches in certain contexts

(Venkatraman et al., 2004), but in vivo work surrounding UPS function has been

inconclusive (Li & Li, 2011). In addition to this proteasome impairment, disruptions in
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axonal transport have also been noted as a result of mHTT aggregation. In a drosophila

model of HD, mHTT aggregates are found in the cytoplasm and neurites, and these

aggregates disrupt axonal transport (Lee et al., 2004). Indeed, the localization of mHTT

aggregates within the cell determines resulting pathology (Gunawardena et al., 2003).

These deficits in axonal transport are not seen in nuclear-restricted models of HD,

however, and mHTT expression in those models is still pathogenic. Disruptions in each

of these processes likely contributes to HD pathology, but a clear causality between these

deficits and cell death has not been established.

PolyQ Sequestration

In addition to the idea that mHTT aggregation represents a toxic, gain-of-function

mutation, polyQ sequestration and loss-of-function has also been proposed to underlie

cellular toxicity in HD. mHTT aggregates not only contain mHTT protein, but also

recruit additional proteins including other, non-pathogenic polyglutamine proteins. Early

work on these aggregates revealed that polyQ proteins do not need to have a pathological

length polyQ repeat stretch in order to join existing mHTT aggregates (Kazantsev et al.,

1999). In addition to their recruitment into aggregates, polyQ proteins can influence the

behavior of mHTT itself. Increased concentrations of normal-length polyQ proteins

increase the aggregation kinetics and toxicity of mHTT (Slepko et al., 2006). Along these

lines, mHTT has been reported to interact with a number of polyQ proteins to ultimately

cause a loss of their function and even toxicity. Both the TATA-binding protein (TBP)-

13Q repeats- and CREB binding protein (CBP)-1 5Q-have been demonstrated to

coaggregate with mHTT (Huang et al., 1998; Nucifora et al., 2001; Steffan et al., 2000).

In fact, mHTT was shown to directly interfere with CBP's ability to promote
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transcription (Nucifora et al., 2001). Moreover, overexpression of CBP was able to rescue

cells from this neurotoxicity, and depletion of CBP directly affects mHTT-induced

neurotoxicity (Jiang et al., 2006). Interestingly, in the study of axonal transport in

drosophila HD models mentioned above (Lee et al., 2004), researchers found that mHTT

was able to sequester other polyQ proteins into aggregates. This interplay between the

toxicity of mHTT aggregates and potential loss-of-function of non-pathogenic polyQ

proteins is a critical topic for future work.
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II. Foxp2 in the Striatum

Potential Role of Foxp2 in HD

Through previous molecular profiling, our lab has discovered a number of polyQ

proteins that are highly expressed in the striatum. Since these proteins may be

sequestered in mHTT aggregates similarly to TBP and CBP described above, it is

possible that their loss of function contributes to HD pathophysiology. Interestingly,

forkhead box protein 2 (Foxp2)- one of the striatal polyQ proteins we identified in our

analysis-has an expression pattern that closely mimics the cellular loss observed in HD.

Foxp2 is highly enriched in striatum, deep layer cortex, and the Purkinje cells of the

cerebellum (Allen Brain Atlas, Fig. 0.1). Interestingly, Foxp2 also contains the longest

polyQ stretch in the human genome, containing 40 glutamine repeats. As it is known that

the number of glutamine repeats increases protein aggregation (Krobitsch & Lindquist,

2000), this makes Foxp2 an attractive target to study with regards to mHTT

pathophysiology. Moreover, Foxp2 has been shown to be highly enriched in the

striosomal compartments of the striatum (Takahashi et al., 2003). Interestingly, the

striosomes show earlier and enhanced neurodegeneration in HD compared to the matrix,

further implicating Foxp2 in the differential vulnerability observed in HD (Hedreen &

Folstein, 1995; Menalled et al., 2002). These initial observations surrounding Foxp2 and

its expression highlighted the protein as a target for further study as it potentially relates

to HD.
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Figure 0.1. Foxp2 Expression in Mouse Brain is Enriched in Regions
Vulnerable in HD. Sagittal section, warmer colors denote higher
expression levels. Cortex is bordered dorsally and ventrally in blue,
striatum is bordered rostrally and caudally in orange. Modified from
Allen Brain Atlas.
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Foxp2 Structure and Function

Foxp2, a transcription factor in the larger forkhead-box family, was first identified

through analysis of a family with a severe language disorder (Lai et al., 2001) and has

been subsequently studied for its role in speech and language development. As a

transcription factor, much effort has been focused on understanding how it regulates

transcription and identifying the targets of Foxp2 regulation in development. Foxp2 can

either form homodimers or heterodimers with Foxp 1 and Foxp4, and this dimerization is

necessary for DNA binding (Li et al., 2004). Interestingly, Foxp2 has been demonstrated

to homodimerize with various isoforms produced by alternative splicing (Vernes et al.,

2006). It is unclear how these homodimer variations differentially affect Foxp2 targeting

and localization.

While forkhead box proteins are typically thought of as transcriptional repressors,

Foxp2 does not function solely as a negative regulator of its downstream targets. One of

the largest studies of Foxp2 targets found that Foxp2 deletion in vivo resulted in the

differential expression of 340 genes, 180 of which were downregulated in the absence of

Foxp2 and 160 of which showed increased expression as a result of the deletion (Vernes

et al., 2011). Researchers have studied the role Foxp2 homo- versus heterodimerization

plays in its effect on activating or repressing its targets. There is evidence that Foxp2

homodimerization can either activate or repress transcription depending on the precise

target gene (Sin et al., 2015). Moreover, this same group showed that heterodimerization

can act to either activate or repress transcription depending on the target gene, and that

the preferred heterodimer pairings for these effects is also dependent on the target. Full

identification and study of Foxp2 targets is necessary to tease out the roles of various
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Foxp2 dimers and how they regulate transcription in various contexts.

There has been a range of studies that have attempted to identify Foxp2 targets,

largely through chromatin immunoprecipitation and subsequent DNA hybridization or

sequencing (ChIP-Chip or ChIP-Seq). The first characterization of Foxp2 targets

identified a role for Foxp2 in specific developmental signaling cascades, neurite

outgrowth, and axonal morphology (Spiteri et al., 2007; Vernes et al., 2007). These

studies also revealed in vivo Foxp2 binding to promoters of genes involved in cell

signaling, synaptic transmission, and ion transport. These ChIP-Chip studies were later

improved upon with the use of ChIP-Seq to identify Foxp2 binding sites on a genome-

wide scale (Vernes et al., 2011). Foxp2 ChIP-Seq performed in embryonic mouse tissue

also identified a role for Foxp2 in neurite outgrowth, including in axon extension, axon

guidance, and neurite development and morphogenesis. While these studies have

identified a potential developmental role for Foxp2, there have been no studies examining

the role of Foxp2 in adulthood. In fact, Vernes et al. (2011) highlight the fact that Foxp2

regulates divergent programs of genes depending on the cellular and developmental

context. In fact, the genes that are altered by embryonic deletion of Foxp2 do not share a

large overlap with genes identified as Foxp2 targets in the same study (Vernes et al.,

2011). This suggests that the role of Foxp2 in transcriptional regulation is likely quite

complex and needs to be studied in a context-specific manner in order to identify these

differences.

Recently, the post-translational modification of Foxp2 and its downstream effects

have been examined. Notably, Foxp2 was identified as a target for SUMOylation by

Meredith et al. (2016). While Foxp2 is modified by both SUMOI and SUMO3 at lysine
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647, these modifications do not alter Foxp2 localization or stability. The authors went on

to demonstrate that SUMOylation does, however, affect its regulation of downstream

targets. Normally, Foxp2 represses expression of both DISC 1 and SRPX2, and removal

of Foxp2 SUMOylation significantly reduced the ability of Foxp2 to downregulate these

genes. While this study is limited in scope, it suggests that post-translational

modifications are important for Foxp2 function. Interestingly, the striatal-enriched

protein Rhes (Falk et al., 1999) has been shown to enhance SUMOylation (Subramaniam

et al., 2010). This same group also demonstrated that Rhes SUMOylates mHTT, which

increases its toxicity (Subramaniam et al., 2009). Future work is necessary to understand

whether Rhes is responsible for the SUMOylation of Foxp2, which is also highly striatal-

enriched.

Developmental Role of Foxp2

Cellular Roles

Along with identification of Foxp2 target genes, many functional studies have

outlined a clear role for Foxp2 in development. Foxp2 is an essential developmental

gene, as Foxp2 knockout in vivo in mice results in early death at postnatal day 21 (Shu et

al., 2005). More specifically, Foxp2 is thought to play a critical role in the development

of striatal circuits. Foxp2 mutations lead to abnormal synaptic plasticity in mouse

striatum (Groszer et al., 2008). Expression of a humanized version of Foxp2 in mice

leads to decreases in dopamine levels, increased long term depression of striatal synapses,

and increased dendritic length (Enard et al., 2009). A comprehensive study of Foxp2 and

its role in synapse development in the striatum was recently published, further elucidating

its function (Chen et al., 2016). The authors found that Foxp2 promotes synaptogenesis in
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the striatum through negative regulation of myocyte enhancer factor 2C (Mef2c) during

early postnatal development. Foxp2 was also found to positively regulate activity of these

synapses as well, demonstrating both a structural and functional role for Foxp2 at the

synapse.

Recent evidence implicates Foxp2 in retinoic acid (RA) signaling as a major

developmental role of the transcription factor. RA is a critical signaling molecule for the

proper development of the GABAergic neurons of the striatum (Chatzi et al., 2011).

Foxp2 expression is actually able to drive neuronal differentiation in a manner similar to

RA, including regulation of RA signaling-associated genes (Devanna et al., 2014). This

was accompanied by an increase in neurite outgrowth, tying the findings from ChIP-Seq

studies to RA signaling. RA signaling has also been demonstrated to play a role in the

plasticity of certain brain regions (Luo et al., 2009), and it is possible that Foxp2 might

affect plasticity through regulation of RA signaling pathways.

Behavioral Roles

As Foxp2 was first identified as a gene associated with language in humans, it has

been extensively studied in the zebra finch model of song learning. Zebra finch learn to

sing by imitating tutors, and there is a window of adolescent plasticity where this learning

can take place (Zeigler & Marler, 2008). Foxp2 is highly expressed in Area X of the

songbird basal ganglia, and there is both developmental and seasonal variability in these

Foxp2 levels (Haesler et al., 2004). Notably, Foxp2 levels are increased during periods of

song instability, suggesting that Foxp2 might play a role in vocal plasticity. RNA-

interference-mediated Foxp2 knockdown in zebra finch established a causal link between

Foxp2 levels and song learning. Foxp2 knockdown birds were unable to produce faithful
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copies of their tutor's songs, often omitting syllables and improperly imitating others

(Haesler et al., 2007). Foxp2 has also been studied with regards to ultrasonic

vocalizations (USV) in mice. A number of groups have found that Foxp2 mutation and/or

removal results in clear USV deficits (summarized in Fisher & Scharff, 2009). Foxp2 has

a clear role in plasticity and language that has been demonstrated across model systems.

The basal ganglia plays a large role in motor learning beyond language, and many

groups have demonstrated Foxp2 involvement in many areas of motor learning.

Voluntary running wheel systems are often used to assess motor behavior in mice, as the

animals run in short bouts that increase in duration and decrease in number over time as

the animal learns to stay on the wheel. Point mutations in Foxp2 were first demonstrated

to produce deficits in motor learning in a voluntary running wheel paradigm, with the

mutants failing to increase bout length or decrease bout number at a typical pace (Groszer

et al., 2008). These mice were also subject to an accelerating rotarod task, where normal

mice show increases in latency to fall from the rotarod over the course of testing

(Buitrago et al., 2004). Foxp2 point mutants displayed much slower learning compared to

controls on this accelerating rotarod task as well, suggesting that Foxp2 plays an

important role in motor learning more broadly (Groszer et al., 2008).

Foxp2 in Autism Spectrum Disorders

In addition to its role in normal development, recent studies have implicated

Foxp2 as a potential player in autism spectrum disorders (ASD). As Foxp2 has been

studied greatly in the context of human language, sometimes perturbed in ASD,

researchers have looked for connections between autism risk genes and Foxp2. The

receptor tyrosine kinase MET is one such gene, and its expression is decreased in ASD
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patients (Campbell et al., 2007). Mukamel et al. (2011) found that Foxp2 directly

represses MET transcription in the cortex, potentially contributing to the language

deficits observed in ASD. Similarly, Foxp2 was found to regulate both CNTNAP2 and

the sushi repeat protein SRPX2, and variants in these genes are associated with many

language disorders as well as ASD (Roll et al., 2010; Vernes et al., 2008). These studies

not only underscore Foxp2 as a critical regulator of language development, but also

create new questions about its role in ASD more broadly.

Foxp2 and HD Convergence

The various cellular and behavioral roles for Foxp2 outlined earlier show striking

overlap with the pathophysiology of HD. On a molecular level, more than 20% of genes

that are dysregulated in the R6/2 striatum contain retinoic acid response elements, and the

striatal-enriched retinoic acid receptor gamma (Rxry) itself is decreased in R6/2 mice

(Luthi-Carter et al., 2000). Cellular models of HD have also identified RA-responsive

genes as a chief group of dysregulated targets as a result of mHTT expression (Sugars et

al., 2004) As Foxp2 is known to enhance RA signaling as previously discussed, these

observations beg further research into the function of Foxp2 in HD contexts. The role that

Foxp2 plays in synaptic development in the striatum is similarly at play in HD, as

synaptic changes are amongst the earliest reported deficits in HD (Murphy et al., 2000).

The behavioral similarities between Foxp2 mutants and HD models are also quite

striking. Multiple HD models exhibit deficits in the accelerating rotarod and running

wheel behavioral tests; in fact, accelerating rotarod tests are amongst the most commonly

used measures of HD symptom progression in mice (Carter et al., 1999; Pouladi et al.,

2012). Moreover, deficits in motor skill acquisition have been reported in human HD
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patients but not in those with other neurodegenerative disease localized outside of the

basal ganglia (Heindel et al., 1988). Taken together, all of these parallels suggest a link

between Foxp2 loss of function and the cellular and behavioral dysfunction observed in

HD. Future work targeted specifically at probing Foxp2 function in HD is necessary to

illuminate its role in disease pathology.
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III. Summary and Project Hypothesis

Most neurodegenerative diseases attack specific neuronal cell types, producing

stereotyped patterns of cell death, but the factors that dictate this enhanced vulnerability

are poorly understood. In HD, mHTT is widely expressed throughout the brain, yet the

MSNs of the striatum and pyramidal cells in deep layer cortex are highly vulnerable to

this insult compared to other populations. As a result, some of the most striking HD

behavioral symptoms involve motor dysfunction. Some of the hallmark cellular changes

associated with HD are transcriptional dysregulation and early synaptic changes. In an

attempt to identify factors that could both explain these alterations and mirror the

vulnerability patterns observed in HD, we identified a potential role for Foxp2 in HD.

Foxp2 contains the longest polyQ stretch in the genome, with 40 glutamine repeats, and

is highly expressed in striatum and deep layer cortex. As a transcription factor, it

regulates a program of downstream targets involved in many cellular processes, including

synaptogenesis. Foxp2 expression in the basal ganglia has also been demonstrated to play

a critical role in motor learning.

Since Foxp2 contains a long polyQ stretch, and polyQ proteins are known to

coaggregate with mHTT, we hypothesized that Foxp2 coaggregates with mHTT. As a

result of Foxp2 sequestration in this manner, we hypothesized that soluble Foxp2 is lost

from vulnerable cell populations in HD, leading to disruption across Foxp2-regulated

processes. This hypothesis centers on the idea that Foxp2 is an essential transcription

factor for MSN and deep layer cortical neurons, and that mHTT causes loss of Foxp2

function (Fig. 0.2). We have tested this hypothesis with a series of in vivo experiments to

manipulate Foxp2 level in both wildtype and HD model mice with subsequent assessment
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of HD-relevant phenotypes, outlined in Chapter III. In addition to this potential loss of

function, Foxp2 may be contributing to HD pathology in a toxic, gain of function

manner. As additional polyQ proteins have been shown to increase mHTT aggregation in

vitro, we hypothesized that the high levels of Foxp2 expression in MSNs and deep layer

cortical neurons may increase mHTT aggregation in these vulnerable cell populations.

While large aggregates of mHTT are thought to be protective, it is possible that Foxp2

also increases the amount of toxic mHTT intermediates in addition to any increases in

large aggregates (Fig. 0.2). It is possible that both these gain- and loss-of function

mechanisms are contributing to HD pathology. Moreover, increases in aggregation may

feed into further Foxp2 sequestration, and Foxp2 sequestration may alter gene expression

in a way that increases protein aggregation. The interplay between these processes may

contribute significantly to HD pathogenesis. We tested this hypothesis with numerous in

vitro experiments to manipulate Foxp2 levels in cells to quickly assess affects on mHTT

aggregation, outlined in Chapter I. In order to pinpoint the precise changes governed by

alterations in Foxp2 and provide a molecular basis for any behavioral changes observed

in Chapter III, we performed large-scale gene expression studies in HD mouse models,

described in Chapter II. We hypothesized that we would observe synaptic changes and a

loss of MSN-specific markers in our profiles of HD mice, which would hint at potential

loss of Foxp2 function. We also hypothesized that our RNA sequencing analysis would

reveal that Foxp2 regulates critical target genes that may be altered when Foxp2 is lost in

HD. Taken together, these experiments shed light on the specific role of Foxp2 in the

pathogenic mechanisms of HD.
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Figure 0.2. Loss- and Gain-of-function Mechanisms for Foxp2-
Mediated Enhanced Vulnerability in HD. Foxp2 may be sequestered
in mHTT aggregates, leading to a loss of its typical expression pattern

and downstream cellular and behavioral effects. High Foxp2 expression

may also drive mHTT aggregation and resulting toxicity. Both Foxp2
loss of function and increased mHTT aggregation may feed forward into

one another, driving degeneration.
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Chapter I: Assessing the Impact of Striatal-Enriched Polyglutamine Proteins on
HTT Aggregation

BACKGROUND

We hypothesized that high expression levels of Foxp2 may play a role in

conferring enhanced vulnerability to certain neuronal cell types in HD. This could be

brought about in one of two ways: (a) as a 40-glutamine (Q) stretch protein, Foxp2 may

influence the aggregation behavior of mHTT, increasing toxicity of the mutant protein in

a gain-of-function manner, or (b) Foxp2 may be essential to the function of these cell

types, and its sequestration into aggregates might lead to toxicity through Foxp2 loss of

function. While it is possible that there is a role for each of these processes in HD

pathology, carefully planned experiments can begin to tease apart these hypotheses. We

first tested the hypothesis that Foxp2 might be increasing the production of a toxic mHTT

aggregated species in HD in a gain-of-function manner. For experiments examining

aggregation, in vitro systems can be extremely useful. Using in vitro models allows for

precise temporal control of HTT expression, and mHTT has been demonstrated to

aggregate in many cell types (Kazantsev et al., 1999). Cellular models also afford the

possibility of testing many different combinations of mHTT/polyQ expression in a short

time, which is not possible when using in vivo models. This first chapter will outline our

in vitro work surrounding polyQ-rich proteins and mHTT aggregation assays.
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RESULTS

Studies in Human Embryonic Kidney Cells

We first expressed mHTT aggregation in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293

cells (Graham et al., 1977), as this cell line is quite robust and has a fast average doubling

time of 33 hours. We took advantage of previously published GFP-tagged exon I HTT

constructs that expressed either 17, 46, or 97 glutamine repeats (Arrasate et al., 2004;

Kazantsev et al., 1999). The 17Q construct represents a control, non-pathogenic length

exon 1 fragment HTT protein, while the 97Q exon 1 fragment HTT protein construct

forms abundant protein aggregates and serves more as a positive control that the

aggregation process is working. We chose the 46Q length exon 1 fragment HTT protein

variant as a mid-range construct with a low level of aggregation that might be more

sensitive to modulators of aggregation upon the addition of non-pathogenic polyQ

proteins. We chose to focus three additional human proteins for co-expression with these

HTT exon I constructs: Forkhead box P2 (Foxp2), Forkhead box P1 (Foxp 1) and retinoid

X receptor gamma (Rxry). Foxp 1 is a striatal-enriched polyQ transcription factor

containing 37 glutamine repeats in the mouse. While FoxpI manipulations lack the

functional and behavioral convergence with HD that Foxp2 shares, Foxp 1 has been

shown to interact with HTT (Shirasaki et al., 2012), and we wanted to determine if sheer

polyQ repeat stretch length would affect mHTT aggregation. We chose to use Rxry as a

control protein to overexpress in this experimental system, as it is a striatal-enriched

transcription factor without a polyQ repeat stretch. A summary of constructs and

combinations tested is presented in Table 1.1.

FoxpI, Foxp2, and Rxry Expression in HEK Cells
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In order to assess the affect of polyQ protein overexpression on mHTT exon I

construct aggregation, we first established overexpression of our polyQ protein and

control constructs in HEK cells using transient transfection with FuGENE HD

(Promega). To confirm overexpression, HEK cells were plated on coverslips, transfected,

and then subject to immunocytochemistry staining (ICC) after 48 hours of expression.

Each of the constructs contained a C-terminal myc-FLAG tag, and thus indirect

immunofluorescence (IIF) with anti-FLAG antibodies allowed for visual confirmation of

FoxpI, Foxp2, and Rxry protein overexpression (Fig. 1.1).

HTTAggregation in HEK Cells

Once we had established expression of our HTT exon I and polyQ protein

constructs in HEK cells, we were able to ask if polyQ protein levels affect HTT exon 1

aggregation in vitro. In order to do this, we took advantage of the filter retardation assay

(FRA) originally described by Wanker et al., 1999. Briefly, cell lysates are harvested and

subject to harsh detergent and heating steps. They are then filtered across a cellulose

acetate membrane, trapping large aggregates on the surface and allowing for subsequent

antibody detection following a standard western blotting protocol. We first sought to

determine whether overexpression of polyQ proteins with long repeat stretches would

increase aggregation of mHTT exon 1. In order to address this, we set up different

experimental groups of HEK cells expressing either polyQ or control proteins in addition

to the GFP-tagged HTT exon I constructs of varying Q repeat length (summarized in

Table 1.1). 17Q-exon I HTT was included as a negative control, as 17Q is below the

pathogenic repeat length and should not produce large aggregates of HTT protein. These

proteins were transfected into HEK cells and allowed to express for either one or two
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Figure 1.1. Overexpression of Human Foxpi, Foxp2, and Rxry Proteins in

HEK cells. FLAG tag co-localization with specific antibody signal shows that in

each case constructs are expressed at high levels in transfected cells. FLAG tag

signal colocalizes with Foxp 1, Foxp2, and Rxry antibody signal, but is absent from

the untransfected control samples. Images taken at 20x magnification.
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PoIyQ 17Q + Foxp 46Q + Foxpi 97Q + Foxpi
17Q + Foxp2 46Q + Foxp2 97Q+ Foxp2
17Q+ MN1 46Q+ MN1 97Q+ MN1

Control 17Q+ Rxry 46Q+ Rxry 97Q+ Rxry
17Q + Sg5 46Q + Sg5 97Q + Sg5

Table 1.1. Summary of HEK Cell Aggregation Experiments. Each
experimental group has (1) an individual HTT exon 1 construct with a single

polyQ length (17Q, 46Q, or 97Q), and (2) an additional polyQ protein or control
overexpression construct. Foxp 1, Foxp2 and MN I are all polyQ proteins, Rxry and

Sg5 are striatal-enriched control proteins that do not contain polyQ repeat

stretches. These experimental groups were used both for ECL and LiCor filter

retardation assays.
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days before they were harvested and prepped for FRA. We used an anti-GFP antibody to

detect mHTT aggregates.

We decided to perform FRAs first using an Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL)

western blotting detection method, as this was used by Wanker et al. in the original

method publication. Results from these FRA experiments are compiled in Fig. 2.2. In

overview, the negative control of 17Q-exon I HTT did not produce aggregation in any

context, as expected. The 97Q-exon 1 HTT construct produced protein aggregates in

every context, but the extent of aggregation varied based on the co-expressed protein and

the number of days between the start of expression and final harvest. The 46Q-exon 1

HTT construct aggregated in some, but not all, contexts. This was also dependent on the

co-expressed protein and days before harvest. Despite running three side-by-side

replicates, we continually observed large amounts of variability between replicates. This

variability was often larger than variability observed between distinctive expression

groups.

We reasoned that the variability might be the result of a wide range of transfection

efficiencies across replicates. In order to test this, we performed multiple replicates of

HEK cell co-transfection with either Foxp 1 or Rxry and each length of HTT exon I

construct. We then performed IIF on these cells to determine the transfection efficiency

for each construct and determine if this could be the source of the variability observed in

our FRAs. The transfection efficiency is plotted as fraction of positive cells relative to

DAPI-stained nuclei (Fig. 1.3). While there was some variability within experimental

groups, all replicates fell within +/- 10% transfection efficiency from the mean of the

group, and most fell within +/- 5% (Fig. 1.3A). We did observe that our HTT exon I
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17Q (1 day) 46Q (1 day)
MN1 SG5 MN1 SG5

MN1 SG5
97Q (1 day)

B 170 (2 days)
MN1 SG5

MN1 SG5 MN1 SG5
46Q (2 days) 97Q (2 days)

C 97Q (1 day) 97Q (2 days)
Foxp1 Rxry Foxp1 Rxry

Figure 1.2. HEK Cell Filter Retardation Assay Shows Variable HTT
Aggregation Across Samples. FRA experiments done on different days with

different populations of HEK cells. Cells expressing either MN I (polyQ) or SG5
(control) incubated for one day in culture (A) or two days in culture (B).

Aggregation was also assessed using Foxpl (polyQ) and Rxry (control)

constructs with one or two days of incubation (C). Reliably, 17Q-exon I HTT

does not produce aggregation regardless of incubation days. 97Q-exon I HTT
produces aggregation in every context, regardless of co-expressed protein.

Variability can be seen across replicates in 97Q 1 and 2 day conditions (C).
Some aggregation can be observed in the 46Q-exon I HTT conditions (A and B)

but aggregation is also variable across replicates. Bars note biological replicates.
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constructs were consistently expressed in fewer HEK cells than our FoxpI construct (Fig.

1.3B), but this did not seem to be dependent on the number of polyQ repeats in the exon

I construct (Fig. 1.3A). This difference may be due to differential uptake of the

constructs or different promoters--cytomegalovirus (CMV) for polyQ proteins compared

to CMV with chicken beta actin (CAG) for HTT constructs. This small variability

observed in transfection efficiency likely does not account for the large differences in

aggregation we observed by FRA.

We next tested whether the FRA quantitation using ECL was confounding our

data analysis, since we often had saturation of ECL signal on film. We attempted FRA

quantitation with a far-red imaging system (LiCor), which is not film-based and has a

larger dynamic range than traditional ECL. To perform LiCor detection, we used the

same experimental groups as for ECL (Table 1.1). As for ECL quantitation, we used an

anti-GFP antibody for quantitation of HTT exon 1 construct aggregation. A sample LiCor

fluorescence scan with quantification is presented in Fig. 1.4. LiCor detection ultimately

proved problematic, however, both in terms of variability and in non-specific aggregate

detection. We repeated the identical experiment on four different occasions and

quantitated HTT aggregation with LiCor (Fig. 1.5). We observed large amounts of

variability both within and across experiments in terms of the amount of HTT

aggregation. We also did not observe greater HTT aggregation in the 97Q constructs than

in the 46Q. Moreover, we detected GFP aggregation signal in our negative control 17Q

groups. These results could be due to membrane background, fluorescence artifacts, or

differential binding of the HTT proteins to the LiCor membrane. Despite this variability,

we observed trends towards polyQ protein expression increasing mHTT aggregation over
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Figure 1.3. Uniform HEK Cell Transfection Efficiencies Across Experiments.
Data in A and B are plotted as fraction of cells positive for overexpression

construct compared to overall number of nuclei. Most differences in transfection
efficiency fall within 5%, with all data falling within 10% in A. Foxpl is

expressed with increased efficiency compared to the HTT exon 1 constructs,
shown compiled in B. These differences do not vary based on polyQ repeat length,
as shown in A. All error bars: Mean +/- SD
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Figure 1.4. Filter Retardation Assay with LiCor Detection. GFP-tagged HTT
constructs are detected in green, beta actin is detected in red. This sample assay
shows variability across replicates, especially in the 46Q and 97Q conditions
shown in rows 2 and 3. Quantification of GFP mHTT signal is shown below blot.
Fluorescence intensity of probed mHTT signal as detected by LiCor is plotted by
condition.
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Figure 1.5. LiCor Quantification of Filter Retardation Assay is Variable and
Unreliable. Graphs show aggregation across four different experiments performed

with different samples at different times. Significant 17Q HTT aggregation is

detected in A and C. 97Q conditions do not consistently show greater aggregation

than 46Q conditions in A-D. The amount of aggregation is variable across

experiments. Fluorescence intensity of probed mHTT signal as detected by LiCor

is plotted by condition. All error bars: Mean + SD
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controls. Due to this variability and improper aggregate detection, however, we decided

to move on from FRAs in HEK cells as a means of quantitating differences in mHTT

aggregation in our system.
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Studies in Primary Striatal Cultures

Establishing Primary Striatal Cultures

To complement our HEK cell studies, we also modeled HTT exon I aggregation

in a system that is closer to the in vivo cell type targeted by this study, the striatal medium

spiny neuron. For this purpose, we prepared a primary striatal culture system in which to

assess the affects of polyQ protein expression on HTT exon 1 aggregation. We adapted

the primary culture system used by Finkbeiner and colleagues (Arrasate et al. 2004) to

produce primary striatal cultures from embryonic mouse tissue, as this group reported

robust mHTT aggregation with the same HTT exon 1 -GFP constructs we used in our

HEK cell experiments. All dissections for primary cultures were performed at embryonic

day 16 (E16) and were typically harvested after 14 days in vitro (DIV14). At E16, the

lateral ganglionic eminences were pooled and divided into various treatment groups and

set aside for different downstream experiments. For detailed methodology of primary

cultures, see the "Materials and Methods" section.

To assess the health and specificity of our striatal cultures, we examined

dopamine- and cyclic-AMP-regulated phosphoprotein of molecular weight 32,000

(DARPP-32) expression. Cells were plated at three different densities-200,000 (Fig.

1.6A), 500,000 (Fig. 1.6B) and 700,000 (Fig. 1.6C) cells per well of a 24-well plate-

and we then visualized DARPP-32 expression using HF. The 200,000 cell-per-well

density led to the highest level of DARPP-32 expression, while densities of 500,000 or

700,000 cells per well had lower DARPP-32 expression. In addition to gross levels of

DARPP-32 expression, we assessed morphological markers of maturity in our striatal
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Figure 1.6. Primary Striatal Cultures Express High Levels of DARPP-32 at
Densities of 200,000 and 500,000 Cells per Well. Images are tiles across

coverslips plated at densities of A. 200,000; B. 500,000; and C. 700,000 cells per

well of a 24 well plate. DARPP-32 is colored in green, NeuN is colored in red, and

DAPI is colored in blue. Neurons in A and B show increased DARPP-32
expression compared to neurons in C. Individual tile images taken at 20x

magnification.
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Figure 1.7. High Magnification Images of Primary Striatal Cultures Reveal
Mature Neurononal Morphology at a Plating Density of 200,000 Cells per
Well. A. Neurons plated at 200,000 cells per well show elaborate dendritic arbors,
long processes, and mature morphologies. Neurons plated at 500,000 (B) and
700,000 (C) cells per display less elaborate neurite projections and are not as

morphologically mature. IIF performed against DARPP-32. Images taken at 63x
magnification.
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cultures, such as dendritic arborization. The neurons plated at 200,000 cells per well had

the most highly developed dendritic arbors when compared to those plated at other

densities and closely resembled MSN morphology in vivo (Fig. 1.7A versus B and C).

Based on these results, we selected a plating density of 200,000 cells per well to ensure

the optimal conditions for our primary striatal cultures.

Primary Culture Nucleofection

Nucleofection is a highly efficient method of transfection that works well in

primary cell types without requiring viral use (Gresch et al., 2004) and this technique had

been previously optimized in the lab for use in striatal cultures (data not shown). For

these experiments, we wanted to ensure that we could coexpress both a polyQ protein or

control construct with a HTT exon 1 -GFP construct into the same cell. This allows for

direct assessment of HTT aggregation changes based on polyQ expression on a cell-by-

cell basis. To examine expression of these constructs in our primary cultures, we used IIF

to stain for both HTT-GFP as well as our polyQ proteins (Fig. 1.8). We were able to see

clear coexpression of our control (Fig. 1.8A) and polyQ protein (Fig. 1.8B) constructs

with HTT exon 1 -GFP in primary striatal neurons. These results allowed us to continue

on to assess aggregation in these cultures.

Effects ofPolyQ Protein Overexpression on HTT exon 1 Aggregation in Primary Strialal

Neurons

Our main goal for these experiments was to determine whether non-HTT polyQ

protein expression increases HTT exon 1 aggregation. To assess this, we nucleofected

primary cultures with either a polyQ (Foxpl) or a control construct (Rxry) and HTT exon
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GFP-HT Foxp1Merge with DAPR

Figure 1.8. DIV14 Primary Striatal Cultures Expressing polyQ Protein and
Control Constructs. Sample images showing cells stained with GFP to detect the

HTT exon 1-GFP construct and either Rxry (A) or Foxpl (B). Staining for both

Foxp I and Rxry is nuclear, as expected for transcription factors. At a cellular level,
polyQ protein overexpression constructs colocalize with HTTexon I-GFP
expression, confirming that most neurons are co-expressing both exogenous

constructs. Images taken at 63x magnification.
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1-GFP constructs of varying lengths (Fig. 1.9A). We then performed 1IF on these cultures

to visualize HTT aggregation. As expected, we were able to observe more aggregation in

HTT-97Q-exon icultures than HTT-46Q-exon 1 cultures, and did not observe any

aggregation in HTT-17Q-exon I cultures (sample images in Fig. 1.9B-D). Once we saw

this aggregation on an individual cell basis, we began to quantify and compare

aggregation across our experimental groups. We took images randomly across multiple

coverslips for each condition and used those to perform our analysis. We first compared

the number of cells with and without aggregates in polyQ protein versus control

conditions (Fig. 1.10A). No clear pattern emerged from this analysis, as we observed

large amounts of variability across conditions. After examining many images, we

observed that cells had either a few large, nuclear aggregates, or smaller, more numerous

aggregates spread across the nucleus and cytoplasm. We differentiated between these two

types of aggregates to assess if polyQ protein expression affects HTT I -exon 1 construct

aggregate size (Fig. 1.10B). Once again, we did not observe a clear pattern with regard to

aggregate size. Finally, we reasoned that it might help reduce variability to differentially

examine cells that contained polyQ protein overexpression or control constructs

compared to those that did not. This way, we would be able to assess aggregation

specifically in cells expressing both of our constructs and directly test aggregation

effects. This analysis did not change our results, however (Fig. 1.10C), because most

cells that received a HTT exon I -GFP construct had also received a polyQ protein or

control construct.

Since each experiments was performed with striatal cultures all from the same

preparation, we decided to repeat the experiment across several preparations to increase
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Figure 1.9. Representative HTT Exon 1 Aggregation in Primary Striatal
Culture Experimental Groups. A. Experimental groups used for aggregation
experiments. Neurons expressed (a) a GFP-tagged HTT exon I construct with

either 17, 46, or 97Q repeats and (b) either an additional PolyQ protein, Foxpl, or

a control Rxry. No HTT exon 1 aggregation is observed in the 17Q repeat length
condition (B) while aggregates are observed in both 46Q repeat length (C) and

97Q repeat length (D) conditions. An example of a large nuclear aggregate is

shown in C, while an example of smaller, more numerous aggregates is shown in
D. Images taken at 63x magnification.
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Figure 1.10. Quantification of HTT Exon 1 Aggregates in Primary Striatal
Cultures (High Magnification Images). A. Quantification of the number of
cells with and without aggregates across conditions. The majority of cells did not
contain aggregates, but some aggregates were observed in the HTT-46Q-exon 1
and HTT-97Q-exon 1 conditions with variability. B. Quantification of
aggregates separated by aggregate size. Controlling for aggregate size in this
manner did not remove any variability from the data. C. Aggregates were
quantified and grouped according to whether the same cell also expressed a
polyQ protein or control overexpression construct. Even when controlling for
double transfection, variability was observed. Data plotted as average number of
cells with aggregates per field of view (10 images per condition). All error bars:
mean + SD.
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group size and minimize any culture preparation-specific effects. We also examined 20x

images to increase the number of cells we could assess in a given experiment. This

decreased some of the variability observed earlier, and we saw a general trend towards

polyQ protein expression increasing mHTT aggregation (Fig. 1.11A). This trend did not

hold true in all cases, however, and the differences between groups were quite small. We

reimage the cultures we quantitated in Fig. 1.10 at 20x. When we quantified these

images, however, they looked similarly variable (Fig. 1.11B). We also looked at the

staining intensity within the aggregates to see if this would differentiate between groups,

but we did not see any large differences in this measure either (Fig. 1.11C). As

aggregation depends on the amount of mHTT present in the cell, we wanted to rule out

the possibility that differences in HTT exon I construct expression were causing this

variability. We performed qPCR to look at mRNA levels of our GFP-tagged HTT

constructs and found that mHTT expression level was largely consistent across

conditions with only a few outliers (Fig. 1.12). We therefore concluded that differences

in HTT expression were unlikely to cause the type of variability we observed in our

aggregate quantification.

To test whether polyQ protein expression was sufficient to induce mHTT

aggregation in traditionally non-vulnerable HD cell types, we decided to perform

experiments on primary hippocampal neurons. We grew hippocampal neurons in the

same conditions as our primary striatal cultures and nucleofected them with the

constructs detailed in Fig. 1.9A. We observed variable mHTT aggregation across HTT-

97Q-exon I conditions independent of co-expressed protein, similar to the pattern
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Figure 1.11. Quantification of HTT Exon 1 Aggregates in Primary Striatal
Cultures (Low Magnification Images). A. Quantification of aggregates in a
field of view from two experimental groups shows a slight trend towards
increased aggregation in PolyQ protein (here Foxpl) versus control context
(Rxrg). This trend did not hold true when previous experiments were re-
quantified in the same way (B). The fluorescence intensity of the aggregates
was also measured (C) and did not show any significant differences across
groups. All error bars: mean + SD.
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Figure 1.12. qPCR Analysis of HTT Exon 1 Construct Expression Shows
Consistent Expression Across Conditions. Data is normalized to the
expression of beta actin (Actb) and plotted as 1/normalized cycle threshold
(Ct). Some outliers can be observed across conditions, but the expression level
of the HTT exon I constructs was otherwise consistent and likely does not

account for the variability observed in aggregation quantification. All error
bars: mean + SD.
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observed in primary striatal cultures. In the HTT-46Q-exon 1 condition, however, we

only observed mHTT aggregates with Foxpl co-expression and never in Rxry conditions

(sample cell in Fig. 1.13). Again, we did not observe any HTT aggregation in 17Q-exon

I conditions, as expected.

Measuring other HD markers in vitro

In addition to aggregation, there are other measures that have been used to assess

HD pathophysiology in vitro. Activation of caspase 3 (casp3), an important protein in the

caspase cascade that leads to cell death (Friedlander & Yuan, 1998; Xue et al., 1999), has

been pinpointed in mouse models as a critical step in HD pathology (Chen et al., 2000).

As polyQ proteins have been shown to influence the toxicity of mHTT in vitro (Slepko et

al., 2006), we decided to examine the levels of activated casp3 in our neuronal cultures.

We performed a western blot for activated casp3 and did not see any significant impact of

polyQ protein expression on this measure (Fig. 1.14A). Moreover, we did not observe a

significant increase in casp3 with 97Q or 47Q mHTT expression compared to 17Q or

negative control conditions. This is consistent with the lack of reported apoptotic markers

and cell death in HD models (Mangiarini et. al., 1996). In an attempt to probe toxicity in

a different manner, we turned to measuring other forms of HTT aggregation. Finkbeiner

and colleagues (Miller et al., 2011) demonstrated that the 3B5H10 monoclonal antibody

may recognize a highly toxic conformation of mHTT and the presence of its epitope can

predict cell death in vitro. We performed western blots probing for 3B5H10 expression in

our primary striatal cultures and saw a trend in polyQ protein expression increasing

3B5H10 signal (Fig. 1.14B). Specifically, Foxp2 expression seemed to increase 3B5H 10-
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Figure 1.13. Striatal PolyQ Protein Expression in Primary
Hippocampal Neurons is Sufficient to Produce mHTT Aggregation.
Representative cell is a primary hippocampal neuron expressing Foxp 1
and HTT-46Q-exon I constructs. Image taken at 63x magnification.
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Figure 1.14. Assessment of Cellular Toxicity Markers in Primary Striatal Cultures.

A. Quantification of activated caspase 3 levels in striatal cultures, normalized to beta

actin level. Activated caspase 3 was not affected by polyQ protein expression or by Q

length of mHTT exon 1 construct. B. Quantification of 3B5H10-reactive epitope. Data

is plotted as the ratio of 3B5H10 signal in the polyQ protein condition to the control

condition, with ratios over 1 representing increased 3B5H10 signal in the polyQ

condition. On average, polyQ expression increased 3B5H10-reactive epitope signal in

primary striatal cultures, but differences were not significant. All error bars: mean +/-

SD.
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signal more than Foxp I. Despite this trend, these results still reflected the variability we

observed in mHTT aggregation as visualized with IIIF.
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Chapter Summary

Taken together, our in vitro studies present promising preliminary data to suggest

that striatal polyQ proteins such as FoxpI, Foxp2, and Mnl may influence the

aggregation of mHTT. HEK cell experiments showed trends toward increases to HTT

exon I aggregation upon polyQ protein overexpression, a trend that was also observed in

primary striatal cultures. Further, primary striatal culture experiments suggest that levels

of the 3B5H 10-reactive epitope (an epitope that is thought to be correlated with a

particularly neurotoxic HTT conformation) were increased upon Foxp2 overexpression.

We were also able to induce mHTT aggregation in a non-vulnerable cell type with polyQ

protein expression. However, the current data are limited in impact by the inherent

variability of cell culture and protein aggregation and thus further experiments,

incorporating methodological improvements, would be needed to fully test our

hypothesis that striatal-enriched polyQ proteins indeed influence mHTT aggregation.

Quantifying aggregation is challenging for a number of reasons. Even within a

specific species of aggregate (i.e. large insoluble inclusions), there are observable

variations in the precise conformations these proteins can take within the cell. For

example, we sometimes observed one large nuclear aggregate per cell in our HTT-97Q-

exon 1 test conditions. Within the same culture, we observed neighboring cells with

dozens of much smaller aggregates spread across the nucleus and even in the perinuclear

region. These observations bring up questions about how best to quantify different

aggregate species. For example, is one type of these two visible aggregate subtypes more

toxic? Do the smaller aggregates within a cell represent a visible intermediate, ultimately

coaggregating to form large, singular aggregates? Is overall aggregate number, or the
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total area covered by HTT aggregation more important in terms of downstream

pathology? One way to answer these questions is to use an automated microscopy system

to track cells in real time in future studies. This would allow for correlation of cell death

with aggregate subtype. Another approach would be to use FACS sorting to separate cells

based on aggregate type and analyze the resulting groups for molecular markers of HD

pathology. While optimization of this technique might be challenging, the sorted cells

could provide a great deal of data in downstream testing.

It might be possible to reduce the underlying variability in aggregation in HEK

cells by creating isogenic strains of HTT exon I-GFP expressing cells derived from an

isolated clonal population. Some of the variability observed in the FRA may be due to

baseline genetic variations in these cells, which could affect HTT aggregation. As protein

concentrations have been demonstrated to impact aggregation significantly, the

possibility that multiclonal HEK cell populations might produce variable expression

levels of polyQ proteins must be considered. Deriving cell lines from individual HEK cell

clones and then using these lines to co-express HTT constructs with polyQ and control

constructs would control for this potential source of variability. The downside of this

approach is that it cannot be used in primary cultures, so the resulting information would

be limited in scope. Despite this drawback, however, isogenic strains may still yield

useful insight into the causes of variable aggregation in vitro. Future studies may leverage

this information to design more targeted experiments or make general observations about

the interaction between polyQ expression and HTT aggregation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture

Constructs

HTT 17Q-, 46Q-, and 97Q-exon 1 constructs used were obtained from the

Finkbeiner lab and previously published (Miller et al., 2011). Myc-FLAG-tagged PolyQ

and control constructs were obtained from Origene (Rockville, MD). The following

constructs were used: FoxpI: NM_032682 (Origene #RC213862), Foxp2: NM_014491

(Origene #RC215021), Rxrg: NM_006917 (Origene #RC204093).

HEK Cell Transduction

HEK/293 cells were obtained from the ATCC (Manassas VA) and grown in

Dubelcco's Modified Eagle's medium (DMEM, ThermoScientific, Rockford IL) with

10% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Gemini, West Sacramento CA) and subcultured every

other day. They were transfected using the FuGENE HD (Promega, Madison WI) reagent

according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, the FuGENE HD transfection reagent

was allowed to reach room temperature and incubated at a 3:1 ratio with plasmid DNA

for 15 minutes at room temperature. The mixture was then added to the HEK cells and

allowed to incubate for either 24 or 48 hours.

Indirect Immunofluorescence (IF)

The same IF protocol was used for HEK cells and primary neurons. Cells on

coverslips were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution (Electron Microscopy Solutions,

Hatfield PA) with a 15 minute incubation at room temperature. Cells were then washed

3x5 minutes with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Cells were permeabilized with

PBS + 0.2% Triton X- 100 (PBS-Tx) for 10 minutes at room temperature and
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subsequently washed 3x5 minutes with PBS. Cells were then blocked in a solution of

0.3M glycine (Sigma, St. Louis MO) and 1% IgG-free BSA (Jackson Immunoresearch,

West Grove PA) for 30 minutes at room temperature. Cells were then incubated

overnight at 4 *C with primary antibody diluted in I% BSA in PBS-Tx. Primary

antibodies used include anti-GFP (Abcam ab6556, Cambridge MA, 1:2000), anti-

DARPP-32 (Cell Signaling Techlologies #2306, Beverly MA, 1:30000), anti-NeuN

(Millipore MAB377, Billerica MA, 1:100), anti-Foxp 1 (Cell Signaling Techlologies

#2005, Beverly MA, 1:1000), anti-Foxp2 (Cell Signaling Techlologies #2005, Beverly

MA, 1:1000), and anti-Rxry (Abcam ab15518, Cambridge MA, 1:100). Cells were

washed 3x5 minutes in PBS-Tx and then incubated for one hour at room temperature

with the appropriate secondary antibody mixture (all secondary antibodies AlexaFluor,

ThermoScientific, Rockford IL, used at 1:500). Cells were then rinsed 3x5 minutes in

PBS-Tx and mounted onto slides using Prolong Gold with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(DAPI, ThermoScientific, Rockford IL). Slides were imaged using z-stacks on a Zeiss

700 confocal microscope.

HEK Cell Filter Retardation Assay (FRA)

The HEK cell filter retardation assay was adapted from Wanker et al., 1999. Cells

were washed in ice-cold PBS and scraped in 500uL PBS. The solution was transferred to

a microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 2,000 x g at 4 "C. The supernatant

was removed and cells were resuspended in 500uL of lysis buffer (50mM Tris-HCl,

100mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl 2, 0.5% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, Halt Protease Inhibitors, rest

H20) by vortexing for 5 seconds. Cells were lysed for 30 minutes on ice. Lysate was

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4 *C at 14,000 x g followed by DNase treatment (Qiagen,
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Hilden Germany) for 10 minutes at room temperature. Reactions were terminated with

termination mastermix [for each sample, add 25 ul 10% SDS (final concentration 2%),

5.2 ul 0.5M EDTA (20 mM final concentration), 6.85 ul IM DTT (50 mM final

concentration), and 45.7 ul 4X LDS Sample Buffer (NP0007 Life Technologies, Carlsbad

CA)] and samples were heated for 5 minutes at 98 *C. Samples were loaded onto a

cellular acetate membrane that had been equilibrated in 0.2% sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) using vacuum suction. The membrane was then washed 2x with 0.2% SDS,

incubated for 20 minutes in 0.5% glutaraldehyde (Electron Microscopy Solutions,

Hatfield PA) at room temperature, and washed 3x with PBS + 0.05% Tween 20 (PBS-T).

Western blotting was then performed according to the western blotting method listed later

in this section. Primary antibodies used include anti-GFP (Abcam ab6556, Cambridge

MA, 1:5000) and anti-beta actin (Abcam ab8224, Cambridge MA, 1:5000).

Primary Striatal Culture Preparation

The day before primary striatal cultures were made, poly-D lysine-coated

coverslips (BD354086 VWR, Radnor PA) were placed in 24-well plates, covered with

BSA (Gemini, West Sacramento CA), and placed in a 37C/5% 02 incubator overnight.

They were then rinsed twice with sterile water before plating of cells. Dissection and

plating of primary striatal neurons was performed as in (Arrasate et al., 2004;

http://gweb l.ucsf.edu/labs/finkbeiner). Cells were maintained in Neurobasal plus B-27

(ThermoScientific, Rockford IL).

Nucleofection of Primary Cultures

Primary striatal cultures were nucleofected using the Amaxa 4D-Nucleofector Kit

(V4XP-3032, Lonza, Basel Switzerland) precisely as described in the manufacturer's
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protocol. Briefly, cells were centrifuged at 80 x g for 10 minutes and resuspended in

nucleofector solution. Cells were nucleofected using the CL-133 program with 0.2 ug of

DNA. Prewarmed neurobasal/B27 media was added after nucleofection and cells were

plated from each well into a single well of a 24-well plate. Primary striatal cultures were

maintained in neurobasal/B27 media that was changed every other day for the course of

the experimental timeline.

qRT-PCR

For quantitative PCR, the Cells-to-Ct 1 Step Taqman kit was used

(ThermoScientific #A25605, Rockford IL) according to the manufacturer's protocol.

Premade Taqman probes were used for detection (GFP Mr03989638_mr and beta actin

Mm02619580_gI). Assays were run in a 96-well plate with 20uL per reaction on a

LightCycler 480 II Real-Time PCR Machine (Roche, Basel Switzerland).

Western Bloting

For western blots, cells were washed gently Ix with PBS to remove all media and

then incubated with harvest solution for two minutes using: I OOuL per well of a 24 well

plate, 1 mL harvest solution is 250uL LDS sample buffer (NP0007 Life Technologies,

Carlsbad CA), IOOuL dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma, St. Louis MO), rest ddH20. Lysates

were briefly centrifuged to reduce foaming and sonicated 15s at 10% amplitude using a

Branson sonicator (Branson Ultrasonics, Danbury CT). Samples were heated at 70 *C for

10 minutes and proteins separated on 4-12% BisTris gels (Life Technologies, Carlsbad

CA). Protein transfers were performed using the iBlot dry transfer machine (Life

Technologies, Carlsbad CA) onto polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes. For

electrochemiluminescence (ECL) processing, membranes were blocked in 5% milk in
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PBS-T for I h at room temperature. They were then transferred into primary antibody

solutions for an overnight incubation at 4 *C in 5% milk in PBS-T (antibodies listed

below). The following day, membranes were rinsed 3x10 minutes in PBS-T followed by

incubation for I h at room temperature with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated

secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch #111-035-003 and #115-035-003, West

Grove PA, 1:10000) in PBS-T. Blots were then rinsed 3x1 0 minutes in PBS-T followed

by IxtO minutes in PBS. Membranes were incubated with SuperSignal West Pico

Chemiluminescent Substrate (ThermoScientific #34080, Rockford IL) for 3 minutes and

then developed. For LiCor processing, membranes were blocked in 1:1 Odyssey

Blocking Buffer (LiCor, Lincoln NE) and incubated in primary antibody solutions in

Odyssey Blocking Buffer overnight at 4 "C (antibodies listed below). The next day,

membranes were rinsed 3x10 minutes in PBS-T and incubated with secondary antibodies

conjugated to IRDyes (1:10000, LiCor, Lincoln NE) protected from light for Ihour at

room temperature. Membranes were then rinsed 3x10 minutes in PBS-T followed by

Ix10 minutes in PBS. Membranes were dried, scanned and quantified on a LiCor

scanner. Primary antibodies used include anti-GFP (Abcam ab6556, Cambridge MA,

1:5000), anti-beta actin (Abcam ab8224, Cambridge MA, 1:5000), anti-activated caspase

3 (Abcam ab13847, Cambridge MA, 1:1000), and 3B5H10 (Sigma p1874, St. Louis MO,

1:1000).
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Chapter II: Analyzing Gene Expression Changes in Two Mouse Models of
Huntington's Disease

BACKGROUND

Human HD patients show evidence of widespread transcriptional dysregulation, a

process that starts early in the disease progression and continues as neurodegeneration

worsens. Since mouse models of HD were created, researchers have tried to uncover the

precise molecular changes that ultimately lead to this transcriptional dysregulation. The

R6/2 line is amongst the most commonly studied in terms of gene expression across all

HD models. The initial round of gene expression studies were performed using

microarrays in R6/2 animals both before and after the onset of motor symptoms (Luthi-

Carter et al., 2000), demonstrating decreased expression of many striatal signaling genes

including neurotransmitters and their receptors, calcium-sensing proteins, nuclear

hormone receptors, and signal transducing enzymes. Strikingly, these changes have been

demonstrated to be remarkably consistent across HD mouse models and even human

patients (Durrenberger et al., 2015; Hodges et al., 2006; Kuhn et al., 2007).

The degree of transcriptional dysregulation observed across brain regions is

correlated with vulnerability in HD, both in mouse models and human patients (Hodges

et al., 2006; Langfelder et al., 2016). Combined with the observation that mHTT is most

toxic in the nucleus (Miller et al., 2011; Peters et al., 1999; Saudou et al., 1998), this

suggests a causal link between transcriptional dysregulation and cellular dysfunction in

HD. In fact, HTT protein has been demonstrated to interact with many transcription

factors (Li & Li, 2004), and it is possible that polyQ expansion interferes with normal

protein-protein interactions. This may lead to the observed downstream transcriptional

dysregulation in HD patients and mouse models.
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Despite the consistent and informative results, full mRNA sequencing has not

been performed in most HD models. Relying on microarrays to examine expression

changes is useful, but ultimately limited. As the striatal enriched polyQ proteins studied

in chapter I - Foxp I and Foxp2-are transcription factors, we were interested in

producing a complete list of the gene expression changes in our HD models to understand

all of the relevant molecular alterations. This large-scale profiling would also allow us to

generate new insights into potential causal links between transcriptional dysregulation

and mHTT-induced toxicity. We were also interested to see if we could detect differential

expression of any long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), micro RNAs (miRNAs), or small

nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) in HD, which can only be addressed with RNA sequencing

and not existing microarray data.

For these studies, we decided to use both the R6/2 (Mangiarini et al., 1996) and

BACHD (Gray et al., 2008) models. The R6/2 model has been previously characterized

numerous times in terms of expression profiles (Kuhn et al., 2007; Luthi-Carter et al.,

2000), but little to no data is publically available on expression changes in the BACHD

mouse. In fact, BACHD mice are mostly considered to lack changes in striatal gene

expression altogether (Pouladi et al., 2012), though a small number of individual genes

have been reported to be altered in this model (Lee et al., 2013). To understand the full

extent of molecular changes in these HD models, we used RNA-seq to profile and

analyze striatal alterations in these mice.
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RESULTS

Expression Profiling in the R6/2 Line

Overview

We collected striatal tissue and isolated mRNA from five R6/2 animals and five

littermate controls at 11.5 weeks of age for our R6/2 RNA-Seq analysis. Data analysis

revealed that 1,700 protein-coding genes showed differential expression between the

R6/2 and control groups (cutoff <-0.5 or >0.5 log2 fold change, adjusted p-value

<0.0500). With this cutoff, we found that 1,032 genes were downregulated in the R6/2

and 668 were upregulated (Table 2.1). We immediately noticed that amongst the most

significant genes with the highest magnitude of change, many MSN marker genes were

downregulated in the R6/2 animals, including proenkephalin (Penk), prodynorphin

(Pdyn), dopamine- and cAMP-regulated neuronal phosphoprotein (Darpp-32; Ppplrlb),

dopamine receptor dl (Drdla) and dopamine receptor d2 (Drd2). These are all genes that

have been reported to be critically altered in other studies as well (Langfelder et al.,

2016), confirming our methodology. We then went on to perform a more thorough

analysis of the data to understand the pathways and processes that are altered in R6/2

animals.

Gene Ontologies

We first performed gene ontology (GO) analysis in order to determine the major

groupings of genes that were perturbed in the striatum of R6/2 mice. We generated our

ontologies using the online platform Enrichr (Chen et al., 2013; Kuleshov et al., 2016).

When we examined the ontologies for biological processes, we found 243 significantly

altered GOs (top twenty shown in Table 2.2). GOs related to the synapse were amongst
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Gene Sample 1 Sample 2 Value I Value 2 cge

Gpr139 CTRL R62 8.41778 0.245666 -5.09867

Scn4b CTRL R62 75.0061 4.11211 -4.18906

Ryri CTRL R62 19.4435 1.19393 -4.0255

Cd4 CTRL R62 49.1952 4.24631 -3.53423

Rarg CTRL R62 22.9125 2.20069 -3.38011

Penk CTRL R62 996.37 97.5016 -3.35318

Hipk4 CTRL R62 48.6468 5.25156 -3.21153

Lrrcl Ob CTRL R62 62.5781 7.36721 -3.08647

Adora2a CTRL R62 33.8618 4.16552 -3.02309

Rgs9 CTRL R62 219.887 28.5512 -2.94514

ltga9 CTRL R62 16.4232 2.13465 -2.94367

PdelOa CTRL R62 301.687 39.3597 -2.93827

Kcnh4 CTRL R62 5.63613 0.73812 -2.93278

Egr2 CTRL R62 16.751 2.24133 -2.90182

Myh7 CTRL R62 4.73703 0.645966 -2.87445

Ptpn7 CTRL R62 2.11411 0.30342 -2.80066

Epyc CTRL R62 6.66536 0.966981 -2.78512

Ppplrlb CTRL R62 270.528 42.7571 -2.66154

Pdyn CTRL R62 34.5512 5.47794 -2.65703

St8sia2 CTRL R62 8.90911 1.43709 -2.63213

Car12 CTRL R62 28.6518 4.65372 -2.62217

Supv3ll CTRL R62 39.9199 6.75618 -2.58283

Pipox CTRL R62 3.20249 0.55007 -2.54151

Ddit4l CTRL R62 12.7071 2.18804 -2.53792

Npas4 CTRL R62 10.6885 1.84655 -2.53316

Syndigil CTRL R62 39.0934 6.77105 -2.52947

Arc CTRL R62 33.8712 5.99761 -2.4976

Drd2 CTRL R62 219.005 39.7221 -2.46295

CO30005KI CTRL R62 3.13604 0.573555 -2.45094

Gabrd CTRL R62 13.4884 2.49402 -2.43518

Coch CTRL R62 48.1166 9.05034 -2.41049

Sh3rf2 CTRL R62 29.9909 5.64932 -2.40838

Muc3a CTRL R62 17.7899 3.37844 -2.39663

Otof CTRL R62 2.16236 0.413009 -2.38838

Slc35d3 CTRL R62 10.5558 2.04145 -2.37038

Phex CTRL R62 2.18705 0.436815 -2.32389

Drdi CTRL R62 52.2063 10.5242 -2.31051

Ccdc187 CTRL R62 2.31558 0.466819 -2.31044

Rgs4 CTRL R62 352.509 71.6357 -2.29891

AdcyS CTRL R62 116.021 24.8351 -2.22393

p-value q-value

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000898539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00EO5 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

Table 2.1. Differentially
Expressed Genes in R6/2
Mice. Top 40 downregulated
genes (orange) in R6/2 mice
compared to littermate
controls at 11.5 weeks plotted
by increasing q-value and
decreasing log2fold change.
N=5 mice per group.
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Gene Sample Sample Value I Value 2

1fi1 CTRL R62 0.650268 4.07014

1110059E2 CTRL R62 26.1529 159.119
4Rik

Rtp4 CTRL R62 0.712479 4.24202

AW551984 CTRL R62 0.892151 5.20755

Mms221 CTRL R62 0.419494 2.38899

Myl6b CTRL R62 7.40311 37.5248

IM CTRL R62 0.988654 4.50773

Dera CTRL R62 0.805734 3.00829

SidMi CTRL R62 4.88838 17.8032

Larpi b CTRL R62 9.06615 32.7884

Zfp367 CTRL R62 1.45842 5.09924

Camk2n2 CTRL R62 7.89133 27.1577

Sfmbt2 CTRL R62 1.20772 4.11251

Cib2 CTRL R62 1.28243 4.34732

Rdh12 CTRL R62 1.00527 3.33121

ttgas CTRL R62 1.10576 3.44699

Stati CTRL R82 5.83173 17.4194

Tmem161a CTRL R62 5.41627 16.0892

Ankrd34c CTRL R62 1.70792 5.06257

Neurod2 CTRL R62 3.95756 11.6022

I'l44 CTRL R62 1.96786 5.75972

Masti CTRL R62 3.42544 9.61215

Slc30a3 CTRL R62 2.88862 7.93182

Nov CTRL R62 5.64278 15.4231

Cnlh3 CTRL R62 4.48522 12.1872

HI3a CTRL R62 1.29096 3.46192

Sc39a6 CTRL R62 8.04352 21.3598

Serpina3n CTRL R62 3.19024 8.47097

Clsd3 CTRL R62 8.56217 22.715

Echdc2 CTRL R62 2.85755 7.56683

Sab2 CTRL R62 5.30171 13.7759

Faml9al CTRL R62 3.12777 8.00337

Prrll CTRL R62 0.845123 2.14538

Codc136 CTRL R62 16.8701 42.7639

Ckap4 CTRL R62 4.03851 10.2146

Oas[2 CTRL R62 6.46106 16.3225

Hapln4 CTRL R62 5.58311 14.0026

Irgm2 CTRL R62 1.17883 2.92889

BC048546 CTRL R62 6.58371 16.2653

Zbtbi CTRL R62 1.34069 3.30499

log2.told
change

2.64597

2.60506

2.57383

2.54524

2.50968

2.34164

2.19178

1.90057

1.8653

1.85403

1.80588

1.78302

1.76773

1.76124

1.72846

1.6403

1.5787

1.57072

1.56763

1.55172

1.84937

1.48857

1.45727

1.45062

1.43975

1.42313

1.409

1.40886

1.40759

1.40491

1.37782

1.35548

1.344

1.34192

1.33874

1.33702

1.32655

1.313

1.30482

1.30168

p-value q-value

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000898539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000898539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.00E-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

5.OOE-05 0.000698539

Table 2.1 continued.
Differentially Expressed
Genes in R6/2 Mice. Top 40
upregulated genes (blue) in
R6/2 mice compared to
littermate controls at 11.5
weeks plotted by increasing q-
value and decreasing log2fold
change. N=5 mice per group.
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Term Overlap P-value Adjusted P-value

synaptic transmission (GO: 105/434 2.07326E-23 9.13269E-200007268)

behavior(GO:0007610) 101/494 5.20644E-17 1.14672E-13

single-organism behavior (GO: 826 .36E1 .13E16/96-661644 6/6)) 82/362 1.032666-16 1.51631E-13
0044708)

regulation of synaptic 61/245 9.82001E-15 1.08143E-11transmission (GO:0050804)

cognition (GO:0050890) 58/227 1.31376E-14 1.15742E-11

regulation of ion
transmernbrane transport (GO: 67/314 1.32256E-12 9.70981 E-10

0034765)

regulation of transmembrane 68/327 3.16603E-12 1.99234E-09
transport (GO:0034762)

learning or memory (GO. 419 5.11E2 2813E06411/ 6 1 695(a 49/198 5.25191E-12 2.89183E-09
0007611)

regulation of synaptic plasticity 3/120 .18707E-12 4.4865-0

(GO:0048167)

regulation of synaptic
transmission. glutamatergic 19/47 2.83127E-09 1.24718E-06

(GO:0051966)

regulation of membrane 53/266 3.80718E-09 1.5246E-06
potential (GO:0042391)

1ocomotory behavior (GO: 4013 2171-8 67427E-06
0007626) 40/183 2.13711E-08 6.72

regulation of neuronal synaptic 18/47 2.04174E-08 6.72427E-06
plasticity (GO:0048168)

learning (GO:00057612) 30/115 1.84396E-08 6.72427E-06

regulation of transporter activity 35/153 4.82043E-08 1.4156E-05
(GO:0032409)

regulation of transmembrane
transporter activity (GO: 33/141 6.46091E-08 1.77877E-05

0022898)

calcium ion transport (GO. 421 .76E0 2,65E5/06616)660 43/215 9.827686-08 2.54852E-05
0506818)

regulation of ion
transmembrane transporter 32/137 1.06915E-07 2.61646E-05

activity (GO:0032412)

divalent metal ion transport 4/3 1 59E0 3.28-5
(GO:0070838) 40/234 6.65759E-57 3.8429E-05

inorganic cation
transmembrane transport (GO: 70/440 2.2782E-07 4.93347E-05

0098662)

Z-.score Combined Score Gene.
KCNG3;CHRM1;CPNE6:ABAT;CDH8;GLUL;UNC13B;KCNH3;UNC13C;KCNH4;PRKCBACTN2;$LC6A11
;PDYN;SLC5A7;AKAP9;KCNQ2;KCN03;SHC3;CHRNA7;CHATSLCA2;SLC1A4;CACNAC;CACNAE;C
ACNAIG;MBP:DRD1;KCNN3;NPTX2;TAC;DRD2;GRIA3;SYT2;EGR3;HOMER1;HTRD;HTR1B;GRIN2
C;DLGI;GNAL;DLG4;UNC119;CNIH3;SCN2B;KCN04;GRIK2;HTR2A;GRM12GRM3;GRM5;GRM4;DLGA

-2.351982342 103.1105322 P2;HRAS;KCND2;PDPK1;MINK1;KCNAB1;KCNAB3;SYN1;ARHGEF9;ADORA2A;ALS2;PLCB1:NAPA;CA
MK2B;CAMK2D;KCNA1;CAMK2A;KCNA4;AKAPS;NCALD;GNA11;ADCYS;RASD2;GNG3;GNG2;NPY;GN

G7;AP21;SLC17A7;CAMK2G;GABRD;CACNG3;CACNG4;KCNJ2;KCNJ3;GABRA2;KCNJ4;KCNJ6;KCN
J10:KCNIP2:KCNBI;GAD1;GABRA4;OPRK1:SST:0KCNS2;CAMK4;PLP1;PMP22;PDE7B;KCNK1:KCNK2;HCN1
SERPIN E2;N PY2R;ABAT;PREX2;SYNGAP1;DACH1;SCN9A;EPM2A:MEF2C;DSCAMFOXP2;GPR162;A

RC;PRKAR11B;RIN1:)DO1;SHC3;PDE1 B;CHRNA7;GPR88;CHAT;SLC1A2;CACNAC;MCHR1;NPAS2;NE
UROD2;ATXN1;EFNB3;HRH3;PENKNKX2-1;DRD1;TAC1;DRD2;SPTBN2;ASIC1:EGR1;EGR2;ZFHX2:H

OMER1;WFS;PLK2;PBX3;HTR1 B;CXCL12;DLG4;RCAN2;PPP1R1B;BCL2STRN;LHX8;FEN1;LRRK2;H
-2.40972336 71.8026224 TR2A;GR0K2S08P:GRM;AFF2;JPH4;GRM5;GRM4;CALB1;NET01;CHL1;LRRTMI1;SIX3;HRAS;KCNAB

1;:TACRI;SEZ8LALS2;ADORA2A;ITGA;8;TGA5;PLCBI;MET;SHANK3;OPRD;RGS14;SEZ6;HMGCR;PT
N;ADCY5;RAS02;CLN3;RELN;SLITRK1;CNR:NPY;GNG7;P2RY1;SLC17A7GCNT4;KCNJO;KCNIP3;K

LHL1;OPRK1;CCK:ATP2B2;SOD2;CAMK4
FENI;SERPINE2;LRRK2;NPY2RAAT;GRIK2;HTR2A;AFF2;JPH4;PREX2;GRM5;GRM4;CALB1;SYNGA
P1;NETO1I;CHL1;LRRTM1;SCN9A:HRAS;EPM2A;MEF2C;KCNAB1;TACR1;SEZ6L;FOXP2;GPR162;ARC

-2.45311)656 70.93342756 ;PRKAR1BALS2;:TGA;TGA5;RIN1;PLCB1;MET/SHANK3;OPR01;SHC3:RGS14;PDE1B;CHRNA7;CHA
T;SEZ6;SLC1A2;CACNA1C:HMGCR;PTN;NPAS2;CLN3;NEUROD2;ATXN1;RELN;EFNB3;HRH3;SLITRK
1;CNR1;NPY;GNG7;PENK;SLC17A7;DRD;TAC1;DRD2:SPTBN2;ASIC1;EGR;EGRZFHX2;KCNJ10;H
OMER1;WFS1;KCNIP3;PLK2;PBX3;KLHL1;CCK;CXCL12;DLG4;CAMK4;RCAN2PPP1R1 B;BCL2;LHX8

RAB3B;SERPINE2;LRRK2;KCNC4;NPY2R;GRIK2;HTR2A;ADRA1A;GRM1;JPH4;GRM3;PPP3CA;GRM5
GRM4;CALBI;SIPA1L1;SYNGAP1;NET1;LRRTM1;NOS1;HRAS;GLUL;UNC13B;MEF2C;CACNA2D2;S

-2.382259773 60.15232338 YP;TACRI;SHISA9;SYN1;ARC:ADORA2A;TPKA;RIN1;SHANK3;NAPA;CAMIKB;SNAP47;PXK;RGS14;
CHRNA7;CAMK2A;CHAT;CPLX2;NEUROD2:RELN;CNR1;PTK2B;DRD1:TACI;DR02;GPM68;ASIC;EG

R1;EGR2;KCNJ10;PLK2;HTR1B;ATP2B2;BALAP2;CPEB1;DLG4
FEN1;CHRM1;HTR2A;AFF2;JPH4;GRM5:GRM4;CALB1;SYNGAP1;NETO1;CHLI;H RAS;DGCR2;EPM2A
;MEF2C:KCNAB1;TACR1;FOXP2;GPR162;ARC:PRKAR1 B:TGA4;TGA5;PLCB1;RIN1;SHANK3;SHC3;R

-2.313943917 58.27030012 GS14;PDE1B;CHRNA7;SLC1A4;HMGCRCACNA1C:PTN;JAKMIP1:CLN3;NEUROD2;ATXN1;RELN.HRH
3;PTCHDI;CNRI;SLC17A7;DR01;TACI;DRD2;GPR155;ASICI;EGR1;EGR2;PLK2;TTC;DLG4;CAMK4;

RCAN2;PPP98B;GNAS;LHX8
KCNG3;AHCYL1;KCNC4;JPH4;GJA1;AKT2;SCN9&CHP1;NOS1;KCNH3;KCNH4;MEF2C;KCND2ACTN
2;TESC;MINK1;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2;KCNAB1;KCNAB3;CACNB1;KCN2;KCN03;UTRN;SCN4B:SH

ANK3;CAMK2D;KCNA1;KCNA4;STC1;NEDD4LGLRX;CACNAC;CACNAE;CACNA1H;CACNAG;SLC
-2.38822259 48.55768343 9A3R1;CACNG7;RELN;PTK2B;GSG1L;DRD2;CANKCNJ2;CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCN J4;KCNJ6;KCNJ

;HOMER 1:KCNIP2I;KB1:KCNIP3;NET02;FKBP1A;DLG1;CXCL12;DLG4;KCNS2;FKBP1B;FXYD1;GNB
5;KCNK1;CNIH3;KCNK2;HCN1:SCN2B

KCNG3;AHCYL1;KCNC4JPH4;GJA1;AKT2;SCN9ACHP1;NOS1;KCNH3;KCNH4;MEF2C;KCND2ACTN
2;TESC;MINK1;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2;KCNAB1;KCNAB3;CACNBI;KCN02;KCNQ3;UTRN;SCN4B;SH
ANK3;CAMK2D;KCNA1;KCNA4;STC1:NEDD4L;GLRX;CACNAIC;CACNAIE;CACNA1H;CACNA1G;SLC-2.355087674 47.18172724 9A3R1;CACNG7;RELN;PTK28;GSG1L:DRD2;CACNG3;KCNJ2:CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;KCNJ6;KCNJO
;HOMERI;KCNIP2;KCNB1;KCNIP3;NET02;FKBP1ADLG1;CXCL12;DLG4;KCN52:FKBP1B;FXYD1;BCL

2;GNB5;KCNK1;CNIH3;KCNK2;HCN1;SCN28
FEN1;HTR2A;AFF2;JPH4;GRM5;GRM4;CAL1;SYNGAP;NETO1;HRAS;EPM2A;MEF2C;KCNA81;TAC
R1;FOXP2;GPR162;ARC;PRKARIB :TGAB;ITGA5;PLCBI;RIN1;SHANK3:SHC3;RGS14;PDE1B;CH RNA

-2.292007418 45.06401907 7;CACNAIC;HMGCR;PTN;CLN3;NEUROD2;ATXNI;RELN;HRH3;CNR1;SLC17A7:DRD1;TAC1;DR02A

S9C1;EGR1;EGR2;PLK2;DLG4;CAMK4;RCAN2;PPP16RB;LHX8
CAMK2;SNAP47;SERPINE2;RGS14;CAMK2A;GRIK2;CPLX2;JPH4;NEUROD2;GRM5;CAL1;SIPAILI;

-2.148784931 41,29954516 SYNGAP1;NETO1:LRRTM1;PTK2B;DRD1;DRD2;HRAS;UNC138;EGR1;EGR2:MEF2C;KCNJO;PLK2;AT
P2B2;SYP;BAIAP2;SHISA9;CPEB1;ARCADORA2A;DLG4;TPKA;RIN;SHANK3

MEF2C;SERPINE2;LRRK2:NPY2R;HTR1B;HTR2A;GRiK2;GRM1:GRM3;GRM5;RELN;GRM4ADORA2A
-2.275729634 30.93769855 CNR1;PTK28;DRD;DRD2;GLUL;SHAN K3

LRRK2:NPY2R;ATP2A2;GRIK2;SLC8A1:PPP3CA;GJA1;NETO;SCN9A;UNC13B;KCNH3;KCNH4;MEF2
C:KCND2;ACTN2ADORA2A;KCN03;SCN4BSHANK3;OPRD1;CHRNA7;GPR88;EZ6;NEDD4L;GLRX;

-2.364869294 31 67452986 CACNAIC;CACNA1E;CACNA1H;CACNA1G;CLN3;ATXN1;RELN:PTK2B;SLC17A7DRD1;KCNJ2;CACN
G4;NTSR2ASIC1;KCNJ10;KCNIP2;SOD2;GRIN2C;DLG1;EHD3;DLG4;FXYD1;BCL2;GSF9;CNIH3;KC

NK2;HCN1;SCN28
OPRDI1;PDEB;LRRK2;CHATGPR88;NPY2R;SEZ6;ABAT;CACNA1CSOBP;GRM:NPAS2:ADCY5;RAS

-2.307114655 27.47724499 D2;PREX2;GRM5;ATXN1;EFNB3;CALB1;CHLI;LRRTMI;GNG7:PENK;NKX2-1;DRD1;DRD2;KCNJ10;OS
CAM;PBX3;KLHL1:OPRKI;ATP282;SOD2:SEZ6L;CXCL12;ADORA2A;ALS2;DLG4;STRN;lDO1

CAMK2B;UNC13B;EGR1;EGR2;KCNJ10;CAMK2A;SYP;GRIK2:SHISA9;CPE81;GRM;ARC;SYNGAP1;
-2.300170151 27.39453742 NETO1;DLG4;DRD2;HRAS;SHANK3

RGS14;PDE1B;CHRNA7;CACNA1C;HMGCR;PTN;JPH4;CLN3;NEUROD2;GRM;RELN;GRM4;ATXN1;S
-2.17614588 25.91743458 YNGAPI;NET01 :RH3;DRD1;TAC;DRD2;HRAS;ASIC1;EPM2ATACR1;FOXP2;GPR162;ARC:DLG4:P

PP1R1B;RIN1;SHANK3
CAMK20;AHCYL1;NEDD4L;GLRXJPH4;CACNG7;SLC9A3R1;RELN;PTK2B;GSG1 L;CHP18;DRD2;CACN

-2.308818626 25.77881719 G3;CACNG4;MEF2C:HOMER;KCNIP2ACTN2;TESC:MINK1;PRKCD;KCNAB1;NETO2;SYNGR3;FKBP1
A;DLG4;FXYDI:FKBP1B;BCL2:GNB5:UTRN;SCN4B;CNIH3;SHANK3;SCN2B

CAMK2D;AHCYL1:NEDD4L;GLRX;JPH4;CACNG7:SLC9A3R1;RELN;PTK2B;GSG1L;CHP1;DRD2;CACN
-2.288457028 25.02886223 G3;CACNG4;MEF2C;HOMERI;KCNIP2ACTN2;TESC;MINK1;KCNAB1;NET02;FKBP1A;DLG4;FXYD1;F

KBP1B :BCL2;GNB5;UTRN;SCN4B;CNIH3;SHANK3;SCN2B
CAMK2B;RYR1;CAMK2D;SLC24A4;CHRNA7;CAMK2A;ITPR1;ATP2A2;CACNA1C;HTR2ACACNAE;AD
RA A;Ai0CACNA1II:9L0681:R3:CNA1:G;SLC8A2;CTGF;TMEM165;JPH4;PPP3CA0ACNG7;NPY;D8R

-2.364691217 24.46528273 D2;CAM2G;CACNG3;SLC25A25;CACNG4;ASIC1;TRPC4;PRKCB;F2R;PDE2A;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2
:ATP2B2;ATP2BI;FKBPIA;SLC8A3;CACNB1;FKBP1BB;MICU1;RAMP1

CAMK2D;AHCYLI;NEDD4L;GLRX;JPH4:SLC9A3R1;CACNG7;RELN;PTK2BGSG1 L:CHP1;DRD2;CACN
-2.269109927 23.94161687 G3;CACNG4;MEF2C;HOMER:;KCNIP2;ACTN2;TESC;MINK;KCNAB1;N:ET02;FKBPA;DLG4;FXY1;F

K8P1 B;GNB5;UTRN:SCN4B;CNIH3;SHANK3;SCN2B
RYR1;CAMK2B;CAMK20;SLC24A4;CHRNA7;CAMK2A;tTPR1;ATP2A2;CACNAC:HTR2A;CACNA EAD
RA1ACACNA1H;RYR3;SLC8Al;CACNA1G;SLC8A2;CTGF;TMEM165;JPH4;NIPAL4;PPP3CA;CACNG7;-2.329021618 23.67841084 NPY6DRD2;CAMK2G:CACNG3;SLC25A25;KCNJ2;CACNG4;ASIC;TRPC4;PRKCBF2R;PDE2A;CACNA

2D3;CACNA2D2;ATP2B2;ATP2B1;FKBPA:SLC8A3CACNB1;FKBPB;MICU1;RAMP1
RYR;KCNG3;KCNC4;ATP2A2;SLC4A4;SLC8A;RYR3;SLC8A2;KCNT;KCNT2;SCN9A;SLC39A6;TME
M38A;SLC39A2;KCNH3;KCNH4;SLC38A3;ATP6AP1;KCND2;TRPC4;CACNA203;CACNA2D2;KCNAB1;
KCNAB3;CACNB1;SLC9A5;KCN02;KCN03;MICU1;SCN4B;ATPVOC;ATP6V1A;SLC24A4;TTYH;KCNA

-2.283039206 22.6406345 1;lTPR1;KCNA4;CACNAIC;CACNA1 E;CACNA1 H/CACNA1G;SLC5A5;CACNG7SLC17A7;KCNN3;CAC
NG3;SLC25A25;KCNJ2;CACNG4;ATP6V1F;KCNJ3;ASIC;KCNJ4;KCNJ6;KCNJ5;KCNIP2;KCN1;KCN
IP3;PDE2A;ATP2B2;ATP2B;FKBP1A;SLC8A3:SLC25A37;KCNS2;FKBP1:1KCNK1:KCNK2;HCN1;SCN2

B

Table 2.2. Synaptic Function is Impaired in R6/2 Mice by GO Analysis.
Top 20 GOs for biological process plotted by adjusted p-value. N=5 mice per
group.
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the top-scoring ontologies, with synaptic transmission (GO: 0007268, overlap 105/434),

regulation of synaptic transmission (GO: 0050804, overlap 61/245), regulation of

synaptic plasticity (GO: 0048167, overlap 36/120) and more within the top twenty. These

were driven by differences in various ion channels, neurotransmitter receptors,

cytoskeletal molecules, and structural synaptic proteins. The expression data also

implicated regulation of membrane transport (GO:0034765, overlap 67/314;

GO:0034762, overlap 68/327; GO:0022898, overlap 33/141), membrane potential

(GO:0042391, overlap 53/266), learning and memory (GO:0007612, overlap 30/115,

GO:0007611, overlap 49/198), and behavior (GO:0007610, overlap 10 1/494;

GO:0007626, overlap 40/183).

In order to get a sense of the particular cellular compartments that were affected

in the R6/2 mice, we next examined the ontologies for cellular component in our

differentially expressed genes. There were 45 significantly altered GOs (top ten shown in

Table 2.3) in the R6/2 animals. Once again, the data implicated the synapse as the main

site of molecular dysfunction in the R6/2 animals. Synapse part (GO:0045202, overlap

90/395), dendrite (GO:0030425, overlap 54/236), synaptic membrane (GO:0097060,

overlap 51/228), and postsynaptic membrane (GO:004521 1, overlap 46/195) were all

implicated cellular components. Given the previous GO results implicating synaptic

transmission, this data further confirms synaptic alterations in R6/2 mice on multiple

levels.

Pathway and Chromatin Enrichment Analysis (ChEA)

In addition to examining gene ontologies, we utilized pathway analysis to add

insight into the molecular alterations that occur in the R6/2 model. Pathway analysis
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Term Overlap P-value Adjusted P-value Z-score Combined Score

synapse part (GO. 90/3950044456)

ion channel corplex 59/258
(GO0034702)

dendrite (GO:0030425) 54/236

call body (GO:0044297) 64/315

.yniapti. membrane 528
(GO0097060) 51/28

neuronal ell body (GO: 57/270
9943025)

transmembranm
transporter complex 59/286

(GO:1902495)

postsynaptic memnbrane 419
(GO:0045211)

tranpoder complex 59/291
(GO:199351)

synapse(GO:0045202) 51/243

RAB3B;CHRM1;LRRK2;CHRM4;DOC2;GRIK2;GRM1;CDH ; SYNE1;GRM3 RPH3A.;YNPR.TRIM9 GRM5;GRM4
;SIPA1L1;NETOI;LRRTM1;SYNPO;DLGAP3;ERC2;DLGAP2PPFIA4;LZTS1;GRASP;LZT3;ANKS1B;UNC13B.CA

DPS2;UNC13C;SLC3A3;MME;F2R;MINK1:SYP;SYNGR3;SYN;CNKSR2;ARC;ALS2ADORA2A;SNPH;LRRC7IT
2.13738E-18 1.09434E-15 -2.399499732 82.65912048 GAS;UTRN;SHANK3KCTD16;OPRD1;DDC;RGS14;CHRNA7;ITPR1;CACNAC;LIN7B:CLN3;GLRA2SV2C;SV2B:

CAMK2N;P2RY;1SLC17A6;PTK2B;OTOF;SLC17A7;SLC17A8;DR02;GABRD;GRIA3;KCNJ4;GABRA2;FZD3,SYT
2 ;HOMER1;KCNB1:GABRA4;PDE2A;CCK:NETO2;SYT9;GRIN2C:SYT7;SYT6;DLG1;CPEB1PPFBP1;DLG4SYT

10: S TRN:PVR L3;C NIH3

KCNG3.CNTNAP1;KCNC4;GRIK2,KCNT1,NETO1;KCNT2:SCN9A.KCNH4;KCN02;TRPC4 CACNA2D2,SHISA9A
N02;CACNB1;OLFM1;OLFM2;AKAP9KCNO2;KCN03,MICU1;SCN48CAMK2DNNRN1 ,TYH2;TTYH1;KCNAI:CH

1.38283E-12 3.54005E-10 -2.272749981 49.45892854 RNA7;KCNA4;CACNA1C;CACNA1E;CACNA1H;CACNA1G;CACNG7;GLRA2;PTK2B;GABRD;CACNG3;KCNJ2;GR
IA3;CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;GABRA2;KCNJ6;KCNP2;KCNB1;GABRA4;NET2;GRIN2C;DLG4KCNS2;FXYD3;F

KBPIB;FXYDI;KCNK1;CNIH3;KCNK2;SCN2B

PCSK2ACVRLI;CHRM1;LRRK2;CPNE6;GRIK2;PTPRK;ELFN1;GRM;RBM3;TRIM9;CALBI;CHLI;DNER;SACS;
1.19942-112.04701E-09 -2.302949294 46.0748267 EPHA5ARHGEF15;MME;TACRI:SYN;ADORA2AALS2;NOV;RIN;SNAP47;RGS14;KCNA1;EZ6;SLCA4;CPL

X2;DDN;RELN;CAMK2N;P2RY1;PTK2B;DRD2;GRIA3;FZD3;WFS1;STAT;KCNB1;PLK2;KCMP3;PDE2A;KLHLI;
CCK;Hr5A;GRN2C;PLXDC1;GNAS;FAT3;ATXN10;GSF9B;HCN1

ACVRL1;NRSN1;CPNE5;LRRK2;S'fMN;HTR2A;GRK2;PTPRK;RLBP1;CALB;ALCAM;DNER;DPYSL3;LZTS1;E
PHA5;ACOT7TACR1;SEZ8L;ERMN;CIT;CNKSR2;SLCSA7;NOV;A00RA2A;SNPH:PARD3;ARHGEF2;RIN1;SNAP

3.9353E-11 5.03719E-09 -2.219148145 42.39997281 47;CAMK2;DDC;PDE1B;KCNA;CHRNA7;CHATSEZ;SLCA4;CACNAIC;CPLX2;CYG;CAMK2N1;P2RY1;PTK
2B;MBP:KCNN3;TAC1;H10;KCNJ2;SPTBN2;POLR2M;FZD3;HOMER1;SMURF1;KLHL1ATP2B2;PTPN13;PLX

C1:SLC8A3;SSTPPPIR18RGS10STRN;GSF9A;ATXN10

CHRM1;CHRM4;GRK2;SYNEI;GR93;GRM4;SIPAILI;NETO1;LRRTM1;SYNPO;DLGAP3;ERC2;DLGAP2;LZTSI;
GRASP;LZTS3;ANKS1B;CADPS2F2R;MNK1;SYP;CNKSR2ARC;ADORA2A;LRRC7;SNPH;UTRN;SHANK3;KCT1.99E-10 9.55980E-09 -2.230999413 41. 342 D16;OPRD1;RGS14;CHRNA7;LIN7B:GLRA2;CAMK2N:P2RY;GABRD;GRA3;KCNJ4;GABRA2;HOMER1;KCNB

I;GABRA4;PDE2A;GRIN2C:DLG;CPEB1DLG4;STRN;PVRL3;CNIH3

ACVRLI;NRSN1;CPNE5;LRRK2;STMN2;HTR2A;GRIK2;PTPRK;ALCAM;CALB1;DNER;EPHA;SEZ6L;ERMN;CIT;
CNKSR2;SLCA7ADRA2A;NOV;SNPH;PARD3ARHGEF2;RINI;SNAP47;CAMK2D0DDC;PDE1B;KCNA1;CH9RN

9.72123E-11 8.55998E-09 .2.202987623 40.9156703 A7;CHAT;SEZ;SLCA4;CACNA1;CPLX2;CYGB;CAMK2N1;PTK2B8MBP;KCN3;TAC1;MYHIO;KCNJ2;SPTBN2;
POLR2M;FZD3;HCMER1;SMURF1;KLHLATP2B2;PLXDCI;SLCA3SSTPPP1R1B;RGS1;STRN;IGSF98ATXN

10

KCNG3;CNTNAP1;KCNC4;GRIK2;KCNT1;NETO1;KCNT2;SCN9A;KCNH4;KCN02;TRPC4;CACNA2D2;SHISA9A
N029CACNB1;LFM1;OLFM2AKAP9;KCN02;KCN03;MICU1;SCN48;CAMK2D:NRN1:TTYH2;TTYHI:KCNA1;CH

1.20768E-10 8.5589E-09 -2.200160471 40.87058308 RNA7;KCNA4;CACN8AC;CACNA1E;CACN1H;CACNA1G;CACN7;GLRA2;PTK2B;GABRD;CACNG3;KCNJ2;GR
9A3;CACNG4;KCNJ3:KCNJ4;GABRA2;KCNJ:;KCNP2KCNB1GABRA4;NET2;GRIN2C;DLG4;KCNS2;FXYD3:F

KBP1B;FXYD1;KCNK1;CNIH3;KCNK2;SCN2B

OPRDI;CHRM1;RGS14;CHRNA7;CHRM4;GRIK2;LIN7B;SYNE;GRM3;GLRA2:SIPAL1;NETO1;CAMK2N1;LRRT
M1;P2RY1;SYNPO;DLGAP3;LZTS1;GRASP;DLGAP2;GABRD;GRA3;LZTS3;ANS18;GABRA2;KCNJ4;CADPS2;1.33748E-10 8.5999E-99 -2.979979939 49.32199799 HOMER1:KCNB1;GABRA4:F2R;MINK1;GRIN2C;CNKSR2;DLG1ARC;CPE1;ADRA2A:DLG4;LRRC7;STRN;UT

RN;PVRL3;CN1H3:SHANK3;KCTD16

KCNG3CNTNAP1;KCNC4;G1K2;KCNTI;NETO1;KCNT2;SCN9A;KCNH4;KCND2;TRPC4;CACNA2D2;SHISAA
NO2CACNB1;OLFMI;OLFM2AKAP9;KCN02;KCN03;MCU1;SCN4B;CAMK2D;NRNI1;TTY2:TTYH1;KCNA1;CH

2.4775E-10 1.40945E-08 -2.190014499 39.58994914 RNA7;KCNA4;CACNAIC;CACNAIE;CACNA1H;CACNAG;CACNG7;GLRA2;PTK2B;GABRD;CACNG3KCNJ2;GR
IA3;CACNG4;KCNJ3:KCNJ4;GABRA2;KCNJ:;KCNIP2;KCNB1GABRA4;NET02;GRIN2C;DLG4;KCNS2;FXYD3:F

KBP1B;FXYD1;KCNK1CNI13;KCNK2;SCN2B

CHRM1;SERPINE2;KCNC4CI82;PPPR9A;ELFN1PPPR9B;RPH3A;ARHGAP44;CALB1;NETOI;LRRTM1;PHA
1 

CTR;NEFM:EMB;NOS1;PPFIA4;PRIMA;UNC13BMME;F2RSYP;SYNGR3;SHISA9;ENAH;OLFMI;0LFM2;8AD

.1591E-99 8.77887E-99 -2.119599408 35.32855328 3RA2A:TGATLN2:UTRN:PDZRN3;CAMK2D;NRNI;CHRNA7;CAMK2A;RASGRP2;CPLX2;SLC17A5;GSG1L;SLC
17A7; IOAS)C1;GABRA2;PRRT1;CADPS;DLG1:SYT12;DLG4:;GSF9B;SNTB2

Table 2.3. GO Analysis Implicates the R6/2 Synapse as a Main Site of
Transcriptional Dysregulation. Top 10 GOs for cellular component plotted
by adjusted p-value. N=5 mice per group.
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allows for the identification of more specific processes that are altered in a given dataset.

In our analysis, we found 40 significantly altered pathways in the R6/2 mice (top 15

shown in Table 2.4). Calcium signaling (hsa04O2O, overlap 47/180) was the top hit, with

calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases and numerous voltage-gated calcium

channel subunits all differentially expressed in R6/2 animals. Glutamatergic, cholinergic,

dopaminergic, and serotonergic synapses were also amongst the top-changing pathways

(hsa04724, overlap 33/114; hsa04725, overlap 32/111; hsa04728, overlap 35/129;

hsa04726, overlap 23/112) along with long-term potentiation (hsa04720, overlap 21/66).

Addiction pathways centering on basal ganglia circuitry were also amongst the top

altered pathways, including amphetamine addiction (hsa05O3 1, overlap 24/67), morphine

addiction (hsa05032, overlap 23/9 1), and cocaine addiction (hsa05O3O, overlap 14/49).

Highly MSN-enriched genes, such as Drdla, Drd2, and Darpp-32, are present in these

pathways and have all been previously studied in the context of HD.

As a final broad test, we decided to perform chromatin enrichment analysis

(ChEA) on the differentially expressed genes identified by RNA-seq. ChEA allows for

identification of common upstream regulators of the genes whose expression was altered

in the R6/2 animals. In total, ChEA identified 99 significant transcription factors (top ten

shown in Table 2.5, genes in Table S2.1). Of the top putative regulators, many were

members of the polycomb repressive 2 (PRC2) complex, which has been previously

demonstrated to be involved in striatal gene regulation (von Schimmelmann et al., 2016).

These included polycomb protein Suzl2 (Suz]2), enhancer of Zeste homolog 2 (Ezh2),

and Jarid2. Retinoic acid receptor beta (RARB) was also one of the top putative

regulators of the genes altered in R6/2 animals. Retinoic acid signaling is particularly
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Term Overlap P-alue Adjusted P-value Z-score Combined Scofe Genes

RYR1;CAMK2B;CAMK2D;CHRMI;PDE1C;PDE1B;CHRNA7;CAMK2A;ITPR1:ATP2A2.CACNA1C.HTR2A CACNA1E;A
Catway/m sgn9ng4 DRAIA:CACNA IHRYR3:SLC8A1;GRM1;CACNAIG:SLC6A2.PPP3CA;PPP3Rl1GRM5 PPP3CC;EDNRB ERBB3.PTK
p 9h H 4 11 - . E -7 1 4 2B:DRD,NOS1,CAMK2G:PRKCB;F2R;PHK8,ATP2B2:TACR1 ATP2B1 GRIN2C:HTR5A.SLC8A3GNAL;ADORA2A;CA

sspiens~hsat)4020 MK4;tTPKA;ORA2:GNASPLCB1;CALM2

1 
RYRCAMK2B;CAMK2D;CAMK2AITPR1 MYL6B;CACNA1C;RYR3;GNA11;ADCY5;CAMKK2 PPP1CB;PPP3CA;CACN pxythwnay 41 5 31 84 - G7;PPP3R1 RGS2;PPP3CC.HRAS;CAMK2G:CACNG3KCNJ2:CACNG4;KCNJ3;GUCYA3KCNJ4;KCNJ6.MEF2CCA

p y 41/15 5.7033-1 7.8MKDPLA2G4E:PRKCB:CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2NFATC2;PPPCACACNB1;CAMK4;GNAS;CAMK1PLCB;CALM2
sapianshs04921 CAMK1G

Glutamtergic SLC1A2;/TPR1;CACNA1C;GR1K2;GNAI;GRM1;ADCY5;GRM3;PPP3CA;GNG3;PPP3R;GRM5;GNG2;PPP3CC;G66M
synaps_Ho/O 33/114 1.91554E-10 1.73038E-08 -1.884276263 33.67643029 4ADRBK2:GNG7ADRBK1;SLC17A;SLC17A7;SLC17A8;GLUL;GRIA3;KCNJ3;HOMERI;PLA2G4E;PRKCB;GRIN2C;
4p7/nshsa04724 OLG4;GNAS;GNB5;PLCB1;SHNK3

Chofinefgic CAMK28;CAMK2D;CHRMI;CHRM4;CHRNA7;CHAT;*CAMK2A;ITPR1;CACNA1C;GNAI;ADCY5;GNG3;GNG2;GNG7;A
synapse_Hom o 32/111 4.03861E-10 2.08731E-08 -1.946855442 34.42976047 KT2;AKT3;JAK2;HRAS;CAMK2G;KCNJ2;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;KCNJ6;PRKCB;SLCA7;CAMK4;KCNO32BCL2;KCN03;GNB5

sapiens hsa04725 ;PLCB1ATF4

Ampctmi8n44 . 24/67 4.62134E-10 2.087310-08 -1.833713571 32.42886846 CAMK2B;CAMK2D;DDC;PRKCB;CAMK2A;CACNA1C;PDYN;GRIN2C;PPP1CAADCYS;PPP1CB;PPP3CAARC;PPP3
saddian m 24h 4-04E150311-0 1837371 3.284 R1;PPP3CC;CAMK4;PPP1R1B;GNAS;FOSB;DRD1;CALM2;CAMK2G;GRIA3;ATF4

s8piens hs805031

Dopaminergic CAMK2B;CAMK2D;DDC;CAMK2A;ITPR;PPP2R24ACACNA1C;GNAI1ADCY5ARNTL;PPPICB;PPP3CA;GNG3;NG2
synaps3_Hom 35/129 3.88184-10 2.08731E-08 -1.814488388 32.08887483 :PPP3CC:GNG7AKT2;AKT:DRD;DRD2;CAMK2G;GRA3;KCNJ3;KCNJ6;PRKC;PPP2R3A;PPP1CA;MAPK11:GNAL

-7pins_hs4728 ;PPP61RB;GNAS;GNB5;PLCB1;CALM2ATF4

Adrwergic
signa8ng in CAMK26;CAMK2D;CAMK2A;CREMATP2A2;PPP2R2A;CACNA1C;ADRA1A;GNA1;SLCAI;ADCY5;PPP1CB;CACNG

cardiomycyhteaH 37/148 1.52102E-09 5.88853E-08 -1.709328518 28.45634439 7;RPS6KA5;AT2AK3;CAMK2G;CACNG3;CACNG4;TPM2;TPM1;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2ATP282;PPP2R3A;ATP28
m1;PPPCA:CACNB1;MAPK11;PP1R1A;GNAS;BCL2;PLCB1;CALM2;SCN48;ATF4;MYH7

sapian,hsa04261

8rain 2695 2.86010-88 9,6885808 -1.7427568 28.14510351 RYR1;CAMK2B;CAMK2DCMK2A;ITPRl;CACNAIC;RYR3;GNAI;CACNA1 HADCY5;CACNAGG:GNG3GNG2;RPS6
lemenHm . E E . 24 KA5;GNG7;NOS1CAMK2GGRIA3;KCNJ3:GUCY1A3;KCNJ6;PRKCB;GRIN2C;PER1;GNA;GNB5:PLCB1;CALM2

88p ens8h9804713

Long-erm CAMK28;CAMK2D:PRKCB;CAMK2A;ITPR1;CACNAlC;GRN2C;GRM1;PPP1CA;PPP1C;PPP3CA;PPP3R1:GRM;P
potentiatio_Hom 21/88 6.16282E08 1.85569E-06 -1.610079381 21.24862463 PP3CC;PPP11A;CAMK4;PLCB1;CALM2;HRAS;CAMK2GATF4sapienshsa04720

Retrograde
ndocannabnoid FAAH;DAGLA;ITPR1;CACNA C;GNAI1;GRM1;ACY5;GNG3;GRM5;GNG2;CNR1;GNG7;SLC7A6;SLC17A7;SLCI7A

signaing9Homo 2/10121481-07 561516E-6 .1.81635787 20.27580787 8;GABRD;GRIA3;KCNJ3;GABRA2;KCNJ6;PRKCB;GABRA4;MAPK11;NAPEPLDGNB5;PLCB1
sapiena9h804723

Aldosterone
9sy77h/s8i8 22/81 6.708748-07 165279E05 -1.7578713 18.786833 CAMK28:CAMK2D;DAGLA;CAMK1D;PRKCB;CAMK2A;PDE2A;ITPR1;CACNAIC;CACNA1H;ADCY5CACNA1G;NR4A

secretionHorno 21;CAMK4;GNAS;CAMKI:PRKD1:PLCB1;CALM2:CAMK2G;CAMKIGATF4

sapiens hs804925

Morphine GABRA2;KCNJ6;PDE1C;PRKCB;PDE1B;GABRA4PDE2A;GNAI1;A0CY5;GNG3;GNG2;PDE1OA;ADRK2;GNG7;ADR
addictionHomo 23/91 1.49858E-86 3.3843E-05 -1.542361471 15.87672872 BK;GRK6;GNAS;PDE78;DRD1;GNBS;PDESB;GABRD;KCNJ3

sapes hs-05032

cGMP-PKG OPRDI;ITPR1ATP2A2;CACNA1CADRAIA;GNAII:SLCA1;ADCYS;SLC042;PPP1CB;PPP3CA;PPP3R1;RGS2:PPP3
Signlin 31/167 2.73434E-05 8.000570004 -1.630642956 12.18068551 CC;EDNRB;A2AKT3;GUCY1A3;MEF2CPDE2A;NFATC2;ATP2B2;ATP2B1;ADRA2C;PPPCA;SLC8A3PDE5A;PLC

pathwayFlorn B1;CALM2ATF4;MYH7
/pienshsa04822

Cocaine
addiion Homo 1449 3.81789E-05 0.000739035 -1.28982569 9.299886424 DDC;PDYN;GRIN2C;GNA11ACY5;GRM3:DLG4:PPP1R1B;GNAS;FOSB;DRD1;DRD2;RGSATF4

sapiens hsaO5030

sneo m 311 ,767n5 ,01457rg481563 1.8456 KCNJ6;DDC;KCND2;PLA2G4E;PRKCS;DUSP1;HTR1D;ITPR1;HTR18;CACNA1C;HTR2A;HTR5A;GNA1;ADCY5;GNG
S 23/112 577637-05 0043597 -1481253 1028475463 3GNG2CYP4X;GNG7;GNAS;GNB;PLCBHRASKCNJ3

sapiensh.04726

Table 2.4. R6/2 Calcium Signaling and Neurotransmitter Dynamics are
Implicated by Pathway Analysis. Top 15 pathways plotted by adjusted p-
value. N=5 mice per group.
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Term

SUZ12_20075857 ChIP-
Se&LMESCsMouse

RARB_27405468_Chip-
SeqBRAIN Mouse

MTF2 20144788 ChIP-
SSLMESCsMouse

SUZ12 18692474 ChIP-
SecLMESCsMouse

SUZ12_ 18974828_ChIP-
SecLMESCsMouse

RNF2 _18974828 _ChIP-
SeqLMESCsMouse

EZ2_ 18974828_ChIP-
SecLMESCsMouse

SUZ12_27294783 Chip-
SecLESCsMouse

JARI D220064375_ChIP-
SEMESCsMIpo-use

EZH-2_-27294783jChip-
SeLESCs-Mouse

Overlap P-value Adjusted P-value Z-score Combined Score

657/4356 1.28391E-61 8.28122E-59 -0.935183939 125.0701256

363/2000 1.72225E-48 5.55426E-46 -1.41091473 147.0234499

469/2981 1.08378E-45 2.33013E-43 -1.285370229

305/1909 1.74242E-29 2.24772E-27 -1.818267599

308/1934

213/1302

213/1302

290/2000

189/1117

287/2000

1.53723E-29

1.16686E-21

1.16686E-21

3.59049E-21

6.79775E-21

2.84116E-20

2.24772E-27

1.07518E-19

1.07518E-19

2.89484E-19

4.87172E-19

1.83255E-18

-1.742675711

-2.045324167

-2.038732664

-1.432823568

-1.995930744

-1.477345399

126.1786702

111.5686813

106.9303721

89.33286662

89.04497199

61.16177711

84.15975684

60.33600313

Table 2.5. PRC2 and Retinoic Acid Regulate Differentially Expressed
Genes in R6/2 Mice. Top 10 putative regulators plotted by adjusted p-value.
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important in both striatal development and circuit function (reviewed in Maden, 2007)

and is amongst the DEGs identified by our RNA-seq profiling (log2 fold change -1.40,

adjusted p-value 0.0007). The loss of retinoic acid signaling in striatum may underlie

some of the pathology observed in R6/2 mice.

Other RNA Species

One of the strengths of our study is that combining RNA-seq with the newest

GENCODE annotation allowed us to identify many additional species that were not

previously studied with previous microarray experiments. In the R6/2 animals, we

observed the differential expression of multiple noncoding RNAs. There was one miRNA

and one snoRNA that were altered in the R6/2 mice. In addition, there were 48 IncRNAs

that were differentially expressed between the R6/2 and control groups. Of these, exactly

half showed increased expression and half showed decreased expression in the HD

context. Our analysis also identified other miscellaneous RNAs and pseudogenes that are

significantly altered in the R6/2 line. In all, expression profiling from R6/2 animals

yielded a large list of significantly altered RNAs, many encoding genes related to synapse

structure and function, that deepen our understanding of the molecular dysfunction in this

HD model.

Expression Profiling in the BACHD Line

Overview

Unlike the R6/2 model, BACHD mice are not thought to model the transcriptional

dysregulation observed in HD. This is mainly because only a handful of genes have been

reported as altered in BACHD mice, and because there is not overproduction of the
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Gene Sample 1 Sample 2 Value 1 Value 2 log2.foldchange

Actn2

Car2

Htt

Lars2

Msantdl

Npas4

Prkcd

Pvalb

Tcf712

1133

Pdyn

Snord22

Paul

SIc17a6

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHD

BACHOD

BACHD

BACHD

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

CON

22.6081

70.1075

37.8568

62.1547

11.0342

4.02096

14.57

34.9856

5.53221

13.1631

40.4141

17825.7

5.81306

2.23613

40.9222

116.128

18.5658

41.23

1.02739

9.80092

31.4163

67.734

12.2976

23.5431

25.7095

11489.9

10.3934

5.50485

0.856046

0.728078

-1.02791

-0.59217

-3.42493

1.28538

1.10851

0.953118

1.15245

0.838806

-0.652558

-0.633595

0.838295

1.2997

Table 2.6. BACHD Mice Show Limited Alterations in
All significant genes (adjusted p-value<0.0500) that

p-value q-value

5.OQE-05

5.OE-05

5.OOE-05

5.OOE-05

5.OOE-05

5.OE-05

5.OCE-05

5.OE-05

5.OOE-05

0.0002

0.0002

0.00025

0.0003

0.0003

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0120029

0.0364184

0.0364184

0.0422001

0.0477365

0.0477365

Gene Expression.
are differentially

expressed in BACHD mice compared to littermate controls. Data are plotted
by increasing q-value. N=4 mice per group.
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mHTT exon 1 fragment, which has been in particular linked to transcriptional

dysregulation. Pouladi et al. (2012) noted that Drdla, Drd2, Darpp-32, and enkephalin

(Enk)-all genes dysregulated in human HD patients as well as some mouse models-

were not changed in BACHD mice. However, there have been some reports that Darpp-

32 does change in BACHD mice, along with other striatal genes such as actinin 2

(Actn2), DNA damage inducible transcript 4 like (Ddit4l), and protocadherin 20 (Pcdh20)

(Lee et al., 2013). Since there is no published RNA-Seq BACHD dataset existing in the

literature, we performed RNA-seq on BACHD mice in order to use a thorough and

unbiased approach to determine the extent of transcriptional dysregulation in this model.

We expected these data to reveal transcriptional alterations that are a result of mostly

non-nuclear mHTT effects, and thus more likely modeling early changes happening in

the context of HID.

BACHD Mice Show Little Transcriptional Dysregulation

We isolated striatal RNA from four BACHD mice and their littermate controls at

13 months of age and performed RNA-seq followed by differential gene expression

analysis (cutoff <-0.5 or >0.5 log2 fold change, adjusted p-value <0.0500). This analysis

revealed 14 differentially expressed genes in BACHD mice compared to controls (Table

2.6). One of these genes was Actn2, which was one of the only genes to be identified by

previous studies as altered in the BACHD model (Lee et al., 2013). Since we could not

compare our sequencing data to a complete, published dataset, it was important for us to

confirm the differentially expressed genes in the BACHD line using qPCR. Actn2 was in

fact confirmed by qPCR as downregulated in BACHD mice (Fig. 2.1A). Though not

significant, we did observe reduced expression of Darpp-32 in BACHD mice in our
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Figure 2.1. qPCR Validation of BACHD RNA-seq Changes. Expression
of (A) Actn2 and (B) Darpp-32 as detected by qPCR. Data is plotted as ACt
normalized to Eif4a2. N=4 mice per group. All error bars: mean + SEM. **

p<0.01, ns=not significant.
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sequencing data and also confirmed this trend with qPCR (Fig. 2.1B). We also observed

a trend of increased ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) expression in BACHD mice, a

critical regulator of the response to DNA damage in the cell (Shiloh & Ziv, 2013).

Previous work has demonstrated increased ATM protein levels in cells taken from HD

models and in human tissue, and reduction of ATM in BACHD mice improves some HD-

related behavioral deficits (Lu et al., 2014).

Gene Ontologies

In order to identify new potential areas of dysregulation in BACHD mice, we

performed GO analysis using a less stringent p-value cutoff of nominal p-value <0.05

(top 15 biological process shown in in Table 2.7, top 15 cellular component shown in

Table 2.8). Regulation of membrane potential (GO:0042391, overlap 18/266), axon

development (GO:0061564, overlap 4/20), and cellular aging (GO:0007569, overlap

7/62) were all top biological process ontologies identified in the BACHD RNA-seq data.

Our RNA-seq data also identified some Rho signaling modulators, and positive

regulation of GTPase activity (GO:0043547, overlap 25/482) and positive regulation of

GTP catabolic process (GO:0033126, overlap 25/483) were also top-changing ontologies

in the BACHD mice. GO analysis for cellular component revealed dendritic spine

(GO:0043197, overlap 7/71), neuron spine (GO:0044309, overlap 7/74), telomeric region

of the chromosome (GO:0000781, overlap 5/53) and synapse part (GO:0044456, overlap

17/395) as amongst the top dysregulated compartments in BACHD mice. While some of

these ontologies were also identified in our R6/2 RNA-seq dataset, this analysis places

new emphasis on DNA damage and the aging process as particularly relevant to BACHD

pathology.
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Adjusted P-Term Overlap P-vaiue value Z-score Combined
Score

atrial cardiac muscle cell
action potential (GO:0086014)

regulation of membrane
potential (GO:0042391)

positive regulation of GTPase
activity (GO:0043547)

positive regulation of GTP
catabolic process (GO:

0033126)

axon development (GO:
0061564)

cardiac muscle cell action
potential involved in

contracton (GO:0086002)

cardiac muscle cell action
potential (GO:0086001)

regulation of Ras GTPase
activity (GO:0032318)

positive regulation of Ras
GTPase activity (GO:

0032320)

action potential (GO:0001508)

tenination of signal
transducIon (GO:0023021)

regulation of membrane
repolarization (GO:0060306)

cell aging (GO:0007569)

axon ensheathment (GO:
0008366)

ensheathment of neurons
(GO:0007272)

4/9

18/266

25/482

25/483

4t20

5/29

5/30

19t349

17/292

3.25744E-05

5.20539E-05

0.000161976

0.000167218

0.001023129

0.000488169

0.000574766

0.000540601

0.000494056

0.075191913

0.075191913

0.108902925

0.108902925

0.153994863

0.127730686

0.127730686

0.127730686

0.127730686

-2.614754189

-2.387742893

-2.402265082

-2.401512448

-2.722389522

-2.458014157

-2.398672068

-2.378107335

-2.357886208

6.766229733

6.178789971

5.326538493

5.324869679

5.09314441

5.058178332

4.936062328

4.893743577

4.85213191

8/69 0.000188479 0.108902925 -2.159835418 4.788999591

6/42

4/20

7/62

7/62

7/62

0.000385577

0.001023129

0.000558142

0.000558142

0.000558142

0.127730686

0.153994863

0.12773066

0.127730686

0.127730686

-2.2622094

-2.471013313

-2.213873835

-2.139971519

-2.136927199

4.65523015

4.62286074

4.555778748

4.403700254

4.397435558

GJC1;GJA1;KCNE1L;KCNA5

OPRD1;JUN;KCNH4;GRID2;PID1;KCNH5;KCNC2;ACT
N2;HTT;KCNA5;GRIN2C;CACNA1G;GJC1;CLN3;GJA1;

KCNE1L;SCN4B;SCN1A
RGS19;RGS14;RASAL1;RAP1B;FGD6;RGS3;RCC1;T
BC1D22A;EVI5;AGFG1;JUN;PLEKHG1;DENND2A;FO
XJ1;ARHGAP29;SCRIB;ARFGAP1;NET1;PCP2;CDC42

EP2;RGS10;PIN1;ARHGEF1;LAMTOR4;RAPGEF4
RGS19;RGS14;RASALI;RAPIB;FGD6;RGS3;RCC1;T
BC1D22A;EVI5;AGFG1;JUN;PLEKHG1;DENND2A;FO
XJ1;ARHGAP29;SCRIB;ARFGAPI;NET1;PCP2;CDC42

EP2;RGS1O;PIN1;ARHGEFI;LAMTOR4;RAPGEF4

JUN;CHL1;PLP1;TSPAN2

GJC1;GJA1;KCNA5;KCNE1L;SCN4B

GJCI;GJA1;KCNE1L;KCNA5;SCN4B
JUN;PLEKHGI;DENND2A;FOXJ1;ARHGAP29;RASAL
1;SCRIB;ARFGAP1;RAP1 B;NETI1;FGD6;CDC42EP2;P
N1;RCC1;ARHGEF1;TBCID22A;EVl5;RAPGEF4;AGF

G1

JUN;PLEKHGI;DENND2A;FOXJ1;ARHGAP29;RASAL
1;SCRIB;RAPIB;NETI;FGD6;CDC42EP2;PINI;RCC1;

ARHGEFI;EVl5;TBCID22A;RAPGEF4

GJCI;CLN3;GJA1;KCNC2;KCNA5;KCNEIL;SCN4B;SC
NIA

RGS3;RGSI 9;RGS14;PRKCD;RGS10;ARHGEFI

GJAI;KCNEIL;KCNA5;SCN4B

MORC3;MME;NSMCE2;PRKCD;HT;ATM;SMC6

CLDN11;GJC3;MYRF;PLPI;MAL;TSPAN2;ASPA

CLDN11;GJC3;MYRF:PLPI;MAL;TSPAN2;ASPA

Table 2.7. Neuronal Physiology, Signaling, and Cellular Aging are
Implicated in BACHD Pathology. Top 15 GOs for biological process
plotted by adjusted p-value. N=4 mice per group.
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Term Overlap P-value Adjusted P- Z-score Combirned

myelin sheath (GO:0043209)

intercalated disc (GO:
0014704)

dendritic spine (GO:0043197)

neuron spine (GO:0044309)

cell-cell junction (GO:0005911)

cell-cell contact zone (GO:
0044291)

intrinsic component of plasma
membrane (GO:0031226)

ion channel complex (GO:
0034702)

cation channel complex (GO:
0034703)

chromosome, telomeric region
(GO:0000781)

synapse part (GO:0044456)

chromosome (GO:0005694)

transmembrane transporter
complex (GO:1902495)

transporter complex (GO:
1990351)

connexon complex (GO:
0005922)

4/17 0.00053101 0.134925767 -2.8935677 5.795904422

5/37 0.001539411 0.134925767 -2.353149275 4.713429822

7/71 0.001263185 0.134925767 -2.232850213 4.47246713

7/74 0.001611054 0.134925767 -2.21555661 4.437827515

17/335 0.002202865 0.147591988 -2.268577235 4.340477408

5/44 0.003360157 0.187608787 -2.089096992 3.495887401

4/33

13/258

9/147

GJC3;PLP1;TSPAN2;ERMN

GJC1;GJA1;KCNA5;SCN4B;SCN1A

GRID2;RGS14ACTN2;SYNDIG1;RGS10;SYNPO;PPP
1 R9A

GRID2;RGS14;ACTN2;RGSO;SYNDIG1;SYNPO;PPP
1 R9A

TRPC4;ABCB4;PRKCD;KCNA5;SCRIB;CLDN2;RAP1 B;
TMEM47;CLDN11;GJC1;GJA1;NHS;PACSIN2;STX3;S

YNPO;SCN4B;SCN1A

GJC1;GJA1;KCNA5;SCN4B;SCN1A

0.006819118 0.251141262 -2.236915559 3.090835039 SLC24A2;OPRD1;RASALI;SCN4B

KCNG1;KCNH4;GRID2;KCNC2;TRPC4;KCNA5;NETO2
0.007376986 0.251141262 -2.135486587 2.950686601 ;GRIN2C;CACNA1G;KCNE1L;CLCC1;SCN4B;SCN1A

KCNG1;KCNH4;TRPC4;KCNC2;KCNE1L;KCNA5;SCN
0.007327875 0.251141262 -2.063584893 2.851337176 4B;CACNA1G;SCN1A

5/53 0.007496754 0.251141262 -1.980644103 2.736734593 RIF1;NSMCE2;ATM;SMC6;TELO2

OPRDI;GRID2;MME;RGS14;LRP4;SCRIB;NETO2;GRI
N2C;PRSS12;CLN3;DNAJC5;SYNDIG1;SLC17A6;OTO

17/395 0.011040565 0.3263421 -2.201086251 2.464796327 F;SYNPO;CBLN1;GRID21P

ZBTB18;1L33;JUN;STAG1;UVSSA;REV3L;EHMT1;RCC
9/166 0.015419469 0.342644454 -2.071075113 2.218249743 1;BIRC2

KCNGI;KCNH4;GRID2;KCNC2;TRPC4;KCNA5;NETO2
13/286 0.016353308 0.342644454 -2.04277167 2.187935003 ;GRIN2C;CACNAIG;KCNEIL;CLCCI;SCN4B;SCNIA

KCNG1;KCNH4;GRID2;KCNC2;TRPC4;KCNA5;NETO2
13/291 0.018586105 0.345908067 -2.012827506 2.136781938 ;GRIN2C;CACNA1G;KCNEIL;CLCCI;SCN4B;SCN1A

3/24 0.017387928 0.342644454 -1.966291133 2.10601961 GJC1;GJA1;GJC3

Table 2.8. The Synapse and Chromosome are Altered in BACHD Mice.
Top 15 GOs for cellular component plotted by adjusted p-value. N=4 mice
per group.
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Based on these results, we are confident that our expression profiling of BACHD

mice was able to detect real changes and is also consistent with previous literature. We

have also identified a small number of additional genes that are altered in BACHD mice

that had not been previously reported. GO analysis with nominal p-value cutoffs

highlighted synaptic dysfunction and DNA damage as two potential pathways in BACHD

pathophysiology. This data complements the current literature on expression changes in

BACHD mice and provides new areas for study with regards to molecular changes

resulting from mHTT expression in this mouse model.
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Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have produced striatal RNA expression profiles for two

different mouse models of HD-the R6/2 and the BACHD lines. Our expression data has

highlighted a number of critical areas of dysfunction in these HD models, including axon

guidance, calcium signaling, and synaptic function. Specifically, deficits in synaptic

structure and function have been previously reported in numerous HD mouse models and,

more recently, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived from human HD patients

(HD iPSC Consortium, 2017). In this study, the small molecule Isx-9 (Schneider et al.,

2008) that targets these pathways was able to improve pathology both in vitro and also in

R6/2 mice. Specifically, this intervention rescued cortico-striatal synapse loss in R6/2

mice (HD iPSC Consortium, 2017). Our data from R6/2 profiling further implicates

synaptic homeostasis as one of the main pathways altered in HD, suggesting that

normalizing this dysfunction might be therapeutic.

Many of the changes we observed in the R6/2 line were consistent with previous

literature demonstrating a loss of striatal markers in HD (Hodges et al., 2006; Kuhn et al.,

2007; Luthi-Carter et al., 2000). GO and pathway analysis highlighted calcium signaling,

synaptic transmission, and neurotransmitter function as affected processes in these

animals. Our study was performed with five replicates each of control and R6/2 mice,

giving us sufficient power to detect even smaller changes in expression than were

observed with previous array data. We also identified a number of potential upstream

regulators of these changes with ChEA analysis. Interestingly, RARB was previously

demonstrated to be downregulated in the R6/2 striatum at 12 weeks (Vashishtha et al.,

2013), and our data suggests that this alteration may lead to the downstream
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transcriptional changes observed in R6/2 mice. With our study, we were also able to

observe the differential regulation of noncoding RNAs, such as miRNAs and lncRNAs.

This opens the door for future study into how these species might affect the HD

phenotype or disease progression. We performed our profiling at a late stage of disease

(11.5 weeks of age during a roughly 12-week lifespan), so future work might compare

these changes to ones that occur closer to symptom onset (5 weeks) or even before overt

symptoms develop (3 weeks).

Our profiling of BACHD gene expression confirmed that BACHD mice do not

show much transcriptional dysregulation. RNA-seq revealed only a handful of

differentially expressed genes between the BACHD mice and their controls. We did

observe changes in Actn2 and Darpp-32 that were in line with previous reports and that

we validated with qPCR, further confirming the quality of our sequencing data. Similar to

the R6/2, this profiling was performed at a single time point-13 months of age out of a

normal two-year lifespan-so future profiling at very late stage would also be interesting.

It is possible that additional genes may be dysregulated later on that may only be

marginally altered at earlier time points, potentially providing clues as to the molecular

mechanisms behind BACHD behavioral symptoms.

Using GO analysis, we identified several new areas of study that may yield

insight into BACHD pathophysiology. Although these ontologies were not significant,

researchers have previously achieved therapeutic benefit by manipulating ATM, one of

the targets identified by our GO analysis (Lu et al., 2014). Therefore, the potential power

of this data as it relates to behavioral rescue should not be ignored. In general, increased

DNA damage and oxidative stress have been widely observed in HD models (Browne &
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Beal, 2006), and the RNA-seq data presented here provides new potential drug targets

and pathways for potential intervention. We also observed changes to several modulators

of Rho signaling in BACHD mice. These findings are interesting in light of data showing

that Rho signaling pathway genes display altered expression in HD samples (Narayanan

et al., 2016; Tourette et al., 2014), that HTT can interact with several Rho signaling

pathway components (Colomer et al., 1997; Shao et al., 2008; Stroedicke et al., 2015) and

that various HD phenotypes can be improved by Rho kinase (ROCK) inhibition (Li et al.,

2013; Li et al., 2009). Specific links between BACHD pathology and DNA damage

and/or Rho signaling have been largely absent from the literature, and this work lays

fundamental groundwork for future studies in these areas.

In addition to identifying specific deficits in R6/2 and BACHD mice, these results

further underscore the importance of using multiple HD models in research whenever

possible. Some of the mechanisms underlying pathology in the R6/2 and BACHD are

clearly divergent, despite some shared behavioral symptoms (Menalled et al., 2009).

Many therapeutic interventions have succeeded in a specific HD model but have not been

replicated in others. These incredibly divergent gene expression profiles may provide

clues as to why this has been the case. On the other hand, interventions that are beneficial

in such disparate models may provide critical insight into the more fundamental nature of

HD. In fact, given the discrepancies between expression profiles, it is surprising that R6/2

and BACHD mice show similar patterns of behavioral deficits across multiple measures

at all. Future work that provides therapeutic benefit across models will be especially

valuable in highlighting shared, and likely significant, pathophysiology in HD.
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Term Genes
SERPINE2;TMEM200A;MYT1 L;PWNP2B;ABAT;ADARB2;SLC4A4;PTPDC1;ELK3;PREX2;ZFYVE28;NDST2;ALCAM;A1593442:PPP4R4;DPYSL3;FAMI9A;IER5;ANKS1 B;PRIM
Al;CCBE1;PRKCH;UNC5B;PRKCB;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2;ZFYVE21;B630019K06RiKUNC5D;BCR;EMLSAR;GPR162;RBP4;PRKAR1 B;PARD3;ASPHD2;PRRI8;PRKD;FR

EM2;NGEF;H2-
DI;TTYH2;CRABPl;LYPD1;AGAP2ZC3HAVI;FAM149A;SLCSAS;CHSTll;DSERTD579E;ADAMTS17;NKX2-1;GSG 1L;RHBDL3;PPARGCIB;PRRT1;B3GALNTI;FZD3;PLK5;AC

E;GPR12;NEBL;MCAM;PLK2;STARDIO;PBX3;NR2F;D430041D05RIK;NFATC2;GRIN2C;
5330417C22RIK;TMEM196;FOSL2FA2H;CPEB;EHD3;KITL;FXYD;HRK;NRSNl;LRRCIOB;ELN;KCNC4;BHLHE41;LRRC3;SHB;GL3;SMPD3;JPH4;TRIM9;NHSL2;FAM102B;
HEY1 ZFP385B;CHLI;TMEM44;TCP11Ll;4931428FO4RIK;RSP03;NEFM;RNF150;GPR139;RSP01;JAK2;DLGAP3;ZFP365;DLGAP2;KCND2;ACTL6B;ELOVL4;TESC;ELMOD1
;EMP2;PAX6;NSUN7:ELOVL7;TACRI;BAZIA;DUSP8;DUSP6;DUSP7;MANlA;ZEBI:;BDH1;LRRC7;MMP17;CDC42EP3;ITPKA;CHST1;RARB;PLCB1;HBEGF;SAMD5;PHLPP2;

SYNPO2;KCNA1;PRUNE2;PEL12;SEZ6;KCNA4;SNX33;201030C02RIK;FSTL4;FAM105A;ADCY5;MICALL1;SLC17A6;SLC17A7;GCNT4ZSWM6;ABCBlA:GPR155ZSWM5;G
PR158;SAMD4;RPRM;GABRA2;EGLN3;KCNBl;WHRN;GABRA4;GPR6;SKI;SLC8A3;TMEMl58;SMOC1;FOSB;MSRB3;RAB3B;ANKRD13B;SEMA5B;KCNG3;PHLDB1;CHRMI;

CHRM4;H2-
KI;NAB2;ALDHI L2;CDHB;FGF5;RPH3A;DACH1;FGF9;GRB14;GRBIO;MAP3K9;SLC26AIO;SH2D5;PPPR16B;KCNH3;KCNH4;DGAT2;IGFBP5;TPM2;GFBP3;TPM ;FRMD4B:
FOXP2;NPAS4;PYGOl;DISP2;OLFM1;OLFM2ZFP46;SLC9A5;MAL;TOX;DGKLRTN4R;DLXI;SEMA7A;PFKFB3;SHC3;DLXS;GPR88;FOX06;ILDR2;GPR83;UN7B;NPAS2;FOX
01;RAPI GAP;GOLGA7B;NEUROD2;SLC9A3Rl:IGSF21;SCRT2;ATXNI;BAG5;BAG2;NEUROD;9430020K01 RIK;SMYD2;MBP;DRD2;NPTX2;SOCS7;ANKRD27;RASLIO8;ZB
TB16;HTR1 D;HTR1B;FBXO32;IGSF11;CXCL12;P4HA1;P4HA3;RCAN2;BCL2;CPE;CNIH3;LHX8;CNTNAP1;ANKRD33B;DAGLAZFP521;BNC2;LRRK2;NENF;ECE2;ADRA1 A;E
LFNl;NRGN;PIK3C2B;DUSP14;THBD;ADAMTS2;ADAMTS3;GYG;SNRNP70;PHACTR3;PMEPA1;EFHDl;PHACTRl;GRASP;TRPC4;ELACI;KCNAB;TRAF1;KCNAB3;ADRA2

SUZ12 20075857 C;SEZ6L;CiQL3;LCA5L;ARL4C;ERBB21P:ADORA2A;SNPH;ILI RAPL2;ITGA8;MET;ITGA9;SLC24A4;PPML;LRTM2;H2-
ChIP- ~ Q7;PPMlE;COCH;SLITRK1;CECR6;MGATSB;P2RYl;SLC25A23;ACSS1;ZKSCAN16;PLEKHHl;CACNG3;KCNJ2;CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;KCNJ6;LINGO3;KCNJlOZFP316;LY

Seq_MESCs-Mous SMD2;FBXL16;DDHD1;HTR5A;BAIAP2;PTPN13;APLN;CD24A;DBND2;NIN;MYO1B;SYT12;RAB15;SYT1;RUNDC1;BCOR;KCNKI;KCNK2;MDGA1;PTPNS;CBLN2;CPNE9;F
AAH;

6030419C18RIK;CPNES;ICAM5;ZDHHC1;HS6ST3;NIPAL4;EFR3A;EDNRB;RASSF2;SOX8;FAM65B;TH S7A;SYNPO;B2M;CALN1;EPHA5;SFMBT2;SLC6Al;VWA5B2;WBSC
R17;PPPR3C;KCNQ2;RRAGD;KCNQ3;MXRA8;RINl;ZFPM2;TRIB1;KCTD16;NECAB2;SLC22A3;L3MBTL3;TMEM63A;NRN1;PDE1C;TSHZ3;UGTA;PDE1B;SLC35D3;TRANK
1;LPAR1;WNK4;TGFA;ZFP629;PENKCMYAS;INPPSJ;OTOF;ST8SIA5;TSPAN2;GPM8B;NTSR2;SLC10A4;EGR;EGR2;EGR3;SPHKAP;EGR4;BCL11B;PCDH2O;ST8SIA2;PDE
2A;DCLK3;MICAL2;DDIT4L;PARVA;PARP12;DCLKI;GKAP1;MYO5B;PPPI1RB;CORO6;1D4;CD200;C2CD2L;PCSK2;ACVRL1;DIRAS2;GRIK2;DOC2B;NAT14;CX3CL1;SH3RF1
;PPP3CA;KCNT1;PPP3CC;SH3PXD2B;DNER;TNFAIP8L3;QSOXI;PRMT8;IL18;SORCS1;RGMB;SORCS2ZDHHC14;KIF27;AJAP1;CNKSR2;RNF144A;D8ERTD82E;CLDNI1;R
NF144B;TOX3;MN1;VSNLI;NOVPITPNM3;SGK3;RGS7BP;FJX1;PDZRN3;OPRD1;STX17;SATBI;SATB2;AMIGO2;NEXN;NEDD9;AKAPS;PTN;GDPD5;PHYHIP;GNAI;ARNTL;
NT5E;SERTAD4;RELN;FAM184B;PTCHD1;NPY;CAMK2N2;UBTD2;PAK6;GABRD;RXRG;REM2;CAP2;MPP3;SORTI;PCP4L;GAD;KLHL1;KAZALD1;MPP6;FKBPIA;KCNS2;
CAMK4;FKBP1B;RAMP1;DFNA5;FHOD3;GALNT14;NPY2R;CIB2;CYP46A1;DOCKIO;RGS2;BMPER;TBC1D30;SCN9A;CAR11;CAR12;PDEBB;RGS8;CAR10;GUCY1A3;KIRRE
L3;CADPS2;SCARA3;SLC30A3;DSCAM;LMO2;MATKKCTD1;WRNIP1;POU3F1;TMEM130;POU3F3;PDIA5;POU3F4;GPRIN3;BRMS1;FAM173A;GPRINI;SIDTI;EMID1;ISYNA1
;CHRNA7;CHAT;HPCA;PLD5;SLC1A2;LPL;SLCIA4;CPLX2;CACNAE;MCHR1;RASGRP1;CACNA HZFP36L2:CACNAIG:ZFP36LI;9330182L06RIKRA11;SCUBE3;ARHGAP2
0;HRH3;OTX1;TACI;2300009AO5RIK;KLHDC2;FHX3;SYT2;WSCD2;CCDC136;EPHX2;SMAD9;MT2;INHBA;SYT7;SYT6;BMP3;H1FO;RALYL;GNAL;NR4A3;DLG5;GNAS;MAP6
Dl;MANSC1;FGF11;DOCK4;MCTP1;PODXL2;MAST3;MASTI;CHD3;SOBP;HAPLN4;GRM;RERG;HAPLNl;TMEM191C;PPP1RSB;AFF2;GRM3;GRM5;GRM4;CALBI;NETO1;
RASGEFIB;LRRTM1;SIX3;NOSI;A33005F15RK;GALNT9;CAMKIDARHGEF15;TBCD8;TBCID9;SYNGR3;E330009J07RIK;SSTR4;CKAP4;ARHGAP10;LATS2;GFOD;TM
EMB;DDAH1;TBC1D4;RNF207;CDH13;PDE5A;SHANK3;SCN4B;CDH18;CAMK2B;CAMK2D;RGS19;HLF;CYGB;NCALD;DDN;RASD2;SV2C;RAB40B;ACVRC;SV2B;CNR1;SP
OCK3;SIPR1;PTK2B;RGS20;NRIP3;SLIT3;CHSY3;CRYM;SIPR5;VATIL;MAPK4;CADPS;CCK;ATP2B2;MEIS2;SGPP2;NAPIL5;EEPD1;FAM155A;MAPK11;FMNL1;PDE1OA;P

MP22;RGS10;TBKBP1;RGS11;SSBP2;HCN1
CPNE9;6030419C18RKCPNE5;CPNE4;MYTIL;PPP2R2A;ABATSTMN4ZFYVE28;RNF112;VSIG2;AKT2;APSI;SOX8ZFP282;ER5;AGFG2;CALN;ANKSB;PRIMA;SRRM
3;TMEM194B;ACTN2;PRKCB;ACTN1;CACNA2D3;CIRBP;ZFYVE21;UNC5D;KRT9;ARCKCN2:KCNQ3;TYRO3;RBCK;KCTD17;RINI;TRiM1;KCTD16;NECAB2;L3MBTL3;TT
YH1;PDEIB;SLC35D3;AGAP2;TGFA;NEDD4L;PTTGlIP;KALRN;NLN;GJC3;SEC14LI;RIC8B;FLRT3ZFP180;DERTD579E;PENK;DPH3;GSG1L;KCNN3;NTSR2;HEXIMI;PRR
TI;EGRI;BTBD19;EGR3;ARPP21;BCL11B;NEBL;PLK2;STARD1;ST8SIA3;PDE2A;DCLK3;NFATC2;DCLKI;FOSL2SRPK;EXT1;SLC6A6;CABYR;PPP1RIA;KITL;PPP1R1B;N
APEPLD;STRN;IGSF9B;CALM2;C2CD2L;SCN2B;PCSK2;ACVRL1;ZFP369;RARG;NRSN1ACY1;LRRC1OB;SLC35FS;NCAN;LRRC3;LRRC;IDE;SIPAL2;KF17;GLI3;CX3CLI;

RYR3;SMPD3;JPH4;PPP3CA;
9030617003RIKTUBA18;UBL3;HEY;ZFP385;CHL;ZFP35A;ENC;KIF1C;NEFM;GPR139;JAK2ZFP365;TRP53NP2;CAPI;LYNXI;PRMT;KCND2;DUSPI;ELMODi;KRE
MENl;BAZ1A;DUSP8;DUSP6;MESDC1;MN1;FAM 01 B;ARHGEF9;1NF2;BBSlO:;BDH1;LRRC7;PITPNM3;PITPNM2;LRRC9;CDC42EP3;ITPKA;ARHGEF2;FJX1;GAS7;SAMD5;N

RARB_2740548C APAATB;ATL2;CRIP2;SNX33;AKAP5;NPL;GDPD5;20103C02RIK;PHYHIP;FSTL4;FAM10A;ADCY5;FAM184B;CHN;GCNT2;CKB;GPR155;REM2;MPP3;KCNB;GADI;G
hp- ABRA4;KLHL2;WWIP;GPR8;PLXDCI;PPPICA;PDP;PER1;TrTC8;TMEM158;KCNSZLPCAT4;FOSB;CAMKI;RAMP1;NUCB2YPEL2;MIDN;CHRM1;DGKB;CHRM4;NAB2;CYPS -BRAINMose 46A1;NARS;RGS4;RGS2;DACHI;FGF9;GRB14;TBCD30;PALM;SLC26A1O;RGS;PDE88;SH2D5;RGS9;LZTS1;SH3GL2;GUCYlA3;EPM2ACEP135;GFBP5;PPTC7ZBTB38;

TPMI;LMTK2;KCTD1;WRNIPl;FRMD4B;SHISA9;DGI;NPAS4;GPRIN3;PYGOl;CACNB1;ACLY;ZFP46;DOK4;ERF;ID11;SEMA7A;DLX5;GPR88;HPCA;FBX047;GMPR;SLC41
A1;FOX06;CACNA1C;RASGRP2;CPLX2;CACNAIE;MCHR1;CSF2RA;NPA S2;CACNA1H;PLD3;ACAT2;FOX01;RAP1GAP;RHOBT82;ZFP36L1;IGSF21;RAll;NEUROD2;ATXN
1;DPP7;HRH3;CLSPN;TAC1;5031439G07RIK;SCS7;SKIL;KLHDC10;IVNSIABP;OSBPL8;RASL108;SMURF1;IDHl:HTRlB;INHBA;MT1;SYT6ARHGAP33;AHI1;GNAL;NR4A3
;P4HA1;MAP6D1;CNTNAP1;NAA40;DAGLA;MA ST3;CELF2;CELF3;CELF5;RND3;PITPNCi;NRGN;PPPIR9B;DUSP14;GRM5;ADAMTS2;GRM4;ADAMTS3;PMEPA1;NOS1;ER
CZGRASP;SUN2;DCC;KCNAB1;KLF16ARL4D;GFOD;CDHlO;SCN4B;CAMKG;ITGA9;MYH7;RBMS3;CAMK2B;SMARCD1;DDC;SLC24A4;LRTM2;CAMK2A;TTL;CYGB;SRM
;DDN;RASD2;GNG3;SV2C;RAB40B;POLR2A;CNR1;DNAJBS;CECR6;GNG7;MGATSB;SLC25A23;CACNG3;MAPK4;CACNG4;KCNJ4;MBTPSI;LINGO3;KCNIP2;KCNIP3;CADP

SATP2B2;FBXL16;ATP2Bl;BAIAP2;USP28;MEIS2;SGPP2;CTCFL;PDEIA;TEF;RAB15;CROCC;SPRY2;TBKBPI;PDE7B;RGS11;SSBP2KCNK2;TRMT61A
SERPINE2;SLC4A4;PTPDC1;ZFYVE28;ALCAM;A1593442;IER5;PRIMA;UNC13;CCBEI;PRKCH;UNCSB;CA CNA2D3;CA CNA2D2;ZFYVE21;8630019KD6RIK;UNC5D;BCR;A

R;RBP4;PRR18;PRKDI;FREM2:NGEF;H2-
D1;CRABPl;LYPDl;ZC3HAVI;CHST11;ADAMTS17;NKX2-1;GSGlL;RHBDL3;PPARGC1B;B3GALNTI;FZD3;ACE;GPR12;NEBL;MCAM;PL2;STARDIO;PBX3;NR2F1;D430041
DO5RIK;NFATC2;NETO2;GRIN2C;FOSL2;ACR;FA2H;CPEB;KITL;FXYDI;STRN;HRKPHF2ZFP367;NCAN;KCNC4;GL13;SMPD3;JPH4;TRIM9;ZFP385B;RSP03;NEFM;RNF15
O;RSPOl;DLGAP3;JAK2;DLGAP2;KCND2;ELOVL4;OPALIN;TESC;ELMOD;EMP2;PAX6;TIMM22;BAZ1A;NSUN7;ELOVL7;TACR1;DUSPB;DUSP7;MANlAZEB;LRRC7;MMP
7;CDC42EP3;ITPKA;RARB;PLCB;HBEGF;SAMD5;KCNA1;PEL2;SEZ6;SNX33;FSTL4;ADCY5;MICALL;SLC17A7ZSWM5;GPR158;SAMD4;RPRM;GABRA2;KCNBI;WHRN;

GABRA4;GPR6;SLC8A3;TMEM158;MSRB3;GPR146;RAB38;ANKRD13B;SEMAB;KCNG3;PHLDB1;CHRM;NAB2;H2-
KI;GPR63;CDHB;FGF5;DACHI;FGF9;GR814;GR810;STK32C;PPPlRl6B;KCNH3;TE2;DGAT2;TLEI;IGFBPS;TPM2;IGFBP3;TPMI;DGKZ;FOXP2;PYG01;OLFM1;OLFM2;SL
C9A5;MAL;TOX;DGKI;DGKH;RTN4R;DLXl;SEMA7A;SHC3;PFKFB3;DLX5;GPR88;FOX06;GPR83;NPAS2;FOXO;RAPlGAP;SLC9A3R1;IGSF21;NEUROD2;ATXNI;9430020K

1RIK;MBP;NPTX2;SOCS7;ANKRD27;ZBTB16;HTRlD;HTRIB;FBX032;CXCL12;SCL2;CPE;CNIH3;LHX8;CNTNAPI;DAGLA;ZFP521;BNC2;LRRK2;ECE2;ELFN1;UFSPI;ADR

MTF2_20144788_C AIA;NRGN;THBD;ADAMTS2;ADAMTS3;GYG;PMEPA1;EFHD1;ELACl;SEZ6L;KCNAB3ADRA2C;ClQL3;ARL4C;ERBB21P;ADORA2A;SNPH;L1RAPL2;TGA9;SLC24A4;PPM
Eos- 07;PPMlE;COCH;CECR6;P2RY1;ACSSI;CNNM3ZKSCAN16;CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;KCNJG;LYSMD2;BAIAP2;APLN;CD24A;DBNDD2;NIN;SYT12;RAB15;SYT10;BCOR;KC

Seq_MESCsMous NK1;KCNIQ;PTPN5;MDGA;CBLN2;FAAH;
e 6030419C18RIK;CPNE5;CAM5:NUDT4;HS6ST3;EDNRB;VSIG2;SOX;SYNPO;B2M;CALN1;ACVR1;EPHA5;IMP3;SFMBT2;SLC6All;WBSCR17;KCNQ2;RRAGD;KCNQ3;TRIB

1ZFPM2;SLC22A3;L3MBTL3;NRNI;TSHZ3;INTU;PDE1B;SLC35D3;LPAR;ST8SIA5;GPM6B;NTSR2;SLCI0A4;EGR1;EGR2;EGR3;EGR4;BCLI1B;STBSIA2;STBSIA3;DCLK3;D
DIT4L;RAB27B;PARVA;DCLK1;PARP12;GKAP1;MYOSB;PPPIRlB;ID4;CORO6;C2CD2L;PCSK2;ACVRL;DIRAS2;GRIK2;DOC2B;PPP3CA;KCNT1;PPP3CC;SH3PXD2B;DNE

R;TNFAIP8L3;PRMT8;SORCSI;RGMB;SORCS2;ZDHHC14;AJAP;CNKSR2;RNF144A;D8ERTD82E;TOX3;MNI;PITPNM3;SGK3;RGS7BP:FJXl;PDZRN3;OPRDI;STX17;SATB
l;SATB2AMIGO2;NEXN;GDPDS;GNAII;ARNTL;NT5E;RELN;SERTAD4:PTCHD1;CAMiKN1;CAMK2N2;NPY;GABRD;RXRG;CAP2;MPP3;GADI;KLHL1KAZALD1;FKBPlA;KC
NS2;CAMK4;RAMPI ;FHOD3;GALNT14;NPY2R;CYP46AI;DOCK10;BMPER;RGS;;CAR10;IRREL3;CADPS2;SCARA3;SLC3;A3;DSCAM;LMP2;MATK;KCTD1POU3F1;POU3

F3;PDIA5;POU3F4;GPRIN1;SIDT1;GEMIN7;EMIDI;CHATPLD5;SLCA2;LPL;CACNAIE;MCHRI;CACNAH;CACNA1G;ZFP36L;9330182L6RIK;RA11;SCUBE3;ARHGAP20;H
RH3;OTX1;TAC1;KLHDC2;ZFHX3;SYT2;SMAD3;WSCD2;SMAD9;MT2;1NHBA;MTI;SYT7;SYT6;BMP3;HIFP;RALYL0GNAL;NR4A3;GNAS;MAP6D1;MANSC1;FGF11;MCTPI;PO
DXL2:CNRIP1;CHD3;SOBP;RND3;HAPLN4;RERG;GRM1;PPPlR9B;AFF2;GRM3;GRM4;NETO1;LRRTM1;SIX3;CAMKID;H2AFY;ARHGEF15;TBCD9;SSTR4;E330009J07RIK:
ARHGAP1O;LATS2;GFOD1;DDAHI;TBClD4;CDH13;PDE5A;SHANK3;SCN4B;CAMK2B;CAMK2D;HLF;CYGB;NCALD;DDN;ATAD2B:RA8408;ACVRlC;SV2B;CNR1;SPOCK3;S

iPRi;RGS20;NRIP3;SLiT3;CHSY3;CADPS;CCK;ATP2B2;ATP2Bl;MEIS2;SGPP2;NAPIL5;FMNL1;PDEIOA;PMP22;RGS0IO;TBKBP1;RGS11;SSBP2;HCNI
6030419C18RIK;CPNES;CPNE4;ADARB2;SLC4A4;HS6ST3;CCARI1ZFYVE28;ALCAM;RASSF2;EDNRB;A1593442;SOX8;iER5;CALNI;EPHA5;UNC13B;CCBEI;MEF2C;PRKC
H;UNC5B;SFMBT2;CACNA2D3;UNC5D;AR;WBSCR17;RBP4;PRKARB;ZFPM2;NGEF;SLC22A3;NRN1;UGTBA;SLC35D3;CRABP1;LYPDI;WNK4;TGFA;ZC3HAVl;SLC5A5;C

HST11;STPSlA5;TSPAN2;RHBDL3;GPM0B;NTSR2;SLC1DA4;EGR2;FZD3;EGR3;ACE;EGR4;GPR12;ARPP21;BCL11B;NEBL;STSIA2;ST8SIA3;NR2F1;PBX3;D43004D05RiK
;NFATC2;PARVA;GRIN2C;PARP12;CPEB1;KfTL;GKA P1;PPP1R1B;iD4;HRK;PCSK2;ACVRLl;KCNC4;DIRAS2;GRIK2;DOC2B;CX3CL;SMPD3;KCNTI;PPP3CC;RSP03;TNFAI
P8L3;RNF150;RSPO1;DLGAP2;PSD:PRMT8;KCND2;ELOVL4;TESC;ELMOD;PAX6;TACR1;DUSP8;ZDHHC14;SRP9;AJAP1;TOX3;MN1;LRRC7;PITPNM3;MMP17;CDC42EP3
;iTPKA;RARB;SGK3;RGS7BP;FJXI;PDZRN3;OPRD1;SATB1;KCNAI;SATB2;AMIGO2;PEL12;SEZ6;GDPDS;GNAII;FSTL4;ADCY;CAMKK2;NTE;RELN;SERTAD4;CAMK2N1;

SUZ12_18692474 NPY;ADAM23;SLC17A6;GABRD;RXRG;SAMD4;RPRMGABRA2;CAR2;GAD1;GABRA4KLHL;KAZALD1;SLCBA3;TMEM158;CAMK4;TACC1;RA83B;SEMASB;KCNG3;GALNTSUZI 1882474142-
ChiP- KI;CDH8;FGF5;DACHI;FGF9;SALL2;BMPER;GRB14;GRBIO;CAR11;CAR12;PDE8B;CARIO;STK32C;PPPIR168;KIRREL3;KCNH3;CADPS2;SCARA3;SLC3A3;IGFBP5;DSC

Seq_MESCsMous AM;TPM1;LMO2;F2R;KCTD1;FRMD4B;POU3FI;POU3F3;FOXP2;POU3F4;NPAS4;PYGO;OLFM2;ZFP46;SIDTI;MAL;TOX;DGK;DLXl;SEMA7A;SHC3;PFKFB3;DLX5;GPR88;
PLDS;SLClA2;LPL;GPR83;CACNAC;CPLX2;CACNAlE;RASGRP1;NPAS2;CACNAlG;

9330182L06RIK;IGSF21;NEUROD2;ATXNC;OTX1;DRD2;NPTX2;TACl;GRIA3;SYT2;ZBTB16;HTRD;HTR1B;CORO2A;FBX032;SYT6;BMP3;GNAL;CXCL12;NRA3;GNAS;BC
L2;MAP6D1;CNIH3;LHX8;CNTNAPI;MCTPI;LRRK2;MAST1;HAPLN4;ADRAIA;RERG;GRM1;GRM3;GRM5;ADAMTS2;ADAMTS3;CALB1;GYG;NETO1;LRRTMI;SIX3;PHACTR
3;EFHD1;NOS1;CAMKlD;TRPC4;TBCID9;SEZRL;ADRA2C;C1QL3;SSTR4;ARHGAP10;LATS2;ADORA2A;DDAH1;SNPH;ITGAS;CDH13;SCN4B;CAMK2B;SLC24A4;CAMK2D

HLF;PPMI L;H2-
Q7;PPM1E;COCH;CYGB;ACVRlC;SV28;CNRI;SLITRK1;CECR6;SPOCK3;NNATP2RY1;RGS20;NRIP3;SLIT3;CRYM;CACNG3;CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;KCNJ6:ZFP316;CAD

PS;CCK;ATP2B2;PTPN13;SGPP2;APLN;CD24A;DBNDD2;PDE1lA;SYT12;SYT10;RGS10 ;KCNK2;PTPN5;MDGA1;CBLN2

Table S2.1. Differentially Expressed Genes Regulated by Transcription
Factors Identified in R6/2 ChEA. Genes from R6/2 analysis that were used
to determine top ChEA hits in Table 2R5.
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Term Genes
FAAH;

6030419C18RK; SERPNE2;ICAM5;ADARB2;SLC4A4;HS6ST3;ZFYVE28;ALCAM;RASSF2;EDNRB;AI593442IER5;B2M;CALN1;PRIMA1 EPHA5.CCBE1 PR KC H:UNC5B; SFMBT2,C
ACNA2D3;CACNA2D2;SLC6AI1;UNC5D;AR;WBSCR1 7;RBP4;KCN02; KCN3;ZFPM2;FREM2;NGEF;SLC22A3;L3MBTL3;TMEM63A; NRN1;TSHZ3;SLC35D3;CRABP1 LY PD1 TGFA,
ZC3HAV1;CYP4X1;CHST11;ADAMTS17;ST8SIA5;TSPAN2;RHBDL3;GPM6B;NTSR2;EGR1;EGR2;EGR3;ACE;EGR4GPR12;BCL11 B;NEBL;ST8SIA2;ST8SIA3;PBX3;NR2F1 ;D430041
D05RIK;NFATC2;MICAL2;DDIT4L;RAB27B;PARVA;GRIN2C;PARPI 2;FOSL2;EHD3;CPEBI;KTL;GKAP1;MY05B;PPP1 R1 B;ID4; HRK;KCNC4;GR1K2;DOC2B;CX3CL1 ;JPH4;KCNTI ,P
PP3CC;HEY1;RSPO3;NEFM;TNFAIP8L3;RNF150;RSPO1;DLGAP2;KCND2;ELOVL4;TESC;PAX6;RGMB;ZDHHC14;CNKSR2;MN1;MAN1A;VSNL1;LRRC7;PITPNM3;MMP17;CDC42E

SUZ12 1897 P3;ITPKA;SGK3;RGS7BPPLCB1;FJX1;PDZRN3;OPRD1;SATB1;KCNA1;SATB2;AMIG02;PEU2;SEZ6;KCNA4;NEXN;GDPD5;GNA11;FSTL4;ADCY5;NT5E;RELN;SERTAD4;NPY;UBT
4828 ChIP- D2;RXRG;SAMD4;RPRM;GABRAZCAR2;DMTN;SORT1;STAT1;GAD1;GABRA4;KLHL1;GPR6;KAZALD1;SLC8A3;CAMK4;RPL22L;FHOD3;SEMA5B;KCNG3;PHLDB1;GALNT14;NP
SeqM0ESCs_- Y2R;CDH8;FGF5;RGS2;DACH1;FGF9;SALL2; BMPER;GRB1 4;GRB1 0;CAR1 1;CAR10;STK32C:K1RREL3;*KCNH3;CADPS2;SCARA3; DGAT2;SLC30A3;IGFBP5; DSCAM;I GFBP3;TPM1

Mouse ;LMO2;KCTD1;FRMD4B;POU3F1;POU3F3;POU3F4;GPRIN3;OLFM2;SLC9A5;SIDT1;MAL;TOX;DGKi;DLX1;SHC3;DLX5;GPR88;CHATPLD5;SLC1A2;LPL;FOX06;GPR83;CPLX2;CA
CNA1E;RASGRP1;NPAS2CACNA1H;CACNA1G;

9330182L08RIK;SCUBE3;NEUROD2;SMYD2;MBP;OTX1;DRD2;NPTX2;TAC1;GRIA3;SYTZSMAD3;ZBTBI6;HTR1B;SMAD9;FBX032;SYT6;BMP3;GNAL;CXCLZNR4A3;GNAS;BCL
2;MANSCI;CNIH3;LHX8;CNTNAP1;ZFP521;CHD3;AFF3;SOBP;HAPLN4;ADRAARERG;NRGN;AFF2;DUSP14;GRM3;THBDADAMTS2;GRM4;ADAMTS3;CALB1;NET1;LRRTM1 :S
IX3;EFHD1;CAMK1D;TRPC4;TBC1 D9;SEZ6L;KCNAB3;ADRA2C;C1QL3;SSTR4;E338009J07RIK;ARHGAP10;LATS2ADORA2ATBC1D4;SNPH;L1 RAPL2;CDH13;PDE5ASCN48;CA
MK2B;SLC24A4;CAMK2D;HLF;PPMIL;PPM1 E;COCH;NCALD;CNR1;CECR6;SPOCK3;P2RY:RGS20;NRIP3;SLIT3;CRYM;CACNG4;KCNJ3;KCNJ4;KCNJ6;CADPS;LYSMD2;CCK:AT

P2B2;SGPP2;CD24A;MAPK11;DBNDD2;NIN;PDE10A;SYT12;SYT10;PMP22;RGS10;BCOR;KCNK2;PTPN5;MDGA1
SLC4A4;HS6ST3;RASSF2AJ593442;SOX8;IER;CALN1;PRIMA1;EPHA5:CCBEI;PRKCH;UNC5B;SFMBT2;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2;UNC5DAR;WBSCR17;RRAGD;ZFPM2:NGEF;F
REM2L3MBTL3;NRN1;TSHZ3;SLC35D3;CRABP1;LYPD1;ZC3HAV1;RHBDL3;PPARGC1B;EGR2;EGR3;EGR4;BCL11 B;NEBL:ST8SIA2;MCAM;PBX3;NR2F1;D430041 DO5RIK;GRIN2
C;PARP12;FOSL2;CPEB1;KITL;MYO8B;FXYDI;PPPR1B;D4;HRK;ACVRL1;KCNC4;DOC2B;KIF17;TRIM9;HEY1;SH3PXD2ANEFM;RNF150;RSPO1;DLGAP2;ELOVL4;TESC;PAX6;

RNF2 _18974 ZDHHC14;CLDN11;D8ERTD82E;KIN;MN1;LRRC7;PITPNM3;ITPKA;RGS7BP;FJX;OPRD1;KCNA1;SATB2;SEZ6;NEXN;GDPDS;FSTL4;ADCY5;NT5E;RELN;CAMK2N1;NPY;SAMD4;
828 ChIP- CAR2;EGLN3;MPP3;GAD1;SORBS1;KAZALD1;CAMK4;SEMA5B:KCNG3PHLDB1;GALNT14;CDH8;FGF5;DACH1;GRB14;FGF9;BMPER;FADS6;GRBIO;STK32A;CARO;STK32C;KI

SeqMESCs. RREL3;DGAT2;SLC30A3;IGFBP5;TPM1;LMO2;KCTD;POU3F;FOXP2;POU3F3;OLFM2;SLCA5;SIDT1;TOX;EMID1;RTN4R;DLX1;SHC3;DLX5;GPR88;CHAT;SLC1A2;FOX6;LPL;
Mouse CACNAIE;NPAS2;CACNA1H;CACNA1G;IGSF21;RA11;NEUROD2;ARHGAP20;ATXN1;HRH3;OTX;RASL1OB;ZBTB16;HTRlB;FBXO32;SYT6;BMP3;CXCL12;GNAL;GNAS;BCL2;CNI

H3;LHX8;CNTNAP1;ZFP521;CHD3;AFF3;SOBP;ADRA1A;HAPLN4;GRM1;NRGN;PPP1R9B:THBD;ADAMTS2;ADAMTS3;LRRTM1:SIX3;EFHDI;CAMK1D;SEZ6L;ADRA2C;C1QL3;E3
30009J07RIK;ARHGAP10;LATS2;TBC1D4;GFOD1;SNPH:SCN4B;SHANK3;SLC24A4;CAMK2D;HLF;PPM1L;PPM1E;COCH;NCALD;SLITRK2;CECR6;SPOCK3;P2RY1;RGS20;CACN

G4;KCNJ4;SGPP2;APLN;CD24AMAPK11;NIN;PDEOA;SYT12;RGS10;BCOR;KCNK1;SSBP2;PTPN5KCNK2;MDGA
SLC4A4;HS6ST3;RASSFZAJ59344ZSOX8ER5;CALN1;PRIMA1;EPHA5;CCBE1;PRKCH;UNC5B;SFMBT2;CACNA2D3;CACNA2D2;UNC5D;AR;WBSCR17;RRAGD;ZFPM2;NGEF;F
REM2;L3MBTL3;NRN1;TSHZ3;SLC35D3;CRABP1;LYPD1;ZC3HAVI;RHBDL3;PPARGCIB;EGR2;EGR3;EGR4;BCL11B;NEBL;ST8SIA2;MCAM;PBX3;NR2F1;D430041D05RIK;GRIN2
C;PARP12FOSL2;CPEB1;KITL;MY05B;FXYD1;PPP1R1B;ID4HRK;ACVRL1;KCNC4;DOC2B;KIF17;TRIM9;HEY1;SH3PXD2A;NEFM;RNF150;RSPO;DLGAP2;ELOVL4;TESC;PAX6,

EZH2 18974 ZDHHC14;CLDN11;D8ERTD82E;KIN;MN1;LRRC7;PITPNM3;ITPKA;RGS7BP;FJX1;OPRD1;KCNA1;SATB2SEZ6;NEXN;GDPD5;FSTL4ADCY5;NT5E;RELN;CAMK2N;NPY;SAMD4.
828 ChIP- CAR2;EGLN3;MPP3;GAD1;SORBS1;KAZALDI;CAMK4;SEMA5B;KCNG3;PHLDBI;GALNT14;CDH;FGF5;DACH1;GRB14:FGF9;BMPER;FADS6;GRB10;STK32A;CAR10;STK32C;K

SeqMESCs RREL3;DGAT2:SLC3OA3;IGFBP5;TPM1;LMO2;KCTD1;POU3F1;FOXP2;POU3F3;OLFM2;SLC9A5;SIDTI;TOX;EMID1;RTN4R;DLX1;SHC3;DLX5;GPR88;CHATSLC1A2;FOXO6;LPL
Mouse CACNA1E;NPAS2;CACNAlH;CACNA1G;IGSF21;RA11;NEUROD2;ARHGAP20;ATXN1;HRH3;OTX;RASL1OB;ZBTB16:HTR1B;FBXO32SYT6;MP3;CXCL12;GNAL;GNAS;BCL2;CNI

H3;LHX8;CNTNAP1;ZFP521;CHD3;AFF3;SOBP;ADRA1A;HAPLN4;GRM1;NRGN;PPP1R9B;THBDADAMTS2;ADAMTS3;LRRTM1;SIX3;EFHD1;CAMK1D;SEZ6L;ADRA2C;C1QL3;E3
30009JO7RIK;ARHGAP10;LATS2;TBC1D4;GFOD1;SNPH;SCN4B;SHANK3;SLC24A4;CAMK2D;HLF;PPM1L;PPM1E;COCH:NCALD;SLITRK2;CECR6;SPOCK3;P2RY1;RGS20;CACN

G4;KCNJ4;SGPP2;APLN;CD24A;MAPK11;NIN;PDE10A;SYT12RGS10;BCOR;KCNK;SSBP2;PTPN;KCNK2;MDGA1
CPNE9;CPNE5;SERPINE2;PWWP2B;ICAM5;NIPAL4;PREX2;GJA1;ALCAM;EDNRB;PPP4R4;AKT3;FAM19A1;SOXS;SYNPO;IERS;PRIMA1;EPHA5;PRKCH;UNC5B;SFMBT2;CACNA
2D3;8630019KO6R]K;SLC6A11;UNC5D;BCR;RRAGD;PRKD1;ZFPM2;[DO1;L3MBTL3;TMEM63A;NRN1;TMEM161A;PDE1C;TSHZ3;INTU;PDE1B;CRABP1;LYPD1;WNK4;AGAP2;GJC
2;NKX2-1;INPP5J;KCNN3;RHBDL3;PPARGC1B;SLC10A4;PRRTI;EGR2;PRRT3;FZD3;EGR3ACE;GPR12;BCL11B;ZFP516;PCDH20;NR2F1;GRIN2C;TMEM196;FOSL2;KITL;MY056

;PPPlR1B;D4;CORO6;STRN;CD200;HRK:NCAN;GRIK2;TRIM9;FAM1029;PPP3CC;HEY1;DNER;
4931428F04RIK;RSP03;*EMB;RSP01;DLGAP2;PSD;PRMT8;PAX6;BAZ1A;DUSP8;RGMB;KF27;,AJAP1;RNF144A;DBERTD82E;FAM101B;MAN1A;TOX2;VSNL1;CDC42EP3;CDC42E

P2;SGK3;RGS7BP;FJX1;PDZRN3;SATB1;KCNA1;SATB2;H2-DMA;AMIGO2SEZ6;PTN;SUZ12_7 201030C02RIK:GNAKI;FSTL4;SERTAD4;PTCHD1CAMK2N2;UBTD2;SLC17A6AZSWHM6SLC17A7;GCNT4;RXRG;REM2;GPR58;CAP2;RPRM;KCNB1;PCP4L1;GAD1;KLHL1;GPR6
4783_Chip- ;KAZALD1TMEM158;KCNS;SMOC1;FOSB;RAMP1;SEMA5B;PHLDB1;CHRM1;CHRM4;GPR63;FAM107A;CYP46A1;ALDH1L2;FGF5;RPH3A;RGS2;DACH1;FGF9;SALL2;ZFP30;TB

-e.S~_ C1D30;GR810;SLC26A10;RGS8;PDE8B;SH2D5;,CAR10;PPP1R168;KCNH3;IGFBP5;TPM2;IGFBP3;TPM1;MATK;POU)3F1;SHlSA9;POU3F3;FOXP2;NPAS4;ZFP46;GPRIN1;81DT1;MOuse AL;TOX;EMID1;DGKH;DLX1;ISYNA1;DLX5;GPR88;HPCA;PLD5;ILDRZ2;CACNA1C;RASGRP2;CPLX2;CACNA1E;NPAS2;CACNA1H;CACNA1G;GOLGA7B;RA11;SCRT2;SCUBE3;NEU

ROD2;ATXN1;HRH3;BAG2;NEUROD6;OTX;NPTX2OSBPL8;SYT2RASL10B;WSCD2;ZBTB16;INHBA;SYT6;BMP3;H1FO;CXCL12;NR4A3;DLG4;CAPRIN2;GNAS;BCL2;CNIH3;FGF11;CNTNAP1;DOCK4;ANKRD33B;ZFP521;BNC2;MAST3LRRK2;MAST1;CELFS;NENF;CHD3;ELFN1;HAPLN4;ADRA1A;GRM1;TMEM191C;NRGN;PIK3C2B;PPPR9B;THBD;ADAMT
S2;LRRTMI;EFHD1;A330050F15RIK:DCC:KCNAB3;ARL4C;ERBB2[P;ADORA2A;RNF207;lL1RAPL2;CAMK2B;SLC24A4;HLF;PPM1L;H2-

07;PPMIE;CYGB;DDN;ZNRF3;SV2C;RAB408;MGAT5B;TRIM46;RGS20;8LIT3;CHSY3;S1PR5;KCNJ2;VAT1L;CACNG4;LINGO3;KCNJ10;CMTM5;FBXL16;MEIS2;SGPP2;CD24AFA
M155A;MAPK11;NIN;PDEOARAB15;PMP22;RGS1O;BCOR;RGS11;SSBP2;MDGA1;CLN2

SEMASB;KCNG3;GALNT14;6030419C18RlK;H2-
K1;$LC4A4;SLCaA1;CDH8;HS6ST3;PREX2;FGF5;DOCK10;,DACH1;FGF9;BMPER;GRB10;PDE8B;lER5;CALN1;ANKSlB;EPHAS;KIRREL3;CADPS2;SCARA3:SLC30A3;lGFBP5;DS
CAM;UNC5B;TPM1;LMO2;CACNA2D3;KCTD1;SLC6A11;POU3F1;POU3F3;AR;WBSCR17;GPRIN1;SIDT1;PRR18;PRKD1;ZFPM2;FREM2;DGKI;NECAB2;RTN4R;DLX1 ;L3MBTL3;SH

JARID2 2006 C3UGT8A;TSHZ3;SLC35D3;CRABP1;GPR:;CHAT;LYPD1;SLC1A;PLDS;AGAP2;FOX06;CACNAIC;CACNAIE;NPAS2;IGSF21;NEUROD2;ATXN1;GJC2;CHST1I;NKX2-1;GSG1L;
4375 dhIP- OTXI:RHBDL3;NPTX2;EGR2;EGR3;EGR4;BCL11B;WSCD2;ZBTB16;ST8SIA2;NR2F1;D430041D05RIKHTR1B;SMAD9;PARP12;SYT6;RALYL;CXCL12;GNAL;NR4A3;PPPRiB;GNA
SerfiWESCs -S;BCL2;CNIH3;LHX8;HRK;RYR1;NCAN;KCNC4;DOC2B;CHD3;AFF3;SOBP;ELFNI;HAPLN4;PPP1R9B;AFF2;ADAMTS2;NETOI;SH3PXD2A;ZFP385B;SIX3;RSP03;RNF150;RSPOI;

Mouse DLGAP2;PSD;PRMT8;KCND2;TESC;SORCS1;PAX6;BAZ1A;SEZ6L;ADRA2C:C1QL3;SSTR4;ZDHHC14;AJAP;MN1;MANIA;LATS2:TBC1D4;LRRC7;SNPH;PITPNM3;CDH13;SGK3;
RGS7BP;PDZRN3;FJX1;SCN4B;SMD5;OPRD1;CAMK2B;SLC24A4;PPM1L;SATB1;KCNA1;SATB2PELI2;NEXN;FSTL4;GNAl;COCH;ADCY5;DDN;RASD2;NT5E;RELN;CECR6;CN
R1;SLIT3;CHSY3;S1PR5;CACNG4;SAMD4;KCNJ4;GABRA2;GAD1;ZFP316;LYSMD2;CCK;KAZALD1;MEIS2;APLN;SLCaA3;CD24A;NIN;FMNL1;PDEIOA;SYT12;SYT10;CAMK4;RGS

10;BCOR;SSBPZMDGA1;CBLN2
FAAH;CPNE5;SERPINE2;WIPF3;UBE2L6;ICAM5;HS6ST3;NIPAL4;ALCAM;EDNRB;PPP4R4;SOX8;SYNPO;IERS;CALN1;PRIMA1;MEF2C;UNC5B;SFMBT2;PRKCD;CACNA2D3;CAC
NA2D2;PDYN;VWA5B2;BCR;AR;RRAGD;PRR18;PRKD1;ZFPM2;SLC22Ak3;L3MBTL3;TMEM63A;NRN1;PDE1C;TSHZ3;INTU;LYPDI;WNK4;AGAP2;ZFP629;GJC2;CHST11;PENK;NK
X2-1;ST8SIA5;RHBDL3;PPARGCIB;NTSR2;SLC1OA4;PRRT1;EGR2;FZD3;EGR3;PLK5;ACE;BCL11B;NEBL;ZFP516;ST8SIA3;NR2F1;NFATC2;DDIT4L;NETO2;GRIN2C;FOSL2ACR;
MY05B;PPP1R1B;HRK;ACVRL;ZFP369;NCAN;KCNC4;LRRC3;GRIK2;DOC2B;GL3;SMPD3;KCNT1;HEYI;CAMKV-SH3PXD2B;DNER;RSPO3;NEFM;RNF150;RSPO1;PSD;PRMT8;
KCND2;OPALIN;ELMOD1;PAX6;BAZlA;TACR1;DUSP8;RGMB;ZDHHC14;RNF144A;D8ERTD82E;TOX3;MN1;FAM101B;MANlA;TOX2;INF2VSNLl;TET3;OPRD1;SATB:SAT2;PELI

EZH2 272942;SEZ6;NEXN;GDPD;201030C02RK;FSTL4;ADCY5;NEURLB;SERTAD4;UBTD2;PAK6;ZSIM6;RXRG;RE2;GPR15 ;RPRM;EGLN3;MPP3;KCNB1;WHRN;GAD1;SORBSl;GPR
783 Chip- 6;KAZALD1;SKI;CAMK4;MSRB3;RAMP1;SEMASB;PHLDB1;CHRM4;NPY2R;GPR63;FAM107A;CYP46A1;CDH8;NARS;DOCK10;RGS2;DACH1;FGF9;SALL2;ZFP30;TBC1D30;GRB10

Seq_ESCs M;CAR11;RGS8;PDEB;CAR10;PPPR16B;K RREL3;KCNH3;IGFBP5;DSCAM;GFBP3;MATK;KCTD1;SHISA9;POU3F3;FOXP2;PDA5;NPAS4;OLFM1;ZFP46;GPRIN1;SIDT1;MAL;EMI
Ouse Dl;DGKH;DLX1;PFKFB3;DLX5;PLD5;FOX06;CACNA1C;NPAS2;CACNA1G;RA1;NEUROD2;BAG2;NEUROD6;OTX1;CD276ATP6V1FZFHX3;SYT2RASL10B;ZBTB16;HTRD;MT2;

INHBA;COR02A;SYT7;SYT6;ARHGAP33,LIN2BB;CXCL12;NR4A3;DLG4;GNAS;BCL2;MAP6D1;CNIH3;ZSCAN2;LHX8;CNTNAP1;ANKRD33B;ZFP521;MCTP1;MAST3;CELF2;LRRK2
;MASTl:NENF;CHD3;PPP1R9A;SOBP;ELFN1;HAPLN4;ADRA1A;GRMI;PPP1R9B;THBD;ADAMTS2;GRM4;NETO;LRRTM1;SIX3;EFHD1;TRPC4;ZFP92TBC1D9;C1QL3;LATS2AD

ORCCKMEIS2;SGPP2CD24A;FAM155A;MAPK11;PDEl0A;RA815;PMP22;RGS10;TBKBP:BCOR;KCNK2;MDGA1;HCN1
A2A;TBC1D4;RNF207;IL1RAPL2;TGA8;SHANK3;FAM60A;HLF;PPMlL;LRTMZH2-

Q7;COCH;CYGB;DDN;SV2C;RA840B;RGS20;SLIT3;SPR5;PLEKHH1;CACNG4;KCNJ3;LINGO3;KCNJlO;ZFP316;CADPS;

Table S2.1 continued. Differentially Expressed Genes Regulated by
Transcription Factors Identified in R6/2 ChEA. Genes from R6/2 analysis
that were used to determine top ChEA hits in Table 2R5.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal Usage

All animal experiments were conducted with the approval of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice were housed with food

and water provided ad libitum on a standard 12h light/12h dark cycle. Experiments were

conducted both with BACHD model mice (Gray et al., 2008) (FVB/N-

Tg(Htt*97Q)1Xwy/J, Jackson Laboratory stock #008197) at 13 months of age, and R6/2

model mice (Mangiarini et al., 1996) (B6CBA-Tg(HDexonl)62Gpb/I J, Jackson

Laboratory stock #0028 10) at 11.5 weeks of age.

RNA Sequencing and Analysis

Samples were prepared for RNA-seq using the Clontech SMARTer total RNA-

seq kit (Takara, Mountain View CA). The quality of prepared bar-coded libraries was

assessed using an Advanced Analytical-fragment Analyzer before mixing for sequencing

on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform at the MIT BioMicro Center. The raw fastq data of

50-bp single-end sequencing reads were aligned to the mouse mm10 reference genome

using STAR 2.4.0 RNA-Seq aligner (Dobin et al., 2013). The mapped reads were

processed by htseq-count of HTSeq software (Anders et al., 2015) with mm10 gene

annotation to count the number of reads mapped to each gene. Gene differential

expression test between different animal groups was performed using Cuffdiff module

with adjusted p-value <0.05 for statistical significance. Geometric method was chosen as

the library normalization method for Cuffdiff.

Pathway and GO Analysis
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For GO and pathway analyses, differentially expressed genes were processed

using Enrichr (Chen et al., 2013; Kuleshov et al., 2016). GOs for biological process and

cellular component were used to assess R6/2 animals. KEGG pathways were used for

pathway analysis. ChEA 2016 was used for chromatin enrichment analysis. All p-values

used to assess significance for R6/2 were adjusted p-values with a cutoff of <0.05.

qRT-PCR

Mouse striatal tissue was dissected and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissue was

disrupted for RNA isolation using the TissueLyser (Qiagen, Hilden Germany) for 2x2min

at 25 Hz as described in the manual. RNA was then isolated using the RNeasy Lipid

Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden Germany). For qRT-PCR, the TaqMan RNA-to-Ct I -

Step Kit (ThermoScientific #4392653, Rockford IL) was used with lOng of RNA per

sample and 20uL total of reaction volume. 96-well plates were run on a StepOnePlus

system (ThermoScientific, Rockford IL) using the following probes for detection: Eif4a2

(MmO 1730183gH), Ppplrlb (Darpp-32) (Mm00454892_ml), Actn2

(Mm00473657__ml), all ThermoScientific, Rockford IL.
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Chapter III: Foxp2 Levels In Vivo Can Modulate HD-Associated Phenotypes

BACKGROUND

Although the links between mutant Huntingtin protein (mHTT), transcriptional

dysregulation, and cell death in HD are not fully understood, the high degree of striatal

transcriptional dysregulation observed in human patient samples and mouse models

points to transcriptional dysregulation as a contributor to HD pathogenesis (Hodges et al.,

2006; Langfelder et al., 2016; Luthi-Carter et al., 2000). We hypothesized that there may

be striatal-enriched transcription factors that are perturbed by mHTT, as mHTT has

previously been demonstrated to have toxic effects through the sequestration of various

proteins (Slepko et al., 2006) and to display high neuronal toxicity when localized to the

nucleus (Miller et al., 2011). Examining our previous analysis of striatal-enriched genes

(Heiman et al., 2008), we identified a list of highly striatal-enriched transcription factors

that could contribute to this transcriptional dysregulation. As non-pathogenic proteins

such as TATA-binding protein (TBP) and CREB-binding protein (CBP) that contain

expanded polyglutamine repeat stretches have been previously reported to coaggregate

with mHTT, leading to their loss of function (Nucifora et al., 2001), we hypothesized that

striatal-enriched transcription factors with long polyglutamine stretches might exhibit a

loss of function by co-aggregation with mHTT.

To identify the striatal-enriched transcription factor that might be most affected

by such co-aggregation with mHTT, we ranked all genes in the human genome by the

length of their longest encoded continuous polyglutamine stretch. We determined that

Foxp2 has the longest continuous polyglutamine stretch, with 40 continuous

polyglutamine repeats (compared to normal HTT at 23 repeats, Table 3.1).
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FOXP2 40 40

TBP 38 13

MAML2 34 46

NCOA3 29 28

EP400 29 18

THAP11 29 15

MN1 28 26

BMP2K 27 14

FRMPD3 27 1

MED12 26 33

NCOA6 25 32

IRF2BPL 25 --

RUNX2 23 29

SMARCA2 23 26

AR 23 8

HTT 23 7

ATXN2 23 3

POU3F2 21 23

MAML3 21 19

NUMBL 20 15

Table 3.1. Proteins in the Human Genome Containing the Longest
Polyglutamine Repeats. Top 20 proteins are listed. Glutamine repeat stretch
length for mouse and human are both listed. Foxp2 contains 40 glutamine
repeats, the most in the human genome. IRF2BPL does not contain a PolyQ
repeat stretch in the mouse genome, only in the human sequence.
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Interestingly, missense mutations in Foxp2 have been demonstrated to produce

motor learning deficits similar to those reported in HD models (Groszer et al., 2008).

Moreover, Foxp2 was recently identified as a key regulator of striatal synapse formation

in development (Chen et al., 2016), and synaptic changes are amongst the earliest

reported changes in HD, occurring before gross behavioral alterations (Murphy et al.,

2000). Based on this evidence, we decided to perturb levels of Foxp2 in mouse models of

HD to determine its contribution to HD pathology. We also hypothesized that

manipulation of Foxp2 levels in vivo may affect HD-related behavioral symptomatology.
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RESULTS

Foxp2 Coaggregates with mHTT

Although FOXP2 striatal gene expression has not been reported to be altered in

human HD gene expression studies (Hodges et al., 2006), we interrogated the status of

Foxp2 protein levels in human HD patient striatal samples as well as HD mouse model

striatal samples. Samples from caudate and putamen of stage III/IV human HD post-

mortem brain showed a significant loss of soluble FOXP2 protein by western blotting

(Fig. 3.1A), consistent with co-aggregation with mHTT into large insoluble aggregates.

These samples showed detectable DARPP-32 protein (a control striatal-enriched gene),

confirming that the loss of Foxp2 was not due to protein degradation in tissue post

mortem (Fig. 3.1A). As the post-mortem tissue was not of high-enough quality to test the

subcellular localization of Foxp2, we tested expression and localization of Foxp2 in two

HD mouse models to determine whether Foxp2 coaggregates with mHTT. We chose to

examine the R6/2 model of HD first, as this model displays large mHTT aggregates. R6/2

mice showed an almost complete loss of soluble Foxp2 protein in the striatum, as

compared to their isogenic controls and measured by western blot analysis (11.5 weeks of

age, mean=0.096 in R6/2 normalized to controls, p = 0.0006, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.1B).

A decrease to Foxp2 mRNA expression could not account for this loss, as only a small

(1.8-fold) decrease in Foxp2 mRNA was observed from samples taken from the same

mice (Fig. 3.1C). Using a different model of HD, we also detected a loss of soluble

striatal Foxp2 protein in BACHD mice by similar western blot analysis (14 months of

age, mean=0.80 in BACHD normalized to controls p = 0.07 one-tailed t test; Fig. 3.1B).

Similarly, decreases to Foxp2 mRNA were not sufficient to account for
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A

Figure 3.1. Soluble Foxp2 Protein Levels are Decreased in Human Striatal
HD and HD Model Tissue. Western blotting was used to measure levels of
unaggregated Foxp2 across experimental conditions. A. Soluble Foxp2 is

decreased in human HD striatal tissue while DARPP-32 is still detectable.
Quantification of western blot data from 4 HD human patients (grade 3/4) and

3 age and PMI-matched controls. Data is plotted as normalized to controls. B.
Soluble Foxp2 levels are decreased in R6/2 and BACHD HD mouse model

striatal tissue. Quantification of western blot data from R6/2, n = 3 R6/2 mice
and 3 littermate controls at 11.5 weeks of age; BACHD, n = 6 BACHD mice
and 6 littermate controls at 13 months of age. Data plotted as normalized to
controls. C. RT-qPCR quantitation of mRNA reveals that Foxp2 levels are

minimally decreased in R6/2 mice (n = 4) compared to littermate controls (n =
4), or BACHD mice (n = 4) compared to littermate controls (n = 4). Data

plotted as normalized to controls. All error bars: mean + SEM. ** p<0.01, *
p<0.001
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this decrease (Fig. 3.1C), as a 1.2-fold enrichment in mRNA was observed in controls

compared to BACHD samples from the same animals.

To test whether this loss of soluble Foxp2 levels in HD model tissue correlated

with an increase in Foxp2 aggregation, we examined the localization of Foxp2 at a sub-

cellular level by performing indirect immunofluorescence on striatal tissue slices. In

isogenic control mice, Foxp2 was localized diffusely throughout the nucleus of striatal

neurons, whereas similar staining in R6/2 tissue showed a clear pattern of Foxp2 co-

aggregation with mHTT (Fig. 3.2A). Finally, in order to determine the specificity of

Foxp2 co-aggregation with mutant nuclear-localized expanded polyglutamine-stretch

proteins that do or do not lead to striatal pathology or dysfunction, we examined striatal

tissue from spinocerebellar ataxia 3 (SCA3; has striatal pathology) and spinocerebellar

ataxia 7 (SCA7; no reported striatal pathology) model mice. Even though SCA7 model

mice (Yoo et al., 2003) showed clear aggregation of mutant Ataxin 7 protein in nuclei of

the striatum, Foxp2 retained its normal nuclear expression pattern and was not found to

co-aggregate (Fig. 3.2B). In contrast, we observed Foxp2 co-aggregation with mutant

Ataxin 3 (Alves et al., 2008) in the striatum (Fig. 3.2C). More work is needed to

determine if levels of soluble Foxp2 change significantly in the case of coaggregation.

Taken together, these data show that soluble Foxp2 levels are depleted to great extent in

HD and HD model striatal tissue, and further suggest that Foxp2 co-aggregation may

have some level of specificity for mutant expanded polyglutamine proteins that cause

striatal pathology or dysfunction.
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A -Foxp2 mHTMerge

B

C

Figure 3.2. Foxp2 Coaggregates with mHTT and Mutant Ataxin3 but not
Mutant Ataxin7. A. Indirect immunofluorescence of striatal tissue, analyzing
tissue obtained from R6/2 and littermate controls. Foxp2 and mHTT
aggregates (stained with EM48; 11.5 weeks of age) in striatal tissue show
colocalization. Scale bar=5 microns. B. Foxp2 aggregation does not occur in
striatal tissue of SCA7 model mice, which express mutant Ataxin7 with 100Q
repeats. Indirect immunofluorescence was performed on tissue harvested at 9
months of age. Scale bar=5 microns. C. Foxp2 does show co-aggregation with
mutant Ataxin3. Striatal tissue from a virally-induced SCA3 mouse model

does show Foxp2 colocalization with aggregates of mutant Ataxin 3. Indirect
immunofluorescence was performed on tissue harvested 4 weeks post-
iniection. Scale bar=5 microns.
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Striatal Foxp2 Levels Modulate HD-Associated Phenotypes

If Foxp2 sequestration into mHTT aggregates is pathogenic in HD, then

reductions in Foxp2 levels might mimic HD-associated pathology in mice. In order to test

the role of striatal Foxp2 levels in modulating HD-associated phenotypes, we first

knocked down Foxp2 function in the striatum post-developmentally using an adeno-

associated virus small hairpin RNA (AAV-shRNA) construct targeting Foxp2 (referred to

below as Foxp2 KD) that we injected bilaterally into the dorsal striatum of young adult

wild-type mice. Using this Foxp2 KD construct, we observed a stable decrease in levels

of soluble Foxp2 at both two and four weeks post-injection (mean=0.67 and 0.60,

respectively, in KD normalized to control, p = 0.0086 and p = 0.0096, one-tailed t test;

Fig. 3.3A). Having validated that this approach can induce a stable reduction in striatal

Foxp2 levels, we next tested the behavioral effects of this Foxp2 KD perturbation. Using

the accelerating rotarod test (Carter et al., 1999), mice with striatal Foxp2 KD displayed a

significant decrease in latency to fall vs. control shRNA-injected wildtype mice (183 see

vs. 244 sec on first day of testing, p = 0.0002, repeated measures ANOVA; Fig. 3.3B).

Interestingly, Foxp2 KD mice also displayed an increase in training falls compared to

controls (mean=0.38 in controls compared to 1. 10 in Foxp2 KD, p = 0.0164, two-tailed t

test; Fig. 3.3C). In addition to this rotarod performance deficit, Foxp2 KD mice showed a

significant and persistent reduction in vertical activity in the open field assay

(mean=1,037.3 counts in controls versus 771.1 counts in KD at 5 weeks post-injection,

mean=977.7 counts in controls versus 804.8 counts in KD at 10 weeks post-injection, p <

0.0001 and p = 0.0007, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.3D). This was coupled with a reduction in

rearing and climbing events (mean=34.0 compared to 21.4 events, p = 0.0343, two-
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tailed t test; Fig. 3.3E). Foxp2 KD mice also showed increased latencies in the initiation

of both rearing and vertical cage exploration (mean=8.9s in controls vs. 43.3s in Foxp2

KD, p = 0.0186, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.3F; mean=14.6s in controls vs. 81.6s in Foxp2

KD, p = 0.0045, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.3G). We also observed a large deficit in grip

strength in these mice (mean=105.7 g in controls compared to 80.0 g in Foxp2 KD, p <

0.0001, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.3H). To test the possibility that our Foxp2 KD

perturbation might have off-target effects, and that these off-target effects might be

responsible for the observed behavioral alterations, we produced a second, independent

KD construct and repeated these assays. Similar rotarod performance deficits and reduced

activity measurements were observed with the second Foxp2 shRNA KD virus (Fig. 3.4A

and 3.4B).

Since we observed that a reduction to post-developmental Foxp2 levels in the

striatum is able to induce HD-associated motor deficits in wild-type mice, we sought to

determine the sufficiency of Foxp2 overexpression to rescue HD phenotypes. For these

experiments, we selected the BACHD mouse model, as it has well-characterized

behavioral deficits (Gray et al., 2008) that in our hands had lower variance than other

models. Further, it also has a longer pre-symptomatic phenotypic window to allow for

post-developmental manipulation Foxp2 levels, which is an important consideration

given the important role of Foxp2 in the development of cortico-striatal circuitry (Chen et

al., 2016). Young adult BACHD mice and their isogenic controls were injected bilaterally

in the striatum either with a Foxp2 overexpression (referred to as Foxp2 OX below) or a

control AAV construct. Foxp2 OX increased Foxp2 levels in the striatum of these

BACHD mice by 2.3-fold (p = 0.0082, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.5A).
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While control virus-injected BACHD mice showed hypoactivity in the open field as

previously reported (mean= 8,307.7 cm in controls compared to 12,565 cm in BACHD,

p = 0.0030, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test), Foxp2 OX

fully reversed this phenotype (mean=17,514.3 cm, p = 0.0 141, one-way ANOVA with

Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test; Fig. 3.5B). As previously reported, BACHD

mice in our colony displayed a weight gain that precluded rotarod testing (Kudwa et al.,

2013). Deficits in grip strength also have been reported in HD models (Menalled et al.,

2009) and we also observed this deficit in our colony (mean=87 g in controls vs. 67 g in

BACHD, p = 0.0001, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test;

Fig. 3.5C) and observed that Foxp2 OX rescued this deficit back to control levels

(mean=89.9 g, p < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple comparisons

test; Fig. 3.5C). Control BACHD mice showed deficits in rearing (mean latency=l Is in

controls vs. 78.2s in BACHD, p <0.0001, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple

comparisons test) and vertical cage exploration (mean latency=22.7s in controls vs. 95.3s

in BACHD, p = 0.0025, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test)

that were also reversed completely with Foxp2 OX (mean=14.7s, p < 0.0001, and mean

26s, p = 0.0061 respectively, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple comparisons

test; Fig. 3.5D and 3.5E). A range of gait deficits has also been reported in BACHD

model mice (Menalled et al., 2010). We observed differences between BACHD mice and

littermate controls in stride length, base length, and splay (Fig. 3.5F-H). And although

these stride characteristics are controlled by other brain regions as well, striatal Foxp2

OX produced trends towards phenotypic rescue in stride base length and splay, and a
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significant rescue of the stride length (mean=5.3 cm in control-injected BACHD vs. 4.7

cm in Foxp2 OX BACHD, p = 0.0474, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple

comparisons test). We also performed a light-dark test, in which dark boxes cover half

the area of the open field chamber and the proportion of time the mouse spends in the

dark vs. light regions are quantified. BACHD mice have previously been demonstrated to

show increased anxiety in this test (Menalled et al., 2009). Control animals spent close to

half of their test time in the dark area, while control-injected BACHD mice spent

approximately sixty percent of their time in the dark (mean=53.5% in controls vs. 61.5%

in BACHD; Fig. 3.51). Foxp2 OX BACHD, however, showed a significant decrease in

dark time compared to the control-injected BACHD group (mean=51.8%, p = 0.0495,

two-tailed t test) and were indistinguishable from the control mice (p = 0.9663, two-tailed

t test).

Finally, to test the effect of Foxp2 overexpression in a more severe model of HD,

we performed similar bilateral dorsal striatal Foxp2 OX injections into the more

phenotypically severe R6/2 HD mouse model (Mangiarini et al., 1996). R6/2 mice with

Foxp2 OX showed a partial rescue of soluble Foxp2 levels, as observed by indirect

immunofluorescence staining (Fig. 3.6A). R6/2 mice with Foxp2 OX showed significant

improvement in vertical activity in the open field (mean=36.4 vs. 94.2, p = 0.0346, two-

tailed t test; Fig. 3.6B) and also showed an increase in rearing and climbing activity

compared to control-injected R6/2 mice (mean=5.7 episodes vs. 11.4 episodes, p =

0.1370, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.6C). Moreover, Foxp2 OX produced a significant

improvement in rotarod performance in these mice relative to control-injected mice (p

0.0270, repeated measures ANOVA; Fig. 3.6D). Thus, although Foxp2 overexpression
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was induced in these animals at a post-symptomatic time point (6 weeks of age), we were

able to achieve significant rescue of various HD-associated phenotypes in this severe

phenotypic model. Taken together, our results demonstrate that Foxp2 levels can

modulate HD-associated motor phenotypes.

Foxp2 Overexpression May Indirectly Lower mHTT Levels in BACHD Mice

After observing an almost complete rescue of HD-associated behavioral

symptoms in our models, we sought to understand the molecular basis of these

improvements. As the most promising current clinical strategy in HD is lowering mHTT

levels (Aronin & DiFiglia, 2014; Lu & Yang, 2012), we wanted to determine whether

Foxp2 OX acts through a reduction to mHTT protein or mRNA levels, potentially due to

direct repression by Foxp2. Using the MWI monoclonal antibody (which recognizes the

expanded polyglutamine region of mHTT; (Li et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2011), we

observed a non-significant trend, with a 3.7-fold decrease in mHTT levels upon Foxp2

OX (p = 0.1412, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.7A). We examined mHTT mRNA levels by

qPCR and observed that Foxp2 OX did not reduce mHTT mRNA levels directly (p =

0.4462, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.7B). Due to significant variance and small sample size,

further experiments would be needed to test the hypothesis that Foxp2 OX indirectly

leads to decreases in mHTT protein levels.
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Striatal Foxp2 Regulates Genes Involved in Synapse Function and Formation

Foxp2 is a transcription factor, but previous studies of Foxp2 targets have not

examined post-developmental gene targets of Foxp2 (Spiteri et al., 2007; Vernes et al.,

2007, 2011). Thus we sought to understand what gene targets could underlie the

behavioral rescue we observed upon its overexpression in HD models. We isolated

striatal RNA from the injected BACHD and control animals at 12 months of age, the

same time point examined in Chapter II, and performed RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq)

followed by differential gene expression analysis (n =4 mice per group, adjusted p-value

<0.0500). Analysis of RNA-Seq data of the control Foxp2 OX group revealed that striatal

Foxp2 regulates many genes involved in synapse function and formation post-

developmentally (Table 3.2, Fig. 3.8), which we validated by qPCR (Fig. 3.9). Several

of these genes were similarly altered in the BACHD model upon Foxp2 overexpression

(Table 3.3, Fig. 3.8). These gene expression data identify a small set of striatal-expressed

genes that mediate the therapeutic effects of Foxp2 OX.

Striatal Foxp2 Overexpression Produces Behavioral Alterations in Wild-type Mice

Both in order to understand the role of Foxp2 in post-developmental striatal

function more broadly and also as a control for our HD experiments, we overexpressed

Foxp2 in a large cohort of wildtype mice. These mice were injected bilaterally into the

striatum with either a Foxp2 overexpression (Foxp2 OX) or a control AAV construct at

eight weeks of age. Foxp2 OX did not produce deficits in total distance traveled in the

open field (mean=9,230 cm in controls vs. 8,409 cm in Foxp2 OX, p = 0.5855, two-tailed

t test; Fig. 3.10). After assessing that these mice were grossly normal in terms of overall

activity level, we tested specific motor learning and other motor behaviors. Foxp2 OX
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Table 3.2. Striatal Foxp2 Regulates Genes Involved in Synapse Function and
Formation in Control Mice. All significant (adjusted p-value<0.05) differentially
expressed genes in control mice with Foxp2 OX. N=4 mice per group.
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Gene pvalue
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1.00943E-11
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9.48237E-09

1.59898E-08
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5.42473E-08

5.82644E-08

3.45904E-07

6.44448E-07

6.96057E-07

8.23924E-07

9.50132E-07

1.045E-06

1.20004E-06

1.43671E-06

1.89963E-06

2.83749E-06

4.50712E-06

5.8313E-06

1.26343E-05

1.31171E-05

1.35253E-05

2.09859E-05

2.33731E-05

2.88094E-05

4.01495E-05

4.93851E-05

6.01367E-05

6.22257E-05

6.53495E-05
6.96689E-05
7.08795E-05

7.97129E-05

8.88342E-05

9.3579E-05

0.000107821

0.000117911

0.000126396

0.000131663

0.000151904

0.000157099

0.000175766

Log2 FoldChange padj

3.211927064 2.5697E-117

-0.936406001

-1.068394845

-1.187375062

-0.697385199

1.015041317

-1.063382885

-0.567487271

-1.01281694

-0.697974811

-0.66713079

-0.731385161

-0.974668711

0.886015828

-0.750456018

-0.780637465

-0.838773018

0.843875717

-0.750245458

-0.638619057

-0.572294143

-0.743524918

0.727316913

0.8445499

-0.579616383

-0.542959976

-0.655415371

0.795947568

0.747866297

0.625918595

-0.767718211

0.777610272

-0.5905354

-0.732133602

-0.704816074

0.5867735

-0.662585119

-0.662559983

-0.509488923

-0.602116061

0.612491149

0.656714273

-0.538079285

0.534287015

-0.396192363

2.9417E-13

4.44292E-10

3.1141E-08

9.71998E-07

1.95021E-05

2.81878E-05

5.50307E-05

7.18983E-05

7.18983E-05

0.000388042

0.000660719

0.000660719

0.00072623

0.000781642

0.00080596

0.000871086

0.000984942

0.001233761

0.001750731

0.002648469

0.00327083

0.00667607

0.00667607

0.00667607

0.009960245

0.010682372

0.012696731

0.0170843

0.020313725

0.023938272

0.023995801

0.024436736

0.024990083

0.024990083

0.027323813

0.029627421

0.030388562

0.034115736

0.036375396

0.038042048

0.038683737

0.043592908

0.04405903

0.048199057

Table 3.3. Striatal Foxp2 Regulates Genes Involved in Synapse Function and
Formation in BACHD Mice. All significant (adjusted p-value<0.05) differentially
expressed genes in BACHD mice with Foxp2 OX. N=4 mice per group.
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Figure 3.10. Striatal Foxp2 OX Does Not Affect Open Field Activity in
Wild-type Mice. Foxp2 OX does not alter total distance traveled in the open
field. n=8 controls, 20 Foxp2 OX mice. Error bars:mean + SEM. ns=no
significance.
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Figure 3.11. Striatal Foxp2 OX Does Not Significantly Affect Rearing,
Climbing, or Grip Strength Measures in Wild-type Mice. Foxp2 OX
tended to increase latencies to rear (A) and vertically explore the test cage
(B), but these changes were not significant (ns). n=9 control and 20 Foxp2
OX mice. C. Foxp2 OX does not impact grip strength. n=9 control, 20 Foxp2
OX mice. All error bars: mean + SEM.
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did not produce any significant effects in rearing or vertical cage exploration (Fig. 3.11A

and B). We next tested grip strength. Foxp2 OX in wild-type mice did not produce

changes to grip strength (mean=98.6 g in controls vs. 94.2 g in Foxp2 OX, p = 0.377 1,

two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.11C). Rotarod training and performance were the two behavioral

testing measures where Foxp2 OX produced a significant effect. In rotarod training,

Foxp2 OX produced significant increases in training falls (mean=0.88 in controls vs. 3.96

in Foxp2 OX, p < 0.0001, two-tailed t test; Fig. 3.12A). In accelerating rotarod testing,

Foxp2 OX mice showed deficits compared to controls (236 sec vs. 140 sec on first day of

testing, p < 0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA; Fig. 3.12B). These data indicate that

while post-developmental striatal Foxp2 OX does not change baseline motor behaviors in

a wild-type context, it can interfere with motor learning. Further studies with additional

motor learning paradigms will be needed to further study this role for Foxp2.

As Foxp2 has previously been implicated in ASDs (Vernes et al., 2008), we tested

autistic-associated behaviors in our Foxp2 OX cohort, examining the effects of both KD

and OX. We decided to use a marble burying task to assess repetitive behaviors (Choi et

al., 2016; Hoeffer et al., 2008), as this test is easily quantifiable. We observed a

significant decrease in marble burying activity with Foxp2 KD (mean=15.1 marbles

buried in Control vs. 11.9 in Foxp2 KD, p = 0.0358, two-tailed t test, Fig. 3.13A). Foxp2

OX had an opposite effect, increasing marble burying behavior in our cohort (mean=10.9

marbles buried in Control vs. 13.9 in Foxp2 OX, p = 0.0094, two-tailed t test, Fig.

3.13B). Simple manipulation of striatal Foxp2 levels thus was able to affect specific

motor and repetitive behaviors without altering overall activity levels.
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Figure 3.12. Striatal Foxp2 OX Impairs Accelerating Rotarod Learning
and Performance in Wild-type Mice. A. Foxp2 OX increases falls during
rotarod training trials. Summation of falls across three, five minute trials.
n=9 controls, 10 Foxp2 OX mice. B. Foxp2 OX produces large deficits in
rotarod performance. n=9 controls, 10 Foxp2 OX mice. All error bars: mean
+/- SEM. **** p<0.0001
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Figure 3.13. Striatal Foxp2 KD and OX Have Opposing Effects on
Marble Burying in Wild-type Mice. A. Foxp2 KD results in a significant
decrease in marble burying behavior. n=9 control and 19 Foxp2 KD mice. B.
Foxp2 OX increases marble burying behavior. n=8 control and 17 Foxp2 OX
mice. Data is plotted without outliers. All error bars: mean + SEM. * p<0.05,
** p<0.0 1
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

While striatal gene expression dysregulation has been widely reported in the HD

literature, there is not a full mechanistic insight into how these changes relate to HD-

relevant behaviors. We have found that the Foxp2 gene encodes the longest

polyglutamine stretch in the reference human genome and that Foxp2 protein is

sequestered into aggregates of mHTT, resulting in a loss of soluble Foxp2 across striatal

HD and HD model samples. Reducing the level of striatal Foxp2 post-developmentally in

mice induced HD-associated phenotypes, demonstrating its involvement in the

manifestation of certain striatal-dependent motor behaviors. Moreover, replenishing

soluble Foxp2 levels in the BACHD and R6/2 mouse models was sufficient to rescue

HD-like behavioral deficits observed in these mice. The extent of rescue was different in

these models, likely a reflection of mHTT levels and also the timing of Foxp2

overexpression (pre-symptomatic in BACHD versus post-symptomatic in R6/2). RNA-

seq highlighted the synapse as a location of Foxp2 action, providing a list of putative

effector genes in the adult.

The observation that manipulating Foxp2 levels in wild-type animals has specific

negative effects on motor learning and repetitive behaviors is both striking and

unexpected. The therapeutic effect of Foxp2 on rotarod performance in HD animals, for

example, is not simply due to indiscriminant benefits of Foxp2 expression. In fact, Foxp2

OX led to rotarod performance deficits in wild-type adult mice almost to the level of the

R6/2 model. In general, the motor phenotypes observed with Foxp2 OX tended to be

much more robust than those observed with Foxp2 knockdown. It is also possible that

Foxp2 overexpression produces a dominant-negative phenotype, in which Foxp2
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overexpression interferes wildtype Foxp2 function. While Foxp2 OX animals do not have

identical phenotypes to Foxp2 KD animals, previous Foxp2 work has suggested that

dominant-negative effects may be observed in certain contexts (French et al., 2012).

Interestingly, Foxp2 OX also seems to impede motor learning, as measured by rotarod

performance. This observation extends the previous finding in zebra finches that lowering

Foxp2 levels was necessary for song learning and modification (Miller et al., 2008). A

full investigation of Foxp2 targets in the context of adult wild-type animals is necessary

to understand the regulatory program responsible for these changes. Since it is such a

highly enriched striatal transcription factor, it is likely that Foxp2 levels are precisely

regulated for proper function of MSNs, and that any deviation from this specific

expression window is problematic. Future work should address the specific mediators of

motor learning and its corresponding circuit changes in adulthood.

While we demonstrated the beneficial effects of Foxp2 overexpression in two

models of HD, it would be informative to test this manipulation in additional mouse lines.

Interestingly, BACHD rat models show a period of hyperactivity in the open field before

they ultimately become hypoactive (Abada et al, 2013). The YAC 128 model of HD has

also been demonstrated to show this hyper-to-hypoactivity progression (Slow et al.,

2003). For this reason, it would be informative to overexpress Foxp2 in YAC 128 mice

and monitor any behavioral rescue. Downstream expression analysis may prove to be

convergent with the patterns observed in BACHD mice or even identify new, potentially

therapeutic targets of Foxp2.

We also made the observation that manipulating striatal Foxp2 levels had a

significant effect on repetitive behaviors in adult wild-type mice. These manipulations
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produced bidirectional effects, with increased Foxp2 levels producing higher rates of

repetitive behaviors and reduced Foxp2 levels lowering the rates of repetitive behaviors.

As Foxp2 has been previously shown to regulate a number of genes associated with

autism spectrum disorders, this observation was quite striking. Though there is ample

evidence that Foxp2 is involved in the proper development of cortico-striatal circuitry

(Chen et al., 2016), manipulation of Foxp2 in vivo in the adult context has not been

thoroughly attempted. We provide evidence that either raising or lowering Foxp2 levels

past development can impact autistic-like behaviors.

Taken together, our in vivo studies provide ample evidence that Foxp2 is a critical

transcription factor for striatal MSN function that is sequestered by mHTT. We

demonstrate that Foxp2 protein is necessary for proper striatal-dependent motor function,

as revealed by our KD studies, and also sufficient to rescue HD-related pathophysiology.

Before this work, the targets of Foxp2 in the adult context had not been studied. Here, we

provide a starting point for understanding the post-developmental role of Foxp2. Future

work will build on these results to address the mechanisms of the HD rescue and the role

of Foxp2 at the cortico-striatal synapse in adulthood more precisely.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Vivo Experiments

Animal Usage

All animal experiments were conducted with the approval of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice were housed with food

and water provided ad libitum on a standard 12h light/12h dark cycle. Experiments were

conducted both with BACHD model mice (Gray et al., 2008) (FVB/N-

Tg(Htt*97Q)lXwy/J, Jackson Laboratory stock #008197) at 2-12 months of age, and

R6/2 model mice (Mangiarini, et al., 1996) (B6CBA-Tg(HDexonl)62Gpb/1J, Jackson

Laboratory stock #002810) at 5-12 weeks of age. C57BL/6J male mice 8-24 weeks of age

were used for wildtype Foxp2 knockdown studies. SCA7 mice (Chen et al., 2012) were

used at 6 months 2 weeks of age. SCA3 model mice (Alves et al., 2008) were used

starting at 5 weeks of age.

Surgical injection of AA V Foxp2 Overexpression and Knockdown Viruses

In order to perform Foxp2 overexpression or knockdown, mice were anesthetized

using inhaled isofluorane and mounted on a stereotax (Stoelting, Wood Dale IL) in the

flat skull position. Mice were injected with either luL of Foxp2 knockdown or scramble

control virus at 3nL/sec or 500nL of Foxp2 overexpression or control virus at 2nL/sec.

Coordinates used for injection were as follows: Anterior-posterior = 0.6, Medial-lateral =

+/- 1.85, Dorsal-ventral = -3.5 (in mm relative to Bregma). Each hemisphere of the

striatum was injected. Foxp2 overexpression constructs were packaged into AAV9

vectors (Virovek, Hayward CA) as the following completed virus: AAV9-EF1 a -FoxP2-

Myc-DDK-WPRE using Foxp2 NM_014491. Foxp2 knockdown constructs were also
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packaged into AAV9 vectors (SignaGen, Rockville MD) as the following completed

virus: ITR-U6-shRNA(Foxp2)-Efla-GFP-PolyA-ITR. Foxp2 target sequence:

GCAACAGTTCAATGAATCAAA for initial virus, GCGACATTCAGACAAATACAA

for second virus. shRNA scramble controls were also used (SignaGen, Rockville MD)

with the same construction: ITR-U6-shRNA(Scramble)-Efl a-GFP-PolyA-ITR. See Fig.

3.14 for sample viral spread.

Behavioral Testing

We performed all behavioral testing with the approval of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Animal Care and Use Committee. Time of day for testing was

standardized across groups. Behavioral outliers +/- 2SD from the mean were removed

from analyses. We followed the following protocols for testing:

Open Field

Open field testing was performed in one 60 min session per mouse using an IR

photobeam open field with 16 IR beams spaced regularly along the x, y, and z axes

(#MED-OFAS-RSU, Med Associates, St. Albans VT).

Grip Strength

Grip strength testing was performed using a mouse and rat grip strength meter

(Ugo Basile, Varese Italy). Briefly, mice were suspended by their tails and allowed to

grab onto the measurement bar. They were then slowly pulled away from the bar by the

tail until they released the bar and the maximum force (g) was recorded. Each mouse was

given five trials.

Rearing and Climbing
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Mice were placed underneath an overturned metal mesh pencil cup (Rolodex

#82406) diameter 4.375 inches, height 5.5 inches. The latency until the mouse reared on

hind legs alone without touching the mesh and the latency until the mouse put both front

paws up onto the mesh were recorded. Mice were given one five-minute trial.

Gait Analysis

Gait analysis was performed as described in Menalled et al., 2009. Briefly, mice

had their hind paws painted with one color of nontoxic paint and their front paws painted

with a different color of nontoxic paint. They were permitted to walk along white paper

and footprints were measured for stride length, base length, and splay. The average of

three consecutive step measurements were taken for each mouse.

Accelerating Rotarod

Rotarod testing was performed using an accelerating rotarod (Med Associates, St.

Albans VT). Mice were trained using 3x 5min sessions with a fixed speed of 20 rotations

per minute (RPM) and replaced on the rotarod after each fall. Mice were given one

minute of rest between training trials. Testing was performed on five consecutive days

with the rotarod accelerating from 5 RPM to 40 RPM over the course of 5 minutes. The

time from the start of the trial until the mouse fell off the rod was measured as latency to

fall. If a mouse completed two or more passive rotations, this was scored as a fall. As

previously reported, BACHD mice in our colony displayed a weight gain that precluded

rotarod testing (Cook et al., 2002; Kudwa et al., 2013).

Marble Burying

Marble burying was performed as described in (Choi et al., 2016). Briefly, mice

were acclimated to a new cage for thirty minutes before testing. Twenty glass marbles
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were placed equidistant from one another in five rows of four marbles each on top of the

bedding. The mice were left alone for fifteen minutes and removed from the cage

immediately following testing. Marbles were then scored such that >50% of the marble

covered by bedding = 1, ~50% covered = 0.5, and <50% covered = 0.

Molecular Experiments

HD Patient Samples

Human HD samples were obtained from the Human Brain and Spinal Fluid

Resource Center at UCLA. Samples were all grades 3 or 4 from both caudate and

putamen. Age, post-mortem interval, and region-matched controls were obtained from

the Alabama Brain Collection at University of Alabama at Birmingham. Samples were

prepared for western blot starting with approximately 0.4g of tissue at the sonication step

as described in the western blotting section.

Indirect Immunofluorescence

Mice were prepared for immunofluorescence with transcardial perfusion followed

by tissue processing and staining as previously described (Heiman et al., 2008). The

following primary antibodies were used for experiments: Foxp2 (#5337 Cell Signaling

Technologies, Beverly MA; 1:200), EM48 (#MAB5374 Millipore, Billerica MA, 1:100),

GFP (#6556 Abcam, Cambridge MA, 1:5000), Ataxin 7 (#PA1-749 Rockford IL,

1:1000), and Ataxin 3 (1 H9 Millipore, Billerica MA; 1:5000).

Western Blotting

Mouse and human striatal tissue was dissected and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Tissue was sonicated in 750uL of 1% SDS with Halt protease and phosphatase inhibitors

(#78440 ThermoScientific, Rockford IL) using a Branson sonicator (Branson Ultrasonics,
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Danbury CT) at 25% amplitude for two sessions of 15s with 30s between trials on ice. A

bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) colorimetric assay (ThermoScientific, Rockford IL) was

performed to normalize protein concentrations amongst samples. HD caudate and

putamen tissue was received at -800 C and also processed in the same manner. Samples

were then prepared with NuPage LDS sample buffer (NP0007 Life Technologies,

Carlsbad CA) and 100 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). Samples

were heated at 70 OC for 10 minutes and separated on 4-12% BisTris gels (Life

Technologies, Carlsbad CA). Transfers were performed using the iBlot dry transfer

machine (Life Technologies, Carlsbad CA) onto PVDF membranes and detected with

either ECL or LiCor technology. Primary antibodies used include Foxp2 (#5337 Cell

Signaling Technologies, Beverly MA; 1:1000), and a-tubulin (#ab7291 Abcam,

Cambridge MA, 1:5000)

RNA Sequencing and Analysis

Samples were prepared for RNA-seq using the Clontech SMARTer total RNA-

seq kit (Takara, Mountain View CA). The quality of prepared bar-coded libraries was

assessed using an Advanced Analytical-fragment Analyzer before mixing for sequencing

on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform at the MIT BioMicro Center. The raw fastq data of

50-bp single-end sequencing reads were aligned to the mouse mm10 reference genome

using STAR 2.4.0 RNA-Seq aligner (Dobin et al., 2012). The mapped reads were

processed by htseq-count of HTSeq software (Anders et al., 2015) with mm10 gene

annotation to count the number of reads mapped to each gene. Gene differential

expression test between different animal groups was performed using DESeq2 package
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(Love et al., 2014) with the assumption of negative binomial distribution for RNA-Seq

data. Genes with adjusted p-value <0.05 were chosen as differentially expressed genes.

qRT-PCR

Mouse striatal tissue was dissected and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissue was

disrupted for RNA isolation using the TissueLyser (Qiagen, Hilden Germany) for 2x2min

at 25 Hz as described in the manual. RNA was then isolated using the RNeasy Lipid

Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden Germany). For qRT-PCR, the TaqMan RNA-to-Ct 1-

Step Kit (ThermoScientific #4392653, Rockford IL) was used with lOng of RNA per

sample and 20uL total of reaction volume. 96-well plates were run on a StepOnePlus

system (ThermoScientific, Rockford IL) using the following probes for detection: Foxp2

(Hs00362818_ml and Mm00475030), Eif4a2 (Mm01730183_gH), Ppplrlb (Darpp-32)

(Mm00454892_ml), Gfap (Mm01253033_ml), Dmtn (Mm00469121_ml), AldhIa]

(Mm00657317_ml), McJ2l (Mm01209780_ml), Actn2 (Mm00473657_ml), Cacna2d2

(Mm00457825_m 1), Cacna2d3 (Mm0048664 I_ml), and human HTT (hs00918174_ml,

all ThermoScientific, Rockford IL).
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Figure 3.14. Example of Viral Spread upon AAV Injection. Blue

pseudocolor is DAPI signal and green pseudocolor is GFP signal from a
GFP-tagged control overexpression virus. Scale bar: 300 microns.
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DISCUSSION

Stereotyped patterns of cell death in specific brain regions are hallmarks of many

neurodegenerative diseases, yet the mechanisms that underlie these pathologies are

unclear. In this work, we sought to understand why the medium spiny neurons (MSNs) of

the striatum are particularly vulnerable to mutant Huntingtin (mHTT)-induced

degeneration. As the polyQ proteins Foxp1 (37 continuous Qs) and Foxp2 (40 continuous

Qs) are both highly expressed in striatum, and polyQ proteins have been demonstrated to

influence aggregation and toxicity of expanded polyQ proteins (Slepko et al., 2006), we

hypothesized that high striatal polyQ protein expression may underlie enhanced MSN

vulnerability in HD. The pathogenic threshold for the vast majority of polyQ protein

aggregation is 38-40 continuous Qs (Zoghbi & Orr, 2000); Foxpl is close to this range

and only Foxp2 is above this threshold in the human genome. We reasoned that striatal

polyQ proteins may add to the toxic, gain-of-function nature of mHTT by increasing the

concentration of the toxic aggregate species. We tested this hypothesis with a series of in

vitro experiments outlined in Chapter I.

Widespread dysregulation of gene transcription has been observed in both human

HD patient striatal tissue as well as many mouse models (Cha, 2007; Hodges et al.,

2006), and the degree of transcriptional dysregulation mirrors regional brain area

vulnerability (Langfelder et al., 2016). The R6/2 mouse is typically used to model

transcriptional mHTT-induced dysregulation, and many groups have profiled gene

expression in this model (Kuhn et al., 2007; Luthi-Carter et al., 2000; Vashishtha et al.,

2013). Many of these studies were conducted using DNA microarray technology,

however, and were not able to produce a deep analysis of changes across different RNA
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types including non-coding RNAs. There is little to no published data on expression

changes in BACHD model mice, and it remains unclear whether the behavioral

dysfunction in this model can be traced to shared origins with other mouse lines. In

Chapter II, we sought to report the full scope of molecular changes in these two models.

While transcriptional dysregulation is a key feature of HD pathophysiology, its

role in HD-associated behaviors and cell death is still not fully clear. In general, the idea

that transcriptional dysregulation per se causes HD pathology has not been directly

tested. It is possible that mHTT aggregation sequesters critical striatal transcription

factors, which causes downstream dysfunction. We hypothesized that the loss of striatal-

enriched Foxp2, a polyQ protein, due to its sequestration by mHTT may underlie some of

the observed HD pathology. In Chapter III, we investigated the effect of Foxp2 on HD-

related behaviors by modulating Foxp2 levels in vivo. We also identified potential Foxp2

gene targets and Foxp2-dependent cellular processes.

In this thesis, we present data that the striatal-enriched polyQ protein Foxp2

modulates HD phenotypes in vivo. We also present evidence that striatal-enriched polyQ

proteins may affect the aggregation and toxicity of mHTT in vitro. Finally, we created

full RNA-seq profiles of two mouse models of HD-the R6/2 and BACHD lines. Our

data highlights roles for transcriptional dysregulation and synaptic dysfunction in HD-

related behaviors and presents opportunities for therapeutic intervention.

Impact of Striatal-Enriched Transcription Factors on mHTT Protein

We performed a number of in vitro experiments to assess the impact of a cell's

polyQ protein load on mHTT aggregation, discussed in Chapter I. While we observed

some variability in our tests, we saw clear trends towards increased mHTT aggregation
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with increasing amounts of non-HTT polyQ protein expression. This was true both in

HEK cells as well as in primary striatal cultures. We were also able to produce mHTT

aggregation in primary hippocampal neurons, normally spared from mHTT aggregation

degeneration, and which otherwise did not shown any mHTT aggregates-simply by

overexpressing a striatum-enriched polyQ protein. Moreover, we saw a trend towards

increased concentration of a reported toxic species of mHTT, as identified by the

3B5H10 antibody, when polyQ protein amount was increased in primary striatal cultures

in vitro. In our in vivo experiments, we observed that overexpression of the striatal-

enriched polyQ protein Foxp2 tended to decrease mHTT protein expression, an effect

that was not due to transcriptional repression. There is a clear interplay between mHTT

and polyQ proteins, and our results suggest that Foxp2 in particular may, through one of

its target genes, help to regulate mHTT degradation.

There are a number of future experiments that would help to clarify the

relationship between polyQ protein level, mHTT expression, and aggregation as it relates

to toxicity. One set of experiments involves using ChIP-seq to identify potential Foxp2

targets that may be involved in proteostasis or autophagy. These targets could then be

manipulated in vitro in primary striatal neurons and mHTT levels could be measured.

These experiments would be performed in a wildtype context, expressing both mHTT

and Foxp2 target constructs, as well as with primary cultures derived from both HD

mouse models and even iPSCs from HD patients. These experiments could also be done

in HD mouse model striatal tissue in vivo. These experiments can help to pinpoint

specific Foxp2 target genes that regulate mHTT clearance.
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The use of a live microscopy system that tracks cells in vitro would allow for an

additional set of future experiments aimed at understanding how polyQ proteins influence

the behavior of mHTT. Cells with increased polyQ expression could be tracked over time

to determine whether their fate differs from controls. In addition, mHTT expression could

be monitored in particular cells, allowing for correlations between polyQ expression and

mHTT clearance. Again, these experiments should be done in both wildtype and HD

contexts and compared to produce the strongest dataset.

It would also be important to test the idea that increasing polyQ protein levels in

vivo is sufficient to seed mHTT aggregation in previously non-vulnerable cell types. For

example, future experiments could overexpress either FoxpI or Foxp2 in vivo in the

hippocampi of R6/2 mice. Subsequent analysis would reveal whether simply increasing

polyQ protein expression can induce vulnerability to mHTT, and a positive result would

argue that the toxic, Foxp 1/2-related gain-of-function properties of mHTT drive HD

pathophysiology. It would also be important to look for other markers of toxicity and cell

death in these animals to make a clear link between pathology and polyQ protein levels.

Synaptic Alterations Resulting from mHTT Expression

There are several well-studied processes that contribute to mHTT-induced cellular

toxicity, including: (1) mitochondrial dysfunction and DNA damage, (2) alterations in

axonal transport and synaptic dysfunction, and (3) transcriptional dysregulation

(including loss of BDNF trophic support). The precise timing of these alterations is

unclear and it is likely that different mouse models incorporate these elements to varying

degrees. For example, a given mouse model may show large deficits in synaptic function

without any overt transcriptional dysregulation. Of these changes, the majority of
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experiments presented in this thesis focus primarily on synaptic function and

transcription, while mitochondrial dysfunction is highlighted in our RNA-seq profiling of

HD mouse models. Our work underlines differences between HD models in these areas

(summarized in Fig. 4.1), providing new insight into model selection and HD

mechanisms. We observed a striking rescue of HD behaviors with Foxp2 overexpression.

In presymptomatically-injected BACHD mice, the rescue was complete across all

striatal-dependent measures. In R6/2 mice injected postsymptomatically, we observed a

modest but significant improvement in HD-related behaviors. Foxp2 may mediate this

rescue either through correction of dysregulated genes or by engaging a compensatory

program of therapeutic changes. By using both R6/2 and BACHD models and comparing

outcomes, we are able to assess both of these possibilities.

Transcriptional Profiles Highlight the Synapse as a Site of Dysfunction in HD

The RNA-seq profiles of both R6/2 and BACHD mice implicated synaptic

dysfunction as a shared piece of HD pathology. These alterations may be homeostatic

responses to mHTT, as we profiled very late stage R6/2 (11.5 week) and post-

symptomatic BACHD (13 month) mice. The corticostriatal synapse has been implicated

as a major site of dysfunction in HD (Cepeda et al., 2007), and our data from disparate

models confirms that these alterations are amongst the most major pathways altered in

HD. If disruptions in the corticostriatal synapse cause HD pathology, therapeutic

interventions that target and normalize these synapses should be effective at improving

dysfunction, both on the cellular and behavioral levels.
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By overexpressing Foxp2 in HD models, we were able to target a program of effector

genes involved in synapse structure and function that produced clear behavioral

improvement. As BACHD mice in particular do not show much transcriptional

dysregulation, Foxp2 rescue likely proceeds through a pattern of compensatory

therapeutic changes rather than a reversal of transcriptional alterations. There is ample

evidence suggesting a failure of synaptic homeostasis in BACHD mice that Foxp2

expression may counteract. BACHD mice were initially reported to show reductions in

large amplitude spontaneous post-synaptic currents in MSNs at six months of age (Gray

et al., 2008). Later studies revealed a reduction of inhibition onto cortical pyramidal

neurons and reductions in excitation onto both pyramidal neurons and parvalbumin (PV)-

containing interneurons in BACHD mice (Spampanato et al., 2008). These results, taken

also with the large number of observed mini events in these studies, suggest that there is a

failure of synapse maintenance in BACHD mice. In fact, some synaptic alterations are

even observable before overt symptom onset in BACHD mice, such as increases in

glutamate transmission onto MSNs at 2 months of age (Andre et al., 2011). Taken with

our data, these observations argue that synaptic dysfunction does, in fact, underlie some

of the behavioral deficits observed in HD models.

If disruption of basal ganglia circuitry is responsible for some of the observed HD

pathology, it is unsurprising that we did not observe large effects in terms of toxicity in

our in vitro experiments in Chapter 1. We cultured primary striatal neurons outside of

their typical position in basal ganglia circuitry, removing natural input and output

structures. While these neurons can still make functional synapses in vitro, the interplay

between the cortex and striatum at the corticostriatal synapse is absent. This system
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therefore does not model a critical feature of HD pathophysiology, so while it can be a

helpful system in which to perform simple aggregation experiments, its utility in HD

research more broadly is critically limited.

Despite the evidence that circuit level disruptions underlie HD pathophysiology,

there are also arguments that these aberrant cell-cell interactions may not be the critical

factor in HD-related dysfunction. For example, lentiviral-mediated mHTT expression in

striatum alone is sufficient to produce aggregation and toxicity (de Almeida et al., 2002).

Moreover, mHTT silencing in striatum alone is sufficient to produce lasting

improvements in motor behavior (DiFiglia et al., 2007). Perhaps the most intriguing

research in light of our work is from the Luthi-Carter group, which demonstrated that

transcriptional dysregulation observed in primary striatal cultures in vitro mimics the

changes observed in vivo (Runne et al., 2008). They argue that circuit-level disruptions

may not drive HD pathophysiology and downstream changes at all, but rather that

intrinsic MSN disruptions are critical to HD alterations. Our data does not rule out the

possibility that cell-autonomous factors contribute to HD pathology; in fact, it is likely

that these mechanisms add to cellular dysfunction in HD. However, Runne et al. did not

measure toxicity in their primary striatal cultures, and it is possible that the observed

transcriptional dysregulation may not have broad functional consequences when it is

removed from basal ganglia circuitry. In fact, selective expression of mHTT in either

cortical or striatal neurons alone is not sufficient to produce full HD pathology in mice

(Gu et al., 2005, 2007), and our data supports the idea that the crosstalk between cortex

and striatum at the corticostriatal synapse is a critical site of dysfunction in HD.

Foxp2 Regulates a Program of Synaptic Genes in the Adult
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Our analysis of gene expression changes after Foxp2 overexpression in BACHD

mice in Chapter III highlights the synapse as the main location of rescue, consistent with

recent work demonstrating the importance of Foxp2 in striatal synapse function (Chen et

al., 2016). We found that Foxp2 regulates genes involved in synapse structure and

function in adulthood both in control and BACHD backgrounds. As there were

effectively no transcriptional alterations to correct, this collection of synaptic changes

may counteract other changes in these mice to produce the therapeutic benefit we

observed. Specifically, Foxp2 altered levels of voltage-gated calcium channel subunits

Cacna2d2 and Cacna2d3 in BACHD mice, which may help to rebalance transmission in

BACHD mice. Foxp2 overexpression was also responsible for alterations in other

synapse-related and channel proteins, including Kcnj10, Cacnalg, CamKIB, Gfap, Chat,

and Dbnl. While none of these genes are significantly altered in BACHD mice, their

manipulation via Foxp2 overexpression likely underlies the rescue observed in Chapter

III.

The role of Foxp2 in synaptic function may also be relevant to other disorders

beyond HD. We have presented data demonstrating that Foxp2 manipulation in adulthood

can affect repetitive behaviors in mice (Chapter III). Foxp2 has been previously linked to

ASDs through a number of its known targets (Roll et al., 2010; Vernes et al., 2008), but it

has not been studied causally with relation to ASD-relevant behaviors. The notion that

post-developmental manipulations can impact ASD-associated behaviors is powerful in

terms of its therapeutic consequences. These Foxp2 OX and KD mice should be

evaluated with respect to other ASD-relevant behaviors, such as social interaction, to

determine the extent of Foxp2 behavioral control. Subsequent RNA-seq from these
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animals will provide insight into the genes responsible for these behavioral alterations. If

these targets can be therapeutically modulated, they can be evaluated in an ASD-context

to determine their efficacy in treating autistic behaviors. These experiments can also be

combined with Foxp2 KD in ASD mouse models as a potential rescue. Similar Foxp2

targets may be responsible for mediating ASD behaviors in both contexts.

While there have been a limited number of studies focused on identifying Foxp2

targets both in embryonic mouse brain and cell lines (Spiteri et al., 2007; Vernes et al.,

2007, 2011), Foxp2 targets in adult mice remain unknown. Performing ChIP-seq in adult

mice would allow for identification of these effector genes and is a critical next step in

the continuation of the experiments presented in this thesis. We have tried to perform this

experiment, but have not found an antibody with sufficient specificity for ChIP-seq

analysis. The targets of Foxp2 can also be interrogated by comparing gene expression in

our Foxp2 KD and OX mice (Chapter III) to highlight genes that are altered in both

contexts. While this approach does not directly test Foxp2-DNA binding, it can still

produce new insights into potential Foxp2 targets. A more complete list of Foxp2 targets

in adulthood would also pinpoint new avenues for therapeutics in HD. For example, the

identification of calcium channel subunits Cacna2d2 and Cacna2d3 in Chapter III as

Foxp2-regulated genes opened the possibility that preexisting drugs that block these

subunits (Bkaily et al., 1986) may be beneficial drugs to test in an HD context.

Additional Therapeutic Avenues

Beyond these synaptic alterations, there are a number of other interesting genes

that change with Foxp2 overexpression that may aid in the BACHD behavioral rescue.

For example, Foxp2 overexpression reduced levels of phosphodiesterase 2a (Pde2a)
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expression. As a phosphodiesterase, Pde2a hydrolyzes the second messenger proteins

cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP).

Recently, there has been interest in another phosphodiesterase, PdelOa, in HD

therapeutics. Inhibition of PdeIOa produced therapeutic benefits in both R6/1 and R6/2

HD mouse models (GiampA et al., 2010; Giralt et al., 2013). A recent study by Beaumont

et al. (2016) demonstrated that early PdeIOa inhibition normalized some of the

physiological alterations in HD mice while also reversing some transcriptional changes. It

is possible that lowering Pde2a may have a similar or even greater therapeutic effect. In

fact, Pde 10a has already been demonstrated to be decreased in HD patients (Ahmad et al.,

2014; Russell et al., 2014) as well as mouse models (Beaumont et al., 2016), potentially

limiting the beneficial effects of further PdeI0a inhibition. There are available drugs to

inhibit Pde2a (Gomez & Breitenbucher, 2013), and future work should examine the

effects of these inhibitors in HD models.

Concluding Remarks

In summary, we have presented evidence that Foxp2 regulates a program of genes

involved in synapse structure and function in adulthood, and that activating these genes in

an HD context provides therapeutic benefit. Our work argues that the coritcostriatal

synapse is a critical site of dysfunction in HD and highlights potential therapeutic targets

that affect these connections. We also present evidence that polyQ protein expression

more generally may impact aggregation and toxicity of mHTT. Future studies will

examine the specific mechanisms by which these processes affect neurodegeneration.

Our work highlights the potential for Foxp2-informed therapeutics both within the HD
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field and even more broadly to other disorders where synaptic dysfunction underlies

disease pathology.
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